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I. THE BEGINNING URGE

Always are the beginnings of a book collector modest

and vague; save in the case of an occasional Croesus

or one of those restless mortals who suddenly emerge

from an adventure in a bull market with a mass of

winnings and not the ghost of an idea as to what to

do with them.

Croesus and the lucky gamblers have crowded the

little collector to the wall during the past decade and

raised a small group of shrewd dealers to the place of

magnates of big business. Nor is this condition likely

to change, notwithstanding a recurring seismic crack

in all the stock exchanges round about the world. For

Croesus buys with a magnificent gesture that forever

prohibits him from becoming a seller; he buys with

the objective of endowing a college or erecting a foun-

dation — a sure way to immortality.

It is a great boon to the small collector when he does

this, provided the small collector has any considerable

number of the books that are forever withdrawn from
the market when Croesus shuts them away from the

world in his opulent and, almost invariably, cold and

repellent foundation.

On the other hand, Croesus, as long as he collects,

has been a sore trial to the little fellow. Dealers all

over the world have used his name as a bogy to scare the

puny collector into paying extravagant prices.
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"I'm not sure/' whispers the dealer, "that I can let

you have this book. I have word that Croesus wants

it; in fact, I have been requested to set it aside for

him."

"But Croesus has a copy," whines the little fellow.

"True enough," responds Mr. Lazarus, "but not so

good a one as this."

"Will he turn in the one he has when he gets this?"

asks the little fellow.

"I doubt it," Lazarus responds. "You know he

bought part of the collection of the Duke of Walla-

borough, which contained two copies of everything

of first importance. Croesus believes that the duke's

grandfather had the correct idea, and he has made it

known that he is in the market for pairs of all the

fine things. Nevertheless, Mr. Littleweed, I am a bit

pressed for cash at the moment and, therefore, not

inclined to wait for the agents of Croesus to call. You
may have this immaculate copy of Gay's

4

Trivia ' for

two hundred pounds."

Littleweed is convinced in the back of his mind that

the price is at least one hundred pounds too high, but

the subtle suggestion that Croesus covets the same book
and would probably pay more than two hundred pounds

for it has a curdling effect upon his brain cells. He
buys the immaculate "Trivia" and lugs it off to his

little library. He will probably have to scrimp and

save to make up that two hundred pounds and more

than likely he will come upon another and even more
immaculate "Trivia" in another shop at less than half

the price a little later on. If so, he will be game about

it and seek to console himself with the thought that the
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United States of America is multiplying its breed of

Croesuses as a clever breeder multiplies his guinea pigs;

hence, inevitably, in the course of a few years, a super-

fine "Trivia" at two hundred pounds will seem a mon-

strous bargain.

Happily for the Littleweeds, and also for the piccolo

millionaires who are attracted to the book-collecting

game, their tremulous hopes of higher and higher prices

for the well-chosen books they have bought with

agonizing effort is likely to be realized — if they live

long enough, and if the fashions in collecting do not

undergo a sudden unforeseen change.

The ifs in collecting greatly outnumber the certainties.

But the beginning collectors are not allowed to realize

this. Should they burden their minds with too many
ifs at the start they would never begin. The dealer will

never intrude an if or a but as to anything he has to sell.

The older and more seasoned collector is usually an

incorrigible optimist who keeps his own constantly

increasing number of ifs to himself for his own particular

and individual salvation. It is instinctive with the

seasoned collector, who has been over the thorny hedges

of being stung, who has perhaps started out in some
peculiar line of his own that suddenly went out of fash-

ion, never to discourage a beginner.

Nor is it a simple achievement to discourage a begin-

ning hobbyist once the germ is solidly rooted. There

is only one sure way to cool his rising ardor, and that

is to deprive him of all his means. A temporary finan-

cial embarrassment will merely serve to interrupt the

pursuit of his hobby. I write this, not as a philosophi-

cal onlooker, not as a calm observer from the side lines,
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but as an unqualified bibliomaniac who has ridden the.

hobby for a little more than a decade, during which
time I have been able to analyze all the symptoms. I

have much to confess, a trifling amount to boast of, and,

praise be, very little to regret.

At first it was a bit disconcerting to have your more
superior friends and the surer-footed among your busi-

ness associates regard you as an amusing lunatic. For

me to pay five thousand dollars for a first edition of

Gray's "Elegy" was an act of madness that a committee

of alienists should have had the job of investigating.

Did I not recall that my first three years in journalism

had brought me scarcely that sum as a total wage?

And after spending that amount on one book, did I not

have to support the thing by the sacrifice of at least a

safe five per cent, per annum — plus insurance? If I

could sell the book in ten years for ten thousand dollars

I would get out with a safe profit. But, of course, only

the most outrageous luck would ever enable me to get

my money back.

Now for a little mild boasting. Not half ten years

had passed when I refused an offer of ten thousand dollars

for the book. I have seen an inferior copy sell for more.

Whether or not it will ever bring a still higher price I

will not venture more than a guess. Writing this here

in Taormina a few months after what the native Sicil-

ians, who were dismayed at the meager stream of

tourists crossing the Atlantic, called the crack, I should be

unjustifiably optimistic should I proclaim that I could

sell my Gray's
4

'Elegy' ' in the present period of economic

depression for as much as ten thousand dollars. I would

surely be canny enough not to make the effort in an era
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FISHERS OF BOOKS

of world-wide pessimism following the collapse of the

gambling spree of the ages.

Thus early in this book it is not my plan to dwell on

the sordid side of book collecting. Far too much has

been published on this phase of the adventure. The
majority of articles and books on the subject have given

the impression that shrewd and skillful collecting of

rare books is a good deal safer and saner than buying

blue-chip stocks in a bull market. Had not Jerome
Kern's copy of "Tom Jones" leaped in price from four

thousand dollars to thirty-nine thousand dollars in less

than four years? Had not a copy of Shelley's "Queen
Mab", containing corrections and interlineations in

the poet's own handwriting, brought sixty-eight thou-

sand dollars? And what about those five manuscript

pages of "Pickwick" that were sold at Sotheby's for

fourteen hundred pounds a page?

Shockingly like the sky-piercing manipulations of the

Wall Street pool operators! No doubt of that; and

there is no doubt that book collecting will suffer from

this overdose of sordidness to at least as great an extent

as Wall Street gambling will suffer from its period of

insensate inflation. But in both cases the return to

sanity will be merely temporary. The passions of the

stock gambler and the passions of the book collector

are at least slightly akin. Both seek to delude them-

selves that they are essentially investors, no matter how
high they reach for the blue chips.

But there the comparison ends.

Nothing could be more certainly disastrous than

buying books on the suggestion of ignorant tipsters.

In book collecting there is the absolute necessity of
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digging out facts and learning at least the rudiments of

bibliography. Only in the case of a parvenu Croesus

who wishes to dazzle his acquaintances with a whole

library of first editions, assembled as he would assemble

a gardenful of Italian water jars and marble fountains, is

it possible to buy blindly and in wholesale quantities.

Nearly every bookseller, whether he deals in new
books or old, has a yarn to tell about the customer who
buys an armful of books to fill his new bookcase, or

twenty feet or so of shelves. It was probably the

influence of this perennial story that inspired the late

Peter F. Collier to advertise his subscription set of

world's classics as a five-foot shelf load. The huge

success of his salesmanship in this particular instance

reveals somewhat the state of mind of the casual book-

buyer.

Not even Croesus, however, would ever be likely to

buy incunabula and premier first editions wholesale,

but I know of an instance of building up a library of

rare books, letters, and manuscripts that was essentially

the same in principle as that governing the considerable

number of men and women who purchase their books

by the five-foot measurement.

The case I refer to was that of a fortunate speculator

in shares, as they say in London. Not that this gentle-

man was British; on the contrary he was one of the

self-styled one-hundred-per-cent. Americans (let us call

him Mr. Levant) who have been the master builders of

our industries and their by-products. Having made his

pile in beauty-shop equipment and having retired from
this enterprise, he set out to display his shrewdness in

that most fascinating of all gambling adventures which

9
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is open to those of all ages or conditions of wealth at

the lower end of Manhattan Island, U. S. A. He de-

voted fourteen hours a day of his leisure to demonstrat-

ing that there is no easier place in the world to make
money than in Wall Street, if you have a bit of capital

and pick your stocks with care.

Mr. Levant did demonstrate just that during the years

of the rise, with the result that his profits kept on piling

up in a golden heap that began to bother him. He
shoveled a ton or so off the top and built himself a

Tudor mansion in the country. When this edifice was

completed he found that one wing contained a paneled

room in which there were Tudor alcoves fitted with

many shelves.

"This is the library, Mr. Levant," said the architect.

"I trust you approve."

"H'm, I guess so," answered Levant, "but it will

take a devilish lot of books to fill those shelves."

"Yes," said the architect. "But you need not worry

about that little detail. The decorator can take care

of the books. He will probably have special bindings

made to fit them into a harmonious color scheme."

"The hell he will," snorted Levant. "You've got

me wrong about books. I don't find all my reading in

the newspapers and magazines and I've listened to all

those old chestnuts about the get-rich-quick imbeciles

who select their books by the aid of a tape measure.

Roughly, Mr. Architect, what is this room costing

me?"
"I imagine," returned the architect, "that the cost

of this library in its present state will come to something

in the neighborhood of eighty thousand dollars."

10
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"I counted on about that figure," commented Levant.

"And when this decorator person who sports the lav-

ender shirts has sold his color schemes to Mrs. Levant,

the rugs and draperies for this room will eat up another

eighty thousand. On top of which you have the nerve

to suggest that I let that fellow choose the books and

bindings for my library. Now I am convinced that

you're all in cahoots together to collect every last nickel

of profit you can squeeze out of me. I don't mean to

be insulting, but I'm entitled to my opinion. Let it

be settled in your mind and in the mind of Mr. Lavender

or Mr. Violet, or whatever his name is, that I do my
own book buying."

And so it was settled. The grossly offended architect

of the magnificent Tudor library telephoned to his friend

the decorator that their little twenty thousand dollar

book deal was off.

"That damned upstart," hissed the architect, "has

got some scheme in his head for buying his own books.

Between us I do not believe he is straight in his mind
whether Chaucer wrote the 'Magna Charta' or 'The

Old Oaken Bucket.' It'll add honey to my cup if some
book dealer takes the hide off him."
The architect's wish was not quite fulfilled, notwith-

standing that Levant paid more than one hundred

thousand dollars, instead of twenty thousand, for his

books. The architect and the decorator could have
filled his shelves with second-hand Morocco bindings to

harmonize with the draperies at a cost of ten thousand

dollars. They would have been modestly satisfied with
a hundred per cent, profit. The dealer who finally did

supply Mr. Levant with a hundred thousand dollar lot

1
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of rare books was not quite so modest as to gain — the

books he supplied cost him forty thousand dollars.

Singularly enough, though, the owner of the brand-

new Tudor library was the gainer in the end. It came

about in this way:

Levant, Jr., came home from college for his summer
vacation. In one of his English courses the young man
had become chummy with a classmate who loved first

editions, one of those rare accidents who was by the

way of becoming a bibliomaniac of the third generation.

This classmate knew his hobby. Likewise, he was a

good talker — so good a talker that he inoculated

Levant, Jr., with at least a mild species of the germ, in

consequence of which the son of the sudden Croesus

returned home with a first edition of the "Biglow
Papers" for which he had spent the equivalent of what
his garage charged for two tires for his Rolls-Royce

racer.

Arriving home after his father's little outburst with

the architect, Levant, Jr., proudly exhibited his purchase

and announced that there was something worth consider-

ing in investing a superfluity of income in rare books.

"The only trouble with that form of insanity, Dad,"

added young Levant, "is that it consumes a precious lot

of time hunting out the right things. Also you must

absorb oodles and oodles of bibliographical dope, so

as not to be robbed."

"A pretty hopeless job, then, for a busy man like

you," said Levant, Sr., with a twinkle. "But tell me
more about it; I'm interested. There's that new library,

hungry for books — and why fill a two hundred thou-

sand dollar room with trash?"

12
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Levant, Jr., expanded to the extent of his wholly-

superficial knowledge. A few days later Levant, Sr.,

visited one of the best-known dealers in rare books in

that part of the world. He had selected this particular

dealer after his secretaries had brought him an elaborate

report on what they could learn of the trade in rare

books. The dealer chosen was not the Big Mogul of

the business, but he was big enough to enjoy a turnover

of almost a million dollars a year, or at least so it was

reported. Two more facts in his favor were that he

had been in business more than thirty years and num-

bered among his steady customers many magnates in

banking, finance, and manufacturing.

Levant, Sr., stated his case with his usual directness

to the elderly gentleman who had been buying and

selling incunabula and the rare items of the sixteenth,

seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries for

more than half his lifetime.

"Mr. Kennedy," said Levant, Sr., "I am about to

finish a new house in which there is a large and expen-

sive library. I wish to fill that library with books

that are worth boasting about — rare books, first edi-

tions, that sort of thing. I have never collected any-

thing but business experience and money. I am one of

these new rich; richer, thanks to the stock market,

than I have any right to be, though no one ever worked
harder during the forty years I was building up a busi-

ness. But because I've been lucky, Mr. Kennedy, please

do not class me with the sucker rich.

"I am here to give you an order for one hundred
thousand dollars' worth of rare books. My son tells

me you could spend all of that on a Gutenberg Bible or

13
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on one Shakespeare book. But please count that sort

out; there is too much space to fill. You had better

come out to the house and size up the requirements.'

*

Mr. Kennedy did so, reporting to the owner as follows

:

"You have space, sir, for about four thousand books.

You probably have some books of your own, perhaps

a thousand, to which you have some slight sentimental

attachment, though as books a dealer might regard

them as junk. Do not discard them. They will give

what some would call a human touch. Without that,

a hurriedly bought new library, even though it contain

a thousand or so first editions, gives itself away.

"I will supply about one thousand books that can be

honestly regarded as collector's items, and about five

hundred more that should be in every collector's library.

Among the five hundred will be a number of sets of books

such as the Bombay Kipling, with the first volume

signed by the author; the Melstock Hardy, the Vailima

Stevenson, the first collected editions of Dickens and

Thackeray, a signed set of Conrad, and possibly a few

others. These are sets that no collector will sneer at

and they are bound to rise slightly in value every year.

"These sets I can put my hand on almost immediately,

but when it comes to a well-selected lot of first editions

assembled by a definite plan, I shall ask you to give me
at least a year. There are dealers who might unload

upon you a jumbled miscellany from their stock. I

could do that with very great profit to myself. But

whether you believe it or not, I have a personal pride

in my business and the results I obtain for my customers.

"I suggest that you confine your selection to nine-

teenth and twentieth-century novelists and poets. Were

14
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you to go back to the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, your hundred thousand dollars would fill few

shelves; furthermore, I would probably have to ask

you for five years' time, rather than for one. That is,

if it were your desire to take on such authors as Richard-

son, Fielding, Smollett, and Sterne and seek the finest

specimens obtainable in the original state.

"Much of this may be strange patter to you, Mr.

Levant, and as a good business man you realize that you

are putting yourself at my mercy. My promise that I

shall not rob you may amuse you. If so, please interpret

it to mean that I shall select for you with all the shrewd-

ness and cunning I possess; that I shall, nevertheless,

expect to make a handsome profit."

Levant was entirely satisfied with this assurance.

He gave Dealer Kennedy carte blanche to begin with the

novelists and poets of the nineteenth century and carry

on as far into the present as Joseph Conrad, John Gals-

worthy, Bernard Shaw, Arnold Bennett, and Booth
Tarkington — yea, even unto a first issue of "Gentle-

men Prefer Blondes."

It was my privilege to watch this collection for Mr.
Levant grow in Dealer Kennedy's shop; and while

ninety-nine collectors out of one hundred might regard

it as an almost criminal method of filling one's shelves,

the assemblage itself could be condemned only by the

super-critical. Compared with the cost of many of the

first editions of the early Victorians the prices paid for

some of the moderns were way out of proportion; and
buying moderns must always be a gamble for most of

the lifetime of the collector. Notwithstanding the very

short time (less than four years) that has passed since

15
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the Levant job lot was gathered for him, many of his

early Victorians have trebled and quadrupled in value,

far more than making up for any likely slump in his

moderns.

Regarding this episode in book collecting wholly from

the material side, Mr. Levant would have no difficulty

to-day, save in an interlude of deep depression, in selling

his hundred thousand dollar purchase at a considerable

advance, even after deducting the twenty per cent, fee

for the auctioneer and incidental cataloguing and

advertising expenses. Mr. Kennedy has, you may be

sure, kept him informed of this fact from time to time,

undoubtedly with the hope of inspiring the gentleman

with at least a speculator's interest in book collecting.

The real urge to collect has been known to have such

beginnings, if rarely.

Alas for Dealer Kennedy's hopes, the attempted inocu-

lation failed. Levant was sated with rare books when
he got his hundred thousand dollars' worth and quit

abruptly upon the delivery of the last package, contain-

ing Butler's "The Way of All Flesh", "Erewhon", and

"Erewhon Revisited."

"You'll never pull me in as a gambler in rare books,

Mr. Kennedy," said Levant. "It's too tame and too

long-drawn-out. Also there is no organized market

for buying and selling that will let a fellow know where

he stands from day to day. Moreover, I've no back-

ground when it comes to sensing what is and what
isn't good to buy. It's altogether too damned intricate

for this member of the Levant family. I should be

delighted if Levant, Jr., would take it up and make a

hobby of it, but I'm afraid he has the money bug and

16
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the sport bug too badly to go any distance with an

intellectual line. I can see that if any one with an

oversized bank account would start early enough in this

book-collecting game, live long enough, and keep

plugging at it without ever being sidetracked or dis-

couraged, he'd have a magnificent asset for his old age.

"But book collecting, I reckon, can't be forced. It's

got to happen. With the Levants it hasn't happened.

Here's a check to close our account. As you enter it in

your ledger you can write under it 'a satisfied customer',

and I'll be glad to add my signature."

17



II . HOW COLLECTORS HAPPEN

While there must be several hundred thousand buyers

of rare books and manuscripts round about the world,

they are nevertheless regarded in all countries as a

species of lunatic. They are separated from all other

collectors as freaks. Coin collectors and stamp col-

lectors are far more numerous than book collectors and

far more understandable to most. Coins and stamps

have at least the similitude of money. In the freshness

of their days they were money, and is it not natural for

mortals to yearn for money — yearn to possess it, to

handle it, and, not infrequently, to hoard it?

But shabby old books and decaying fragments of

manuscript present to the average man a wholly anti-

thetical conception of money values. Only the sort of

magic that appeals to a child or an idiot could transform

such tatterdemalions into precious treasures.

Defend the extravagances of the bibliomaniac with all

the logic at your command; it makes but a puny impres-

sion. Point out that there is just as great a degree of

abnormality in the passion to collect old furniture, old

glass, old china, old carpets and tapestries, old Greek

and Roman bathtubs, ancient suits of armor, swords,

daggers and war clubs, seventeenth-century Italian gar-

den junk, Renaissance wrought iron that is being imi-

tated throughout Tuscany in scores of little factories and

smithies. All in vain.

18
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Practically every phase of book collecting the book

maniac may name, except his own, has its roots in

reason and sanity. All other collecting faddists are

antiquarians, or archeologists, or geologists, or some-

thing equally respectable, dignified, intelligent. There

is in most cases a utilitarian value in what they scoop up

and sweep up in their wanderings. You can sit on their

furniture and eat off it, if they will permit you to.

Their china, glass, and pewter are usable, likewise

ornamental. Although many of them pile their finds in

stables, hide them away in attics, and keep on buying

duplicates, their stuff is utilitarian none the less. Their

children, or their grandchildren, can haul it out and have

it restored.

But what can any one do with old books and disin-

tegrating bits of manuscript? Not read them, certainly,

when there are so many modern editions printed with

much better type. Do not these book collectors who
show their prizes to you watch you in agonized fear lest

you drop one of the hopeless old relics, or open it too

far with a careless wrench of the wrist?

Yes, the rare-book collector is the madman of the lot.

Curiously enough, the bibliophile rather rejoices in this

verdict. Once he is in full gallop on his hobby all the

rest of the world is mad save himself; moreover, he feels

a vast superiority to every other sort and genre of col-

lector.

In the tight little cosmos of the fisher of books just

one form of collecting is wholly admirable and under-

standable; namely, the acquisition of rare books and
manuscripts. The book collector has known many
stamp and coin collectors, old furniture men, old glass
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and old pewter men who turned to books, but he has

never known a first-grade bookman who got down off

his hobby before the undertaker was sent for.

It may be this unswerving devotion to a one-track

hobby that gives the impression that the bibliomaniac

is the supreme oddity of all. But our detractors are

never sufficiently articulate in interpreting us to give us

a clear-cut idea of their reactions.

That feminine rejoinder, "just because", is the com-

mon answer to our interrogations. Occasionally we
will hear an exposition that runs about as follows

:

"Our instinct tells us that you rare-book grubbers are the

ultimate development in eccentricity, even though we are

unable to reason it out. We can look at old pictures and old

statuary, old furniture, old carpets and old tapestry and see

something of the past, feel genuinely thrilled in speculating

on the older civilizations that produced them. There is al-

ways the understandable beauty of these objects, the trace of

the great masters who produced them.

"But old books, generally speaking — what are they?

The ones that appear to be the most valuable and the most

sought after were produced by the worst printers and the

worst scribes of their time. We can understand a little why
Gutenberg Bibles, magnificently illuminated missals and

psalters, or the loveliest specimens of binding of the past four

or five centuries are collected; we have a faint notion why
great value should be accorded to specimens of handwriting

of very great men. But when it comes to mere first editions,

tattered and battered and disreputable remnants in themselves,

we are utterly puzzled as to what makes them attractive or of

consequence."

I have endeavored to explain to at least twoscore

practical and intelligent men and women why I de-
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lighted in collecting such "trash." Only an hour

before beginning this paragraph I sat chatting with

Gertrude Atherton on the sheltered afterdeck of the

Rotterdam as she glided out of the ancient harbor of

Syracuse after a six weeks' roundabout of Greece, Pales-

tine, Egypt, Algiers, Morocco, Cyprus, Crete, and

Malta. I mentioned to Mrs. Atherton that to my mind

the greatest atrocity of all in the Mediterranean was the

destruction of the Alexandrian library.

Mrs. Atherton was not quite sure she agreed with me.

She was inclined to think that the destruction of all

the written words in the world might be rather a bless-

ing than a disaster. ' 'Consider what a boon it would be

to the modern author," she chuckled. I mentioned to

her then that I had bought a first edition of her book,

"The Conqueror", and that it was such a superfine copy

that I had had a red Morocco case made for it.

"That strikes me as a trifle idiotic, although, of

course, I am flattered," she commented. "I have met a

good many book collectors in my time, and most of them
have every outward appearance of intelligence. Really,

none of you can be quite normal. You are all victims

of some painless disease that is beyond the reach of

medicine, surgery, or even metaphysics. I could under-

stand paying a reasonable amount of money for a copy

of '/Eneid' in Virgil's own handwriting, but as for my
book, 'The Conqueror', that is past human comprehen-

sion. What is the first symptom of this malady when
it attacks you?"

"There I am stumped," I replied. "It happens to

you and you have it. You are unaware of its approach.

The germ is even more cunning and stealthy than the
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love germ. With love you have warnings and a tingling

awareness, and the early symptoms are exalting. The
first symptom of bibliomania, however, is much more
subtle than love. It anesthetizes. It manifests itself

by producing a form of somnambulism. You come out

of a bookshop carrying a first edition of something or

other. You cannot explain how or why you got it, or

what you paid for it. But you have it; and when you
arrive home with it you creep off to some secluded room
and examine it. Then occurs the first little burning

exaltation. Just a little glow to begin with, then by

infinite gradations a consuming fire."

"I imagined it was something like that," said Mrs.

Atherton. "You have my sympathy."

Since the dawn of culture the bibliomaniac has been

pilloried by the uninitiated. Lucian, "the last great

master of Attic eloquence and Attic wit", had neither

sympathy nor pity for him, and assailed him as follows:

You think that by purchasing a great number of fine books

you may be taken for a good scholar. But, on the contrary,

you will only make your ignorance the more conspicuous.

Not only do you buy the books which are not the best, but

you are easily persuaded by the first man who praises the

book; so that the booksellers who know you sacrifice to

Mercury are as lucky as if they had found a treasure, for they

could never hope for a better opportunity of converting their

vilest trash into solid cash. . . .

Even supposing that you were just discerning enough to

buy the manuscripts of such a dealer as Callinus, so much
admired for their elegance, or the publications of an Atticus,

so celebrated on account of their accuracy, of what good, my
dear sir, is such a possession to you? You can no more
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appreciate their excellence than a blind lover the fine eyes

and rosy cheeks of a charming mistress. You may have

collected the works of Demosthenes, including one of the

eight copies of "Thucydides" which he wrote with his own
hand, or all the books which Sulla, when he made himself

master of Athens, seized and sent to Italy; yet how could

that avail you?

If you made your bed on the best copies of the great

authors, or were decked in manuscripts from head to foot,

would you be less ignorant than you are? There is a proverb

that says, "An ape is still an ape though adorned with

jewels and gold." . . . You men of wealth would have too

many advantages over us poor scoundrels if you could buy in

an instant, for a mere sum of money, all the store of learning

which has taken us so long to collect. If that were so no

scholar would venture to contend in erudition with the book-

sellers, with the vast stores of learning in their possession;

but, on closer inspection, you will find that these worthy
persons are no less lacking in taste and discernment than

yourself, though their days and nights as well are spent

among books.

To-day our critics are more moderate in their scorn

than was the caustic Lucian. They have come to grant

the fisher of books some sympathy and pity, very little

admiration, and almost never any envy. With perfect

futility I have raved about that subtle infusion of

pleasure into my consciousness when I handle any first

edition of a great book — provided always, in my own
special case, that it is a book that has meant a great

deal to me in my forty years of reading. I have at least

convinced myself that my efforts at collecting have

been confined to only those works from which I have

derived the greatest amount of enjoyment or the great-
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est amount of good (as I recorded it) as a reader.

"Robinson Crusoe" I knew almost by heart at the age

of ten, and I had succeeded in imagining myself in his

place a thousand times in those boyhood days when the

real world became infinitely tiresome. My first edition

of this imperishable romance was a great extravagance,

but there is a renewed thrill in handling it every time

I pick it up. Here is the very book that stirred the

youth of two centuries ago, just as it fired my imagina-

tion within a comparatively brief span of my living

memory.
I showed my first-edition "Crusoe" to Booth Tarking-

ton on the day I lured him to the little alcove library

wherein my greatest prizes are wedged, in double and

triple rows. When I told Tarkington what I had

paid for those three precious volumes a fleeting look of

pain shadowed his features and the corners of his mouth
contracted. In a man of such infinite kindness and

gentleness of soul such an expression was doubly elo-

quent. He pitied me to the bottom of that great heart

of his. He had long had faith in my sanity, but now
it was gone. Even though I had been at great pains to

collect every first edition of his own works and save

every letter he had ever written to me, there was little

his judgment could render in my favor after hearing

what I had paid for my "Robinson Crusoe" first, won-
derfully preserved and in the original calf binding.

I strove to make it more understandable to him by

pointing out its beautiful condition after two centuries

of handling. I explained all the points by which it

was distinguished from the second and later issues.

Here in my enthusiasm my voice rose to shrillness.
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It is a common delusion with a lot of us that noise

is convincing. If you cannot score a point in a low,

even tone, raise your voice. Shout. Scream. The re-

sult is, of course, the opposite of what you hope for.

Soft-voiced lunatics can get away with almost anything

in this trusting world of ours; but once let them begin

shouting and gesturing and they are led to the little

room where they keep the strait-jackets.

Suddenly, sensing the folly of my tactics in my
argument with Tarkington, I stopped my voice down to

a husky whisper, put away the "Robinson Crusoe",

and pulled out an immaculate first edition in the blue

binding of "Huckleberry Finn." I told him that there

were American firsts of this book in the green binding

almost as fine as my copy in blue, but that the blue cloth

was relatively so scarce as to be practically unobtainable.

"And I suppose this color variation would make at

least a trifling difference in cost," sighed the gentleman

from Indiana.

"The blue cloth," I said casually, "makes a difference

of about three hundred per cent. You could buy a

prime green copy of 'Huckleberry Finn' for about two
hundred dollars; a superlative copy in the blue binding

would fetch in the neighborhood of six hundred."

Tarkington's features stiffened with unbelief, but that

quizzical smile soon reappeared and he went on inscrib-

ing, writing comments, and making charming little

sketches on the flyleaves of my first editions of his

works.

Though nothing I could say or do would provoke

him to say so, I am sure that he obliged me in this way
as the kindest of men are wont to humor children.
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Indeed, his generous pity for me expanded to such a

degree that he gave me the entire holograph manuscript

of his then latest book, "The Plutocrat."

It has often puzzled me why so few authors of dis-

tinction collect rare books and manuscripts. Bernard

Shaw has been brutally frank in expressing his opinion

that book collectors taken en masse are a harmless lot of

morons bitten by an inferiority complex. Hugh Wal-

pole, John Drinkwater, Thomas Beer, Christopher

Morley, and the late Amy Lowell are a few of the

exceptions.

E. V. Lucas, who has a much wider acquaintance with

the literary great than I, was the only author to whom
I put the question — "Why is it that authors do not

collect rare books and manuscripts?" — who gave

me an articulate reply.

"The objectives of authors and of book collectors,"

said Lucas, "are as opposite as the objectives of under-

takers and obstetricians. * The book collectors want
small first editions, the author rejoices in huge first

editions. As both a publisher and writer of books, I

can conceive of no more perfect state of society than one

in which all first editions attained a minimum of fifty

thousand copies in actual sales without the aid of

book-of-the-month clubs. Authors and publishers

would then be as doves to one another. Twenty per

cent, royalties would prevail, and haggling and mis-

understandings between publishers and authors would
be so uncommon that it would be safe to assume that

they couldn't be.

"Now, in such a world of singing harmonies there

would be no book collectors, and all the Rosenbachs,
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Gabriel Wellses, Quaritches, and Walter Spencers would

soon put up their shutters. The only way a first edition

could become valuable would be for the author to write

some scurrilous attack upon a great man of the times or

upon a brother author on the flyleaf of one of the fifty

thousand copies of his first edition. It is not likely that

this would occur with sufficient frequency to keep the

industry alive.

"Writers may be sentimentalists about some things,

but not about first editions, nor yet about royalties.

As they cannot in any particular see eye to eye with the

book collector, they are naturally suspicious of him
and annoyed by him. They are even opposed to this

limited first edition craze that has gathered such impetus

in the past few decades. They dislike autographing

special editions and suspect that they are being done

out of some of the profits by the publishers and dealers.

When they hear that a few of these autographed books,

published only yesterday, are selling at premiums of

from five to ten pounds, can you blame them for being

suspicious?

"As I diagnose book collectors and authors, I regard

the author as a far more sane and worthy type. He is

a creator and a practical man. The book collector

preserves and hoards and rakes through rubbish heaps.

The strangest thing about him is that before he de-

veloped his mania he was likely to have been among
the hardest and shrewdest of workers — a manufacturer,

one of those men of mystery called capitalists, a banker,

now and then a lawyer or a physician. Only in the

case of a banker is the development of such a hobby
quite natural. The banker probably knows more about
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the fact of scarcity than men of other vocations. Noth-

ing can become more acutely scarce and wanted than

money. If the same thing can occur in old books and

manuscripts, is it any wonder then that the banker is

likely to become a gatherer?"

I have personal reason for being thankful that E. V.

Lucas has not the book-collecting urge. In my Conrad

collection are some presentation copies he sold to me
at a time when exceptional Conrads could be had at

modest prices; likewise, I acquired from him at a

great bargain the entire lot of large-paper presentation

Milne-Shepard books, two of them in the vellum

editions that were limited to twenty signed copies.
'

'When We Were Very Young" came out in the large

paper, inscribed by both author and artist, at two
pounds two shillings; within three years some dealers

were asking eighty pounds for it. Lucas let me have,

at the publication price, the copy the author had pre-

sented to him, and for all the later ones he asked only

an insignificant premium.

On the whole it is better for collectors that authors

keep out of the game. It would also be much better

for collectors if some authors were much less liberal

with their presentation copies, wrote fewer letters, and

numbered and dated all they did write.

Take Bernard Shaw, for instance: he himself hasn't

the ghost of an idea how many letters he has written.

There must be tens of thousands of them — that is, if

you count post cards. I saw one batch of post cards

he wrote from the Riviera to a young lady who had a

minor part in one of his plays but who played this part

to the author's great satisfaction. He sent her off two
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or three post cards a day. She kept the lot of them and

later sold them en gros at a good price to a dealer who
split them up and sold them in little lots at a trifling

advance of four or five hundred per cent.

As a bit of idle speculation, let us assume that Shaw
made a practice of sending off reams of post cards to all

the ladies who played in all his plays. If all of them
were treasured, there must be a ton or so of these Shavian

items lying about. Yet some Shaw letters have brought

and likely will bring again as high as one thousand

dollars.

Dickens was another letter writer of baffling fecundity,

but fortunately Dickens never had a typewriter. Shaw
has had one for about fifteen years, and you never can

tell when you buy one of his typewritten letters for a

thumping big price whether or not some other collector

hasn't the holograph original.

You see, the innumerable ifs of collecting add im-

mensely to the fascination of the game. Almost im-

mediately you are smitten with the mania, you are

enchanted by the uncertainties you have let yourself

in for. You are keen to get to the bottom of all its

mysteries. You flatter yourself that you are sharper

than the majority of dubs who are collecting. Your

one great and lasting regret is that you failed to start

at it earlier in life, say twenty or thirty years before

you made your first plunge.

You can scan through a bundle of old catalogues and

weep at the prices there recorded. A first edition of

Scott's "Waverley" in the original boards with labels

intact for ten shillings. To-day you would gladly pay

one thousand pounds for it, if you could find it. But
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so would a dealer, and if he got hold of one, what

would you have to pay? A fortune, if the quotations

are running wild in Wall Street.

It is of small consolation to tell yourself that you

could not have begun to be a real collector much before

you did because you didn't have the money to spend.

Besides, you were too busy. Your boss had an eye of

steel and a heart of stone and you feared the reputation

of being odd. Rather futile excuses, all of these, after

you have met several collectors who were in precisely

the same fix as you were at the same time, but who had

the miraculous good judgment to buy all of Thomas
Hardy's first editions fresh from the publisher and then

send them on to Hardy himself to have him write his-

toric comments in them. I have seen a "Desperate

Remedies" which was acquired in this way, at a cost

of about ten dollars, including postage. Even at the

bottom of a bear market in this decade it should bring

at least five thousand dollars.

Just spend a day or two in A. Edward Newton's

library and learn what he did with his money at a time

when you thought you were miserably poor. With
ridiculous ease you could have spent no more than he

did on hundreds of little treasures that have now scaled

up in price from one hundred to five thousand per cent.

No, once you are bitten, you will never fail to groan

at the thought that you were not born and bred a col-

lector, that you neglected as a child to hoard your allow-

ance of twenty-five cents a week for the purchase

of first editions of Edgar Allan Poe, "Uncle Tom's
Cabin", the Rollo books, "Alice in Wonderland",

"Tom Sawyer", "Little Women", "Moby Dick", "The
3i
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Scarlet Letter", "Walden", or anything else of the sort

that could have been bought for shillings in your boy-

hood days.

True enough, it is not given to many collectors to

guess with unerring certainty concerning the permanent

values of contemporary authors. There is too great a

divergence of opinion among those by whose judgment

you are likely to be swayed as to who is or who is not

permanently placed in the world of literature. Take
Conrad to-day as a notable example. Men like John
Galsworthy, H. M. Tomlinson, E. V. Lucas, Bernard

Shaw, J. B. Priestley, and Christopher Morley swear by
him. I began collecting him almost from the very first,

and got a greater thrill in reading him than I had ever

had from either Dickens or Thackeray. I acquired nine

of his most important manuscripts, the manuscripts

of "Victory", "Typhoon", and "Falk" among them.

I stocked up with presentation copies and letters. I

filled shelf after shelf with Conrads and then invited

Eddie Newton to come see them.

I watched A. Edward's face for the light of enthusi-

asm. That genial countenance registered blank; New-
ton was about as cold to Conrad as ever the Vatican

was to Luther and George Borrow. The great Pole's

mysticism and his utter absence of a sense of humor
made it impossible for Newton to enjoy a page of Con-

rad's amazing prose.

I recall also that Chauncey Brewster Tinker reacted

in almost identically the same manner. He spent hours

poring over Richardsons, Fieldings, Smolletts, and

Sternes, likewise my Jane Austens, but never reached

his hand in the direction of the Conrad shelves.
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There came also to this same little room of mine where

my best beloveds are stored, Morris L. Parrish, of

Dormie House, Pine Valley, New Jersey, whose collec-

tions of Bronte, Lewis Carroll, Hardy, Scott, Meredith,

George Eliot, Stevenson, Barrie, Anthony Trollope,

and Wilkie Collins cause rivals to throw up their hands.

Parrish is far from a one-track specialist; indeed, he

has a magnificent lot of all the Victorian novelists.

Also he reads what he likes and likes what he likes —
but not Conrad. He was as frigidly aloof from the

Conrad shelves as either Newton or Tinker.

Here were three men of infinitely greater collecting

experience than I who were as one thawless glacier when
it came to Joseph Conrad. And there were many
others to whom I talked who felt precisely the same

way.

What is a youngish collector (and a fairly green one)

to do in such case? Chuck his Conrad and take on some
one else for whom he personally cares much less —
Herman Melville, for instance? Nine out of ten of my
collector friends were keen about Melville. Several of

them called "Moby Dick" the great American novel,

though it is really no more of a novel than is "Robinson

Crusoe." (And what child or adolescent has ever been

able to read so much as a chapter of it?) But somehow
I could not rave about "Moby Dick", American classic

of the sea though it be. I had read it three times, trying

to step up my enthusiasm. I paid one thousand dollars

for a very fine first edition of it and again read it in its

pristine form. But no, Conrad for me ten to one

against Herman Melville.

I did not abandon Conrad, nor was I influenced to go
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on with Herman Melville, save to this extent : I bought

another first of "Moby Dick" because it was even finer

than the one I had and somewhat cheaper; also I

obtained from Doctor Rosenbach a very splendid copy

of the first English edition, in which the title is changed

to "The Whale." This English edition, dated the

same year (185 1), comes in three volumes instead of one

and is said to be much scarcer than the American edition.

Said to be scarcer should be italicized for all collectors.

In the majority of cases there are no publishers' records

of any kind. It will take years of looking on your own
to size up degrees of scarcity — and then you may be

wrong. Sudden demand can create a great apparent

scarcity. Take Boswell's "Life of Johnson" as an

example. There are hundreds, possibly thousands of

them. Ten years ago there were heaps of them in the

shops of scores of booksellers. No\v you may look all

day in London or New York and find only one or two.

Unless you go to Rosenbach. He has a shelf of them
in the original boards. But the Rosenbach copies are

all exceptionally fine, most of them in the uncut state.

Naturally, they are priced accordingly. Boswell's

"Johnson" is a book that has leaped in price from a few

pounds to a thousand, not because of scarcity, but

through sheer popularity and demand.

Why all this furore for Boswell's "Johnson", when
distinguished critics have been writing him down for a

century? Ah, but consult the works of Chauncey

Tinker and A. Edward Newton. Think of the thou-

sands who read their books, listen to their lectures, and

abide by their suggestions. And do the dealers quote

Newton and stock up with his favorites? They most
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emphatically do. They stock them up and they price

them up — which sentence is intended to be eloquent

rather than rhetorical.

But let us get back to the British edition of Melville's

"The Whale." It is alleged to be very scarce and

appears to be, for you will not find the British dealers

turning up a good copy once a year. The chance to

obtain a very good copy of "The Whale" from Rosen-

bach's palatial New York bookshop on Fifty-first

Street near Fifth Avenue at less than half the usual

price for a "Moby Dick" proved too tempting for me
to resist.

1 Now, having two American firsts and one

British first, all fine, I ought to join in the chorus and

proclaim it among the preeminent books, whether or

no it is hard labor for me to read it. But I shall never

be brought to admit that it is as good a book as any one

of five of Conrad's, nor will my critical sense, if I have

any, allow that it is as good a book as Tomlinson's

"The Sea and the Jungle." I shall stick by Conrad

and hang on to his books so long as I possess the means.

No collector who is not a Croesus is safe in saying

that he will never sell anything. (Not in these perilous

days of great upswings and downswings of stock quota-

tions.) The book-collecting mania has been known to

peter out in old age. Some men have been talked out of

it by dominant wives, who could hardly be blamed for

preferring a Rolls-Royce or two to a page of Robert

Burns' manuscript. And there are collectors who go

broke
—

"busted bibliophiles", as Newton has allit-

erated it.

1 At the bottom of the 1930 autumn slump a copy of "The Whale" was sold in

London for three hundred pounds, or three times what I paid Rosenbach for mine.
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It may be apposite to admit that I owe much to

Doctor Rosenbach for my resistance to the influences of

those who are utterly cold to Conrad. More than half

of my Conrad manuscripts came from the Doctor, who
bought them wholesale at the Quinn sale. But he

would not sell me the manuscript I desired most of all,

that of "The Nigger of the Narcissus." Neither would
he sell me the manuscripts of "Lord Jim" and

"Almayer's Folly."

No, not even after I had paid him a small fortune for

the manuscripts of "Victory", "Typhoon", and "Falk."

He is the only dealer to whom I ever pleaded in vain to

be allowed to commit a great extravagance. Nor did

I subside after my first try; I pegged away at him for

more than two years before finally giving up. He had
taken the manuscripts of "The Nigger of the Narcissus",

"Lord Jim", and "Almayer's Folly" to his home on

Delancey Street, Philadelphia, where they would re-

main permanently out of the market with his "Goody
Two-Shoes", his Cervantes letter, and many other

treasures that excite the covetousness of every collector

who is allowed to see them.

There may be other dealers who feel this way about

some of their most precious items, but I have yet to

meet them. True, there are none so opulent as Rosen-

bach, yet it is fairly certain that there are many with

ample wealth to collect on their own and withdraw

certain prizes from the market if the spirit moves them.

The great French dealer, Edouard Rahir, was a note-

worthy exception who built up a home collection that

he walled off from commercial contacts. Unfortunately

for me I never met Rahir — he died in 1914 — and until
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recently had only a misty idea of his fame and worth.

In May, 1930, when I happened to be in Paris and when
all the stock exchanges of the world were in the dumps

following the autumn cataclysm of 192.9, a part of his

private reserve was sold at auction for his widow.

There were two hundred and fifty items in this sale,

including Maioli and Grolier bindings and many super-

lative examples of sixteenth, seventeenth, and eight-

eenth century illustrated books. Fine bindings, first

love of the Continental collector, predominated, but

the choicest of the illustrated books brought the spec-

tacular prices. In three days the Rahir "holdouts"

were sold for the equivalent of more than half a million

dollars — plus a government tax of fourteen per cent.

This was an all-time record for three-day book auctions,

and it showed that even world-wide economic depres-

sion does not affect the sales value of rare books that

deserve triple A rating.

The high spots at the Rahir sale were three 15 11

Diirer folios containing forty-five wood engravings by
the great Nuremberger, which brought four hundred and

forty thousand francs; three volumes containing six

hundred and twenty-two examples of Watteau on two
hundred and seventy-two plates, which brought four

hundred and ten thousand francs; Voltaire's "La
Pucelle d'Orleans", with twenty original drawings of

Gravelot, three hundred and sixty-five thousand francs;

a 1555 translation into French of "Xenophon", which
was bound for Catherine de' Medici and bore her coat

of arms, three hundred and twenty-two thousand francs;

"Les Metamorphoses d'Ovide", Paris, 1767-1770, four

volumes, with one hundred and forty illustrations by
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Boucher, Eisen, Gravelot, and J. M. Moreau, and also

thirty vignettes by Choffard, three hundred and twenty-

five thousand francs; a 1734 edition of Moliere, six

volumes in four, illustrated by Boucher, two hundred

and five thousand francs; and a four-volume "Orlando

Furioso" in a superb eighteenth-century binding and

containing forty-six illustrations by Moreau, two hun-

dred thousand francs.

To all these prices a fourteen per cent, tax must be

added. If you were a Continental collector placing

your bid through a dealer, add another ten per cent, to

that. And if you happened to be an American collector,

placing your bid through an American dealer who in

turn placed his bid through a Parisian dealer, add still

another ten per cent. Taking the extreme hypothesis

in this bit of conjecture, the Diirer, laid down at his

library door, would have cost the American collector

very nearly to a penny twenty-three thousand six

hundred dollars.

While there were no hysterical peak prices in this

Paris auction such as occurred at the Kern sale, the bid-

ding was nevertheless high enough to establish new
records both for France and the entire book world. The
two hundred and fifty items sold represented only one

third of the treasures which Dealer Rahir withdrew from

the market and shut away in his home library. Accord-

ing to some of his rivals, the profit above what he

had paid for these books was enormous, demonstrating

his excellent good judgment in hoarding.

Rahir was a power in the book world a generation

before Doctor Rosenbach emerged on his meteoric

career. There is nevertheless a close similarity in the
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genius of these two. Both developed an uncanny

faculty for nosing out the items that the great collectors

would compete for; both were able to win the repu-

tation of scholars and command the respect of other

scholars, and then capitalize this reputation in their

business; and, what was finally and supremely impor-

tant, both were able to outdistance all their rivals by

their ability to attract to them the multimillionaire

collectors whose patronage is essential if you are to

do business on a magnificent scale.

Rosenbach's bitterest enemy in the trade will be

forced to admit that the secret of his huge success is

due largely to the fact that he has not only learned

to know rare books and manuscripts as few other men
have known them, but that he is also capable of loving

them for themselves, with somewhat the same sort of

passion that possesses the rank and file of bibliomaniacs.

Rosenbach was raised among rare books by an uncle

who bought and sold them, and who also loved them.

It might be said that this was all that was necessary

to engender the instinct. So it may often occur, where
only the commercial flair is involved, yet how rarely

does it happen in the families of collectors who collect

purely as a hobby ! The ripe flower of genius is rarely

transmitted from father to son, and the same is gener-

ally true in the matter of full-blown hobbies.

Book collectors in the second generation are astonish-

ingly infrequent; in the third generation, practically

unknown. I heard one young man, still in the sopho-

moric stage, refer to his father's "strange bug' and add
this commentary, in the American vernacular: "If it

were not for the fact that the old man is rolling in jack
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the family would probably call in a squad of those

mind-cure babies who take the old bean apart and put

it together again. He's welcome, so far as the rest of

us are concerned, to donate his rubbish to some college

library."

From one selfish viewpoint, the beginning book col-

lector should rejoice in the fact that book collecting

is pretty generally a one-generation hobby. The more
libraries given away to public institutions and locked

up in foundations, the fewer the rarities that are likely

to come into the market. The dealers never miss an

opportunity to hammer this into your consciousness.

Indeed, it is their pet persuasion to bring you to the

point of paying ten times as much for a book as it

brought at auction a few years since. And usually

you swallow the bait because it tickles your palate

going down.

From then on, you watch the newspapers with a

greedy eye for some new report of a great collector's

benefactions. Somehow they are not so frequent as

you could wish. There are woefully few Lenoxes,

Morgans, Whites, Huntingtons, and Folgers, and most

all of them have a habit of living to a great old age.

It is the multiplication of new collectors, the amazing

annual crop of new millionaires in the United States of

America, on which you must rely for the maintenance

of high prices. Likewise, it will give you a bit of a

shock to go through the sales catalogues from the

Anderson Galleries and Sotheby's for a given year

and discover how many collections are being sold by

heirs and trustees of estates. For every collection I

know of that is now destined to be donated to some
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public institution, there are at least five whose owners

inform me that they are to be sold at public auction

after they pass on.

You may not think these observations have much
bearing on the general subject of forming the book-

collecting habit. They have, to this extent: As the

insidious passion for rare books grips you tighter and

tighter in its coils, you are compelled to give thought

to what it is all about. Are you devoting all this time

and money to the satisfaction of a purely selfish craving,

like a yearning for strong drink? Is it the miser's

instinct of hoarding that you seek to justify by declaring

that you are preserving these relics for posterity? How
can you, Felix Jones, preserve them any better than they

were preserved by Willie Smith, who sold them to

Dealer A, who sold them to Dealer B, who sold them
to Dealer X, who sold them to you? The fact that

they have been splendidly preserved for two or three or

four centuries reduces such an argument to rank soph-

istry.

If your sole answer to these questions is, "I collect

because I collect", then your hobby is at least a little

brother to a vice, and you might as well be sufficiently

frank to confess the same. Your one defense then is

that it is a harmless vice: by your extravagance in

buying books you are not depriving your offspring of

proper nourishment, clothing, shelter, and education;

you are not causing your wife to go without the luxuries

that her social position demands; you provide cars

enough to supply the wants of all the family; you keep

up your life insurance, maintain a safe balance at your

banker's. Only after all these needs are taken care of
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do you portion out your surplus income to a hoard of

happy dealers.

Ah, but what about your charities? Instead of splurg-

ing on books, why not devote this surplus to good

causes? Are there not innumerable seekers of funds —
for the church, for hospitals, for Anti-Saloon leagues,

Anti-Tobacco leagues, Anti-This-That-and-the-Other

leagues — who come to you in vain? Think of the

number of hospital beds you might endow with the

money squandered on one editio princeps of Chapman's

"Homer"; think of the regiments of little orphans you

could make happy with new wrist watches and stamp

collections by a gift of those thousands of dollars you

contemplate paying for an almost unblemished first of

Poe's "Al Aaraaf" or a somewhat battered first of

Keats' "Lamia."

If none of these speculations pricks your conscience,

then you must certainly admit that you are numbered

among the viciously selfish of mankind. Your only

way out is to get a brand-new set of harness for your

hobby and ride him down a straight and narrow path

according to some plan that you can justify in the sight

of all men.
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Ill - THE SEDUCTIONS OF HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
COLLECTING

The title of this chapter wrote itself. My first

tentative inspiration was "Collecting by Plan", then I

changed to "Planning Your Collection." I scratched

this out and substituted ' 'The Necessity of a Plan.
'

' All

sober and wholesome titles these, suggesting sanity and

integrity of purpose.

But somehow they didn't belong. I'd have to throw

a bluff to make good under any such chapter heading.

My purpose in writing this book is honesty. I desire

to confess the errors of my ways, but not to grouch about

them. I propose to tell much of the truth, but not all.

If I were Samuel Pepys, resorting to intricate pothooks

of my own devising and knowing that I would be

safely laid away before my words were published, I

would tell all of the truth. Or rather, what I thought

was the truth — knowledge of the absolute truth is

permitted to no man. Only gross egotists presume to

write with absolute finality concerning their own acts

and conduct and the acts and conduct of others.

Hence I abandoned all thought of the didactic, all

idea of persuading you to the straight and narrow path-

way that leads always to success and self-satisfaction,

and permitted this little portable typing machine on

which I am operating in a sunny little sitting room in

the Hotel de Russie, in the ancient city of Rome, with
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rare-book shops running all along the Via del Babuino,

onto which the portals of this hotel open, to write, of

its own unhampered volition, "The Seductions of

Happy-go-Lucky Collecting." The insidious influence

of all those bookshops on the Via del Babuino — book-

shops which, considering the collecting plan I thought

I was positively committed to, I had no excuse for

entering, for there could be nothing on their shelves

which belonged in my collection — is responsible for

this chapter heading.

Most certainly I should have avoided those Roman
bookshops had I the moral courage to adhere to a com-
monsense collecting plan. Before I go any farther,

please do not understand me as recommending the

seductive course of haphazard book buying. I advise

you to plan, and to stick to a plan; I pray you to plan,

or else to abandon all thought of first editions or any

other sort of costly curiosity that is likely to ensnare

the hapless victim of Bacillus bibliophilistus. (You will

find this germ mentioned somewhere in Dibdin, I think,

if you have the patience to read the million or so words

he has written on the subject of bibliomania. If not,

please accept my guaranty that it is in some other book
on the same subject by some one equally as bibliolatrous

and as fond of pedantic phrases as was the immortal

Thomas Frognall Dibdin, D.D.)

And having written all this to justify or explain my
chapter heading, I shall suspend operations on this little

typewriter and go forth to take another look at that

early fifteenth-century antiphonary which appears such

a bargain to one who knows practically nothing about

missals, gospels, psalters, breviaries, Books of Hours,
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and antiphonaries, and who likewise knows very little

more about the field of incunabula. Not that this

antiphonary (I like the Latin antiphonarium better) is

an incunable — a 1499 book is an incunable but not a

1500 book, and this antiphonarium I mention is dated

1519 (which makes it almost modern, indeed, in the

eyes of the Roman collectors of that sort of thing).

Perhaps I had better explain for at least a few readers

that an antiphonarium may look like a missal or a

psalter or a book of gospels, but is very much an indi-

vidual entity. An antiphonarium is made up of ver-

sicles and sentences sung by one choir in response to

another; a missal is a book containing service of the

Mass for the whole year; a psalter contains the Book
of Psalms; and a book of Gospels may contain a record

of Christ's life according to the four Evangelists, or

any one of these four books or a portion thereof, to be

read at the Communion service. Most of the tomes in

this category, which were written on parchment and

vellum in the monasteries before Gutenburg came along

and destroyed both a great art and a great industry, look

very much alike to the uninitiated, though a good Latin

scholar can detect the differences in kind at a glance.

The more Latin you have at your command, the more
you will appreciate these old tomes. But in addition

to a knowledge of Latin you should have also palatial

spaces in your home that cry for ornament. Having
neither requisite, I had never considered collecting such

books. Yet there is something about this particular

antiphonarium, by far the most decorative object in

Olschki's bookshop on the Via del Babuino, which
fascinates me.
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I must go back and riffle through its pages again and

make an offer of a thousand lira or so less than the

asking price. When I come back to my writing, I

shall record what happened. . . .

I bought the antiphonarium ! It is almost exactly

to a day four hundred years old, and it weighs about

eighty pounds. It seemed a rare bargain (though

likely is not) at two hundred and fifty dollars, includ-

ing delivery to Bala-Cynwyd, Pennsylvania, but I am
certain I shall have to build a new house to accommodate
it. It demands some sort of lectern to display it on,

and there is room for neither lectern nor antiphonarium

in any of my three modest-sized bookrooms at home.

Indeed, there did not seem room for even another

pamphlet in any of these rooms when I set out on this

long journey abroad last autumn (1919). But perhaps

I can shift a lot more books to the cellar, which has

come to contain almost as many bookcases as the

principal library boasts.

In any case, something tells me that I shall enjoy

this antiphonarium. My wife announces that if I tire

of it she can have many lampshades made from the

parchment pages and sell them at a profit. It will

be the only item in my collection in which she can

discern the slightest practical value, however latent;

the only thing, really, she opines, on which I have even

a slight chance of getting my money back. She has

already purchased a number of loose illuminated missal

and psalter leaves for the purpose of making lampshades;

and if another American craze of this sort is in prospect,

there is no doubt about my having a potential bargain.
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The one hundred and thirty-six pages of my anti-

phonarium are six times as large as those of the Bedford

Psalter, for which J. P. Morgan paid thirty thousand

pounds and which he allowed the British public to

buy from him to preserve for the nation in the British

Museum.
I fully appreciate, though, that early sixteenth-

century antiphonaries are neither old nor rare, as such

things go. After seeing the Book of Kells in Dublin,

the seventh-century Lindisfarne Gospels — the greatest

book treasure in the British Museum — Sinbaldi's

"Virgil", and some of the exquisite miniature work of

Monte del Fora in the Laurentian Library at Florence, no
one would deem my antiphonarium worthy of the

humblest sort of place in the kingdom of books.

Yet I like it and will never aspire to another. The
monks who wrote it were able penmen, the initialing is

deftly done with simple and graceful scroll-work. It

has no history nor provenance, so far as I know; it may
have been stolen from one of the many obscure little

monasteries in Calabria that have vanished from the

landscape, leaving no trace save a perfunctory record

somewhere in the unexplored vastness of the Vatican

archives. There are no ornate miniatures, no gold or

silver arabesques to decorate the simple, rugged script;

and if Doctor Rosenbach ever comes out to see it he will

more than likely tell me it is one of those things that he

buys by the carload and stores away, now that he has

a gas furnace, in the coal bins of his cellar.

Even so, I feel certain that I shall treasure it as long

as I live. It was the only antiphonarium I could find

in either Florence or Rome at a figure that struck me as
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reasonable for one who didn't go in for that sort of

thing and who realized the profundity of his ignorance.

Olschki had a much more expensive one, made in some
Swiss monastery. It contained scores of miniatures

and illuminations, but to me they were the opposite of

beautiful. In all charitableness I judge that the monks
who labored over that Swiss antiphonarium were third-

rate mechanics and not artists. The scribblers who
turned out my specimen were at least master penmen.

There is some doubt, as I write this, as to whether the

Italian Government will allow my find to go on to

Philadelphia. There is a law prohibiting the exporta-

tion of works of art and important relics that antedate

1550, except by the express sanction of the Italian

Government Museum Committee. This particular book
is twenty-one years too old. Doctor Olschki, though,

is hopeful that he can squeeze it through. He is a

friend of one of the government antiquity inspectors;

he believes he can persuade him that it is not a highly

important work of art, nor yet a relic that is bound

greatly to advance in money value. I doubt if it will

be difficult to evade the works-of-art embargo, but if

the lampshade craze gathers full headway, the existing

Italian supply of psalters, missals, and antiphonaries

is apt to melt as the snows of Switzerland were melting

this January and February (1930), when they were most

needed for winter sports. However, I have better than

an even sporting chance of getting the shipment

through. 1

Assuming that I do succeed, I shall then have to

begin explaining to many fellow collectors why I

1 It arrived safely in Pennsylvania three months later.
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bought it — which brings us back again to the subject

of collecting by plan. That is something I must preach,

however weak and futile I may reveal myself in practice.

By all means, if you who read this happen to be in

the beginning stages of bibliomania, have a plan. Pause,

subito, and work one out on paper. Copy it in your

own hand, sign it and seal it, and have it witnessed. It

is unsatisfactory and enormously costly to buy hap-

hazardly, to scatter your objectives. You can have

almost as much fun and squander your money quite as

recklessly if you adopt some simple plan and never

swerve or vacillate.

The simplest of all plans is to collect one book. The
Bible is the supreme example. You could begin mod-
estly with the Nonesuch Bible and work on up toward

the Gutenberg Bible — a very beautiful German fac-

simile may be had for sixty or seventy pounds, if your

means are limited. You may spend thousands or you

may spend millions on this simplest plan of all. But

you should be a philologist to get the greatest good out

of collecting editions of the Bible. You should be able

to read Greek, Latin, French, German, Italian, and

English with the facility of a well-rounded scholar;

that is, unless you choose further to simplify one-book

simplicity and collect only Bibles in one language.

Even that limitation is broad enough to exhaust the

energies of a lifetime.

Should the Bible not have a sufficiently strong appeal

as a one-book collecting plan, there are many other

choices. Two notable examples are
4

'Robinson Crusoe"

and "Don Quixote." I know where there is a collec-

tion of six hundred and fifty different editions of "Robin-
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son Crusoe", all beautiful and worthy of any collector's

zeal. You will probably wait years and pay a whacking
sum, anywhere from ten thousand dollars to twenty

thousand for a prime first English edition, but there

are scores of very lovely illustrated editions to begin

on, that involve only a moderate investment. Not long

ago in London I found an uncut and unopened first

Cruikshank edition of "Robinson Crusoe" (London:

John Major, Fleet Street, 183 1) for five pounds. There

are dozens of attractive French illustrated editions.

If you are fond of woodcuts, the Pierre Falke edition

(3 volumes, Paris, 192.6) is superb — also expensive, as

only one hundred and fifty copies were made of the

first edition. Indeed, there is scarcely a language in

which this book has not been printed or a country

where you may not find some desirable illustrated edi-

tion of it. Should you aspire to the earliest English

editions, you will find great assistance in the biblio-

graphical study of Henry Clinton Hutchins entitled

"Robinson Crusoe and Its Printing, 1719-1731" (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1915).

Cervantes' great tale offers you just as rangy an

opportunity as does "Robinson Crusoe", and the much
stiffer ultimate objective of finding a first edition in the

original Spanish. There are just as many, if not more,

famous illustrated editions of "Don Quixote" than is

the case with "Robinson Crusoe." A happy lifetime

of collecting could be devoted to either book.

Other important, though not quite so exhilarating,

one-book opportunities for collecting are: Homer's

"Iliad", Virgil's "^neid", Dante's "Divine Comedy",
Milton's "Paradise Lost", Ariosto's "Orlando Furioso",
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Petrarch's "Laura", Rabelais's works, and Bunyan's

"Pilgrim's Progress." For somewhat lighter efforts

there are Richardson's "Pamela", Fielding's "Tom
Jones", Sterne's "Sentimental Journey", Goldsmith's

"Vicar of Wakefield", Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables",

Voltaire's "Candide", Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Let-

ter", Dickens' "Pickwick Papers", Thackeray's "Vanity

Fair", Whitman's "Leaves of Grass", Mrs. Stowe's

"Uncle Tom's Cabin", and Mark Twain's "Huckleberry

Finn."

To us happy-go-lucky collectors there come from

time to time poignant regrets that we had not started

out as one-book men and hewed to the plan with

adamantine fortitude. How much smoother our paths

would have been, and what great sums we would have

saved ! Also what an invaluable bibliography we
might have lived to write ! And if not a one-book plan,

why had we not chosen the next simplest method of

collecting only one author?

The one-author plan is but one step removed from

the one-book plan. But be very positive before you

start that you have elected either your favorite author

or your idol among the great in statecraft, war, philoso-

phy, or science. Permit me to warn you, however,

not to go too far back in history unless you happen to

be a Ford or a Rockefeller or one of the twenty-four

other American gentlemen who are reported to be pay-

ing income taxes on five million dollars or more a year.

Above all, do not choose William Shakespeare as

your man unless you can make a running start by buying

the collection Rosenbach has assembled. A few years

ago you could have had this lot — all four sets of
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folios and practically all the quartos, but not the 1603

"Hamlet" quarto — for nine hundred and fifty thousand

dollars. My latest advice, as I revise this text in

December, 1930, is that the price has risen to two
million five hundred thousand dollars. Now that

Henry C. Folger has passed on, I wonder who will ever

contemplate buying it?

Mr. Folger, former chairman of the Standard Oil

Company of New York, established a corner in first

editions of the Bard of Avon. He was one of the very

few great collectors who stuck unflinchingly to one

author, just as he stuck to oil when he was in the

oil business. He naturally picked the greatest of the

great and created a Shakespeare Memorial which was
adequately monumental when he finished the job. I

understand he had at least forty of the first folios, or

nearly one fifth of the total supply in existence. He
left ten million dollars for the erection in Washington,

D. C, of the Memorial library building which will

house his incomparable collection of Shakespeariana.

The Folger collection includes not only Shakespeare

folios and quartos, but first editions of all books in all

languages in which Shakespeare has been commented on.

As a consequence, his collection during his lifetime

bulged the walls of several warehouses. Long before

he died in June, 1930, he gave up trying to live with it.

He couldn't, unless he had undertaken to live as the

Medicis used to in the Pitti Palace, and not even kings

care for such expansive magnificence nowadays. King

George V could not take on the Folger collection to-day

unless he added four or five wings to Buckingham Palace.

Nor could the sovereign of the British Empire afford to
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buy it, assuming it were offered at auction, unless he

could sell all the family's royal palaces, gold and

silver plate, family portraits, wardrobes, stamp collec-

tions, heirlooms, and Victorian knicknacks. Only by
such extravagant statements are we sometimes able to

make adequate comparisons.

So much for the great work done by Henry C. Folger.

You will have to admit that to go in for Shakespeare

you should begin, as I have said already, by taking on

the Rosenbach folios and quartos. Then to scour the

world for the one Shakespeare item that neither Folger

nor Rosenbach has been able to acquire — to wit, the

1593 "Venus and Adonis" ! This is the first edition

of Shakespeare's first publication, and the only copy

known is in the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

Although there is a gap of centuries between their

periods, the works of Charles Dickens rank next to

Shakespeare's in their fascination for the English-

speaking bibliomaniac of the present book-collecting

era. The sneers of a certain cult of the twentieth-

century intelligentsia have made scarcely any impression

on those who have collected or who aspire to collect

Dickens. For convincing proof, examine the sales

records of "Pickwick Papers", in the original parts, for

recent decades.

More than two hundred Shakespeare first folios are

known to exist, but they are not all fine. There is no

complete census of Dickens' "Pickwick" in parts, but

a little book by John C. Eckel called "Prime Pickwicks

in Parts" (New York: E. H. Wells and Company, 19:18)

contains valuable bibliographical information about a

score or so Pickwicks that approach perfection. The
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greatest of these is in the possession of William M.
Elkins of Philadelphia — the copy Dickens gave to his

sister-in-law, Mary Hogarth, with a presentation in-

scription on each number. Harry B. Smith purchased

this copy at Sotheby's in London for one hundred

pounds in 1896. Twenty years later it was acquired by

Rosenbach and sold by him to Mr. Elkins for a price

said to be in excess of twenty thousand dollars.

Now, if it should be your plan to confine yourself to

Dickens, do not be discouraged by the thought that

you might have to part with more than one hundred

thousand dollars for the thirty-seven pages of "Pick-

wick" manuscript which Rosenbach has gathered up.

Do not be misled into beginning at the top, no matter

how great your means. There are thousands of Dickens

items on the market, and if you are young enough, the

leisurely scheme of collecting is infinitely to be pre-

ferred. Take your time and seek out first the lesser

things, but be sure that they are good to fine specimens.

Even though you begin at the very bottom with a

first edition (the book, not the parts) of "The Mystery

of Edwin Drood", hunt industriously until you dis-

cover a fine copy. Before making this modest purchase,

buy a copy of "First Editions of Charles Dickens", by

John C. Eckel (London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 1913),

and seek also for the Grolier Club "Catalogue of the

Works of Charles Dickens." Absorb all you can from

these two valuable guides, then hit the trail. Never
quest for anything until you know — accurately — the

bibliography of the item you propose to buy. Then
visit as many shops as you can and see at least several

copies before you make a selection.
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Do not, I beseech you, go hunting about for a pres-

entation "Edwin Drood", as one young man I heard

of did. This headlong beginner, who had been dis-

couraged by his vividly alert and up-to-date contempo-

raries from ever reading any Dickens, was not aware
that Dickens had died before the completion of "Edwin
Drood." Nor was the clerk in the great Fifth Avenue
shop he went to any better informed.

"I am planning to collect Dickens' first editions,"

said the youthful tyro to the youthful clerk, "and
I should like to start off with at least one presen-

tation copy. As 'Edwin Drood' was his last book,

the chances are it's cheapest. Have you one in

stock?"

"I'll inquire," said the clerk. "If we have not one

in stock, I am sure we could order one for you."

This young clerk did not reappear, but the elderly

gentleman in charge of the rare-book department came
forth to explain very solemnly that he feared they

could never obtain the item wanted. — "Dickens," he

said, "was extraordinarily generous in presenting first

editions of his books to his friends, but in the case of

'Edwin Drood' death intervened before he completed

the manuscript."

What was the retort of the brash young customer?

Just this:

"Well, that is one on me. Suppose you send round

to my flat a box of books that will tell me something

about Dickens — what he wrote and when he wrote it.

There's more to this book-collecting racket than I

thought, but I won't be steered off now that I've got

this Dickens hunch."
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It gives me pleasure to record that he was not a

bit abashed or discouraged; furthermore, that to-day,

after a period of seven or eight years, he has one of the

best minor collections of Dickens that you are likely to

see anywhere, including at least a dozen very fine

presentation copies and an immaculate copy of "The
Strange Gentleman" with the frontispiece.

If you begin with "Edwin Drood", you will find that

a little library in itself has been written about this one

book. How extensive this is you will find in the

bibliography appendix to "The Problem of Edwin
Drood", by W. Robertson Nicoll (London: Hodder
and Stoughton).

None of the "Edwin Drood" items should lead you
into spendthrift habits at the start. But hunt, and

hunt, and hunt for superlatively fine copies. Mint
copies of books worth collecting are becoming scarcer

and scarcer, regardless of the size of their first editions —
regardless also of how they are esteemed by collectors

of your day. Condition can make up for scarcity in a

great many cases, but don't take the word of any one

dealer that "This is the finest copy you are ever likely

to see." I have done so on more than one occasion,

only to come upon a much better copy at a much lower

price a few weeks later.

To book lovers generally, whether afflicted with a

mild or an aggravated form of the book-gathering

disease, foraging in bookshops is an unalloyed delight.

You may add much to the joy of rummaging about by
maintaining an air of mystery as to the nature of your
quest. Never name the book you seek at the start;

neither should you give up your quest if the book you
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are specially interested in is not on display. There are

hidden nooks, locked vaults, and secluded bookcases

in nearly all shops, where certain treasures are with-

held from the vulgar gaze. If, in the course of time,

you make known in a vague sort of way the name of

the author you are interested in, the sequestered books

will find their way out to you. Meantime you have

not divulged that you are yearning to buy an exceptional

copy of any one book.

The casual collector who can play a silent game and

maintain a demeanor of inscrutable indifference is the

fellow who captures most of the treasures. Do not

deceive yourself that your popularity with a dealer,

save in rare instances, will save you any money. He is

successful because he has an uncanny faculty of antici-

pating your eagerness to possess some particular book;

and when he sizes up the degree of your eagerness he

graduates the price accordingly.

Do not expect much sympathetic aid from any dealer

toward formulating or working out a plan. There is

no community of interests between the dealer and the

collector on the point of beginning with the simplest and

the most satisfactory plan of collecting. He has a

large stock of books of great variety, and to live he

must sell. He will sell you anything you ask for, but

it is to his greatest advantage to sell his highest-priced

books — also his "stickers." As he frequently buys

whole libraries in order to obtain a few rare books at a

great bargain, he has always on hand a considerable

supply of duds.

But more of this in a separate chapter on the dealer —
his problems, his complexes, his great wisdom, his
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profound ignorance, his joys, and his vexations. Just

now the plan is the thing. Never having followed one

conscientiously and with success, I am much better

qualified to advise than the fellow who has done so.

i
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We were on the subject of a Dickens plan and had

progressed as far as the suggestion of beginning with

"Edwin Drood." An even better beginning might be

made with "The Life of Charles Dickens", by John
Forster — a first edition in the original cloth binding

(London: Chapman & Hall, 1871). Buy it and read it.

Read it at least twice if you seriously make up your

mind to collect Dickens. It is not a great biography,

though it was written by Dickens' greatest friend and

devoted admirer, but it is the biography of Dickens.

By reading it at least twice you should get the feel of

Dickens and of Dickens' first editions. And if you get

to London do not fail to make a pilgrimage to the

Victoria and Albert Museum at South Kensington and

ask to see the Dickens manuscripts and relics that

Forster gave to the nation.

Some of these manuscripts were given to Forster

during his lifetime; the rest came to him through a

clause in Dickens' will: "I also give to the said John
Forster such manuscripts of my published works as may
be in my possession at the time of my decease."

As values go to-day, it might be reckoned that in

bequeathing these manuscripts to Forster he deprived

his heirs of the possibility of realizing a great fortune,

a fortune that would run into millions of dollars should
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we take as a basis of calculation one page of "Pickwick"

manuscript at fourteen hundred pounds.

Curiously enough, there seems to be no book that

records the list of Dickens items Forster gave to the

South Kensington museum, yet every Dickens collector

should have such a list at hand, lest he aspire to possess

the unobtainable or be imbued with false hopes by some

dealer who pretended that he could supply the un-

obtainable. To supply this information in this little

book of mine I journeyed out to the Victoria and Albert

Museum on my last visit to London and made a careful

list of the manuscripts and other items in the Forster

gift.

Here is the list of original manuscripts

:

"Oliver Twist", two volumes in quarto. This manu-
script begins with the twelfth chapter and ends with the

sixth chapter of the third book, "Wherein is shewn
how the Artful Dodger got into trouble." In the

second volume embracing this precious manuscript is

also a "Preface to the Pickwick Papers", with this

direction at the head of the first page: "Cancel original

preface to first edition altogether. Preface originally

written for cheap edition comes into this one presently."

The preface is dated "London, September, 1847." Then
follow the "Preface to the present edition, September,

1847" and "Mr. Pickwick, Sam Weller, and Master

Humphrey." This last is headed "End of No. 6.

Further particulars of Master Humphrey's Visitor";

Master Humphrey's Clock, "No. 7"; "No. 9"; and
" Master Humphrey from his Clockside in the Chimney-
corner."

"Sketches of Young Couples." At the end, written
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in the year (leap year) of the Queen's marriage, is "An
urgent remonstrance, etc. To the Gentlemen of Eng-

land (being bachelors or widowers) the Remonstrance

of their faithful fellow-subject." At the beginning,

inlaid, is a "List of the Couples, and a list of Contents."

"The Lamplighter." A manuscript not in the hand-

writing of Dickens.

"Old Curiosity Shop", two volumes. At the begin-

ning are notes to Forster, dated 17th January, 1841, and

a series of hints for some chapters. Then follows

"Master Humphrey's Clock, No. IV. Master Hum-
phrey from his clockside in the Chimney-corner."

"Barnaby Rudge", two volumes.

"American Notes", one volume. (Lackaday! I could

have sneaked it under my coat, stealthed down a near-by

stairway, oozed through the great portals onto the

broad plaza, hopped a bus, and vanished with my prize.

I had the room to myself; I was an utter stranger

whose looks would hardly be remembered. But as I

trembled with temptation, a tall, elderly female of the

grenadier type, with a huge pair of lorgnettes and the

watchful eye of seventy eagles, entered. She guarded

these literary glories of the British Empire during the re-

mainder of my stay, watching me suspiciously as I went

on taking notes. Before I departed she had summoned
to her assistance two uniformed attendants, to whom
she whispered at length with a meaningful glance in

my direction. So I departed empty-handed.)

"Martin Chuzzlewit", two volumes. At the begin-

ning of the first volume are various title-pages, notes as

to the names, and so on; also the dedication to Miss

Burdett-Coutts. Forster says in his "Life" (iii. 466):
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"His greater pains and elaboration of writing became
first very obvious in the later parts of 'Martin Chuzzle-

wit.'"
4

'The Chimes", one volume.

"Dombey and Son", two volumes. At the begin-

ning of the first volume are the title-page, chapter

headings, and memoranda for the subsequent numbers.

"David Copperfield", two volumes. At the begin-

ning of the first volume are various title-pages and a

memorandum as to names.

"Bleak House", two volumes, containing suggestions

for title-pages and other memoranda. The "preface"

is at the end of the second volume.

"Hard Times", one volume, including various memo-
randa.

"Little Dorrit", two volumes. At the beginning of

each are pages of memoranda for various numbers; at

the end of the second are the dedication to Clarkson

Stanfield and the preface.

"A Tale of Two Cities", one volume, with the dedi-

cation to Lord John Russell and the preface.

"Edwin Drood", in one volume. This manuscript

also has memoranda and headings for chapters. Forster

tells us in his "Life" (iii. 465) "The last page of 'Edwin

Drood' was written in the Chalet, in the afternoon of

his last day of consciousness." (June 8, 1870.)

Besides these major manuscripts there are separate

leaves and odds and ends of memoranda in the auto-

graph of Dickens; likewise the manuscripts of articles

and travel letters contributed to the Examiner and the

Daily News and, as minor items (in a Sotheby catalogue

the moderating adjective "minor" would be displaced
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by all the superlatives in the Oxford Dictionary), the

corrected proofs of "Dombey and Son", "David Copper-

field", "Bleak House", and "Little Dorrit." Lastly,

there are portions of corrected proofs of some of the other

works, among them a part of "Pickwick" and scores of

letters and notes written to Forster by Dickens.

Of the major Dickens manuscripts not found in the

Forster collection there remain to be accounted for

only "Pickwick Papers", "Our Mutual Friend",

"Nicholas Nickleby", "Great Expectations", and "The

Uncommercial Traveller." Three of these are in Amer-

ica: the complete manuscript of "Our Mutual Friend",

in the library of Drexel Institute at Philadelphia; and

one hundred and sixty-one pages of ' 'Nicholas Nickleby'

'

and thirty-seven pages of "Pickwick" in the Philadel-

phia vaults (at least they were there in December, 1930)

of the Rosenbach Company.
The manuscript of "Great Expectations" 1

is in the

Wisbech Museum in England, but of "The Uncommer-
cial Traveller" manuscript I cannot find any trace so

far. As this latter work consists of a series of papers

1 "The MS. came to us [wrote the curator of Wisbech Museum] in 1869 as

part of the bequest of the Rev. Chauncey Hare Townshend of Norfolk Street, Park

Lane, who died on February 15th, 1868, at the age of 70. Mr. Townshend bequeathed

the greater part of his library and collections to the Wisbech Museum, the remainder

going to what is now the Victoria and Albert Museum. He was an intimate friend

of Charles Dickens, who dedicated 'Great Expectations' to him, and probably gave him
the MS.

"An account of Townshend can be found in the 'Dictionary of National Biography',

Vol. LVII, p. in. Among the very miscellaneous collections which came to us

under this bequest was a large series of autograph letters, including many addressed to

Dickens. As Townshend was a great collector of autographs, we should probably

have had a unique series of Dickens letters, but for the fact that Dickens was Town-
shend 's literary executor, and apparently destroyed all letters from himself. As it

is, only one letter from Dickens to Townshend appears to have survived. Many
letters of Dickensian interest, however, have been preserved. We have also several

volumes of Dickens's books with presentation inscriptions to his friend Townshend."
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that were written at intervals, with no very definite

book plan in view, for the weekly publication, All the

Year Round, it is more than likely that the many frag-

ments of manuscript were never assembled in a complete

lot, and that the book was set up from the printed

pages of the weekly. Such is my guess, lacking proof

to the contrary, and notwithstanding that "A Tale of

Two Cities" and "Great Expectations" first appeared

in All the Year Round. So, likewise, did the two most

noted books of Wilkie Collins— '

' The Moonstone '

' and

"The Woman in White" — Charles Reade's "Hard
Cash", and Lord Lytton's "Strange Story" make their

premier bow to eager readers in that amazingly success-

ful publication that Dickens conducted.

Of the five Christmas-book scripts, only "The
Chimes" is in the Forster collection. The Pierpont

Morgan Library has "A Christmas Carol", "The
Cricket on the Hearth", and "The Battle of Life."

"The Haunted Man" manuscript was bought by the

Rosenbach Company in the Baroness Burdett-Coutts

sale at Sotheby's in 1911. It was resold to a New
Yorker who desires to remain undisclosed. Of Dickens'

minor writings there is a fine complete manuscript of

"The Mudfog Papers" in the splendid Dickens collec-

tion of Richard Gimbel, also in Philadelphia.

It would appear from my researches that there are no

Dickens manuscripts of first importance in the market

to-day save the thirty-seven pages of "Pickwick" and

the one hundred and sixty-one pages of "Nicholas

Nickleby"; and for these only collectors in the Croesus

class need apply. In exhibiting these two manuscripts

in the Philadelphia Public Library in the autumn of
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1930 the Rosenbach Company set forth in a little

exhibition catalogue that the thirty-two pages of

"Pickwick" exhibited "represent all that is left of

what is, without doubt, the most valuable modern

manuscript in existence."

The five pages of "Pickwick" manuscript that Doctor

Rosenbach bought at Sotheby's for seven thousand

pounds (I was the under bidder) in January, 192.8, are

still in the possession of the Rosenbach Company at

this writing (January, 193 1), but for some reason they

were not sent to the Philadelphia Public Library. The
page and one half of "Pickwick" manuscript that

was sold at Henkels' in Philadelphia a few days before

the Sotheby sale for nine thousand dollars is now
the property of Richard Gimbel. This manuscript

page and one half, however, is a copy in Dickens'

hand of the original manuscript that went to the

printer.

Considering the facts stated in the preceding para-

graphs, how can it be asserted with such positiveness

that the Rosenbach pages of "Pickwick" are all that is

left of this, the "most valuable modern manuscript in

existence"? May not more pages come to light at any

time? Unlikely, I grant, but possible. Six and one

half pages sprang out of nowhere within the past few
years. And is it a "modern" manuscript, when in a

very few years it will be one hundred years old? Where
to draw the line? Does the adjective apply to my com-
plete manuscript of "The School for Scandal", written

one hundred and fifty-four years ago? If so, it is in my
opinion far more valuable than thirty-seven pages,

seventy-four pages, or one hundred and forty-eight
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pages of "Pickwick." Were the "Pickwick" manu-

script complete I might hesitate before making such an

assertion.

However opinions may differ as to comparative

values, there should be very general agreement that the

complete manuscript of "Our Mutual Friend", owned

by the Drexel Institute of Philadelphia, is the greatest

Dickens manuscript in this country. Next to that I

would place "The Christmas Carol" and after that the

"Pickwick."

In view of the great sums that are being paid for

such treasures to-day it is interesting to learn that the

Rosenbach original thirty-two pages of "Pickwick",

together with two holograph letters and a copy of

"Humorous Rhymes" from Dickens to Mr. Hicks,

were originally sold to Dodd, Mead and Company,

of New York, on June 30, 1895, for $775. From
Dodd, Mead and Company the "Pickwick" manu-

script passed to the late William Augustus White, the

great Brooklyn collector, and from him to Doctor

Rosenbach.

An account of how the manuscript of "Our Mutual
Friend" came to Philadelphia is even more interesting,

if true. I say "if true" because we have to go back to

a little pamphlet entitled "Bibliography of the Writ-

ings of Charles Dickens, with curious and interesting

particulars relating to his works", published in London
by Karslake in 1879, f°r t^le story. Mabel Zahn of

Sessler's in Philadelphia found this record for me.

Unfortunately, I was unable to verify its accuracy.

Hence, I must offer it on its face value, in the belief

that there is more truth than fiction in it

:
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On the death (znd Feb. 1876) of Mr. John Forster, Dickens's

most intimate friend and ultimately his biographer, it was
stated in the public prints, and apparently with authority,

that his library contained all the MSS. of Dickens's chief

novels, with the exception of that of "Our Mutual Friend."

And a curious story has since been related regarding that

missing MS. It was said that Mr. Dickens had given it,

in a generous moment, to Mr. E. S. Dallas, sometime hus-

band of Miss Glyn, the actress.

The story went that Mr. Dallas had subsequently quar-

relled with Dickens, and for that reason had sold the MS.;

but the narrator of the circumstance was inclined to doubt

the reality of the motive assigned for parting with the MS.,

and expressed, perhaps ill-naturedly, a belief that Mr. Dallas

had sold it to raise money. At any rate, it was sold, and

became the property of Mr. J. C. Hotten, publisher, London;

but after his death, in 1874, ^ came into the possession of

Mr. Wellford, of Scribner's, and was through him sold to

Mr. G. W. Childs, proprietor of the Philadelphia Ledger,

for about fourteen hundred dollars currency. Neither Mr.

Forster, it was said, nor any of Dickens's family knew what
had become of "Our Mutual Friend;" and the former wrote to

Mr. Fields, one of Mr. Dickens's American friends, to inquire

regarding the manuscript.

The result of the inquiry was that the manuscript was

truly in the possession of Mr. Childs, and that it was com-

plete and in excellent condition, and included the scheme

for construction, which Dickens was known to have always

sketched out before beginning to write. "The manuscript,"

it was said, "is of paper of a bluish tint, and is written in

blue ink, except chapter 14, which is black. On the last

page is the date 'September 2.nd, 1865'; and on a sheet at

the beginning Dickens's autograph, with the date, evidently

of presentation to Dallas, 'Thursday, 4th January, 1866.

'
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The sheets are mounted, and the whole bound up in two

volumes."

George W. Childs Drexel, who succeeded George W.
Childs as editor and publisher of the Philadelphia Public

Ledger, acquired the manuscript and passed it on to

Drexel Institute. You can go there and offer one mil-

lion dollars for it and feel perfectly safe that the offer

will not be accepted.

Having accounted for the few great Dickens items that

failed to come into the possession of Dickens' biog-

rapher, I wish to add a few comments on the Forster

collection itself which he bequeathed to the British

people. John Forster, who was far from a rich man
even for his day, not only gave his marvelous lot of

Dickensiana to the South Kensington museum but like-

wise bequeathed his entire library of eighteen thousand

books, forty-eight oil and water-color paintings, many
drawings and etchings, great numbers of autographs

and original letters (including a little matter of eight

hundred letters that passed between the author of

"Pamela" and his friends), and three small holograph

notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, with many drawings

and designs also by Leonardo's hand. Ponder on how
this last bit might be exploited at the American Art

Association Anderson Galleries, Inc.! Yet in list-

ing the Forster collection it is submerged as a minor

item.

Just one more mention of a Forster high spot before

I go on. The eminent biographer was no slouch of a

bibliophile himself, though most of his collecting was
done to aid him in writing his various works. He
noted in the preface of his unfinished " Life of Jonathan
Swift"

:
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The most rare of all my acquisitions, obtained from the

late Mr. Booth, the bookseller, by whom it had been pur-

chased at Malone's sale, remains to be mentioned. It is the

large-paper copy of the first edition of "Gulliver", which
belonged to the friend (Charles Ford) who carried Swift's

manuscript with so much mystery to Benjamin Motte, the

publisher, interleaved with alterations and additions by the

author, and containing, besides all the changes, erasures, and

substitutions adopted in the later editions, several interesting

passages, mostly in the Voyage to Laputa, which have never

yet been given to the world.

Yes, I saw this "most rare of all my acquisitions"

at the museum on the same day I saw the Dickens

treasures. Only a short time before I had proudly

carried away from Quaritch's a small-paper "Gulliver"

for which I had paid one thousand pounds. It is very

perfect and very beautiful, but somehow after seeing

that large-paper copy of Forster's it seemed almost as

insignificant as a copy of the London Morning Telegraph

of the current date. The crass thought leaped to my
mind, "If this little 'Gulliver* of mine is worth one

thousand pounds and if the large-paper 'Gulliver' sold

at the Kern sale is worth the seventeen thousand dollars

it brought there, then by all proper ratios and propor-

tions, John Forster's large-paper 'Gulliver' is worth at

least thirty thousand pounds."

There has been a deal of contemptuous criticism of

Forster's "Life of Dickens", on the score of what he

left out. He is charged with having had a wealth of

spicy material that he neglected to elaborate for the

benefit of a new-freedom posterity who should and

must know life in the raw. But Forster was too goody-
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goody a Victorian to soil his hands with muck, whether

or not he had the material for the sort of biographical

thriller that is all the rage to-day. He could, undoubt-

edly, have pictured his friend as a he-man, possessed of

many frailties and vices; he might even have made
Dickens something of a monster, had he possessed the

modern urge to tell the truth at any cost — and boost

book sales.

Happily, or so at least a few of us continue to judge,

high-pressure realistic biography had no vogue in his

day, nor was Forster ever the man to have stooped to

it. He loved Dickens and believed him great. He
knew Dickens was no saint, that he had many tempta-

tions of the sort that come to men who are idolized by

neurotic women. Forster had documents in his posses-

sion that he could have published with the deliberate

idea of adding spice to the text — documents similar

to a letter I own which Dickens wrote to a charming

woman friend, an actress, who had appeared in and

helped him to stage some of his little plays. Dickens

had seen a good deal of her during his sojourn in Italy.

I was informed when I purchased this letter that it

was a rare specimen of Dickens erotica. It can be

construed as nothing of the sort, unless one's mind is

warped. Here is what he wrote:

Devonshire Terrace,

Saturday, Twenty-Seventh September 1845.

My Dearest Madame De la Rue: I received your letter last

Monday morning, when I was still in a whirl from the uproar 1

1 The "uproar" was occasioned by a private performance, given on the night of

September twenty-first by Dickens and his friends, of Ben Jonson's "Every Man in

His Humour." It was staged in a little theater in Dean Street, Soho, with Dickens

taking the part of Bobadil.
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of Saturday night. But I expected it fully, had half expected

it, indeed, on Saturday — and went down to the Theatre

after post-time on Saturday morning a little disappointed by
its non-arrival. So you see that occupation only makes this

difference in me — I am rather damped for the time being,

if you are not, in some sort, a sharer of it.

Good Heaven, how I wish you could have been there

!

It really was a brilliant sight. The audience so distinguished

for one thing or another, everyone so elegantly dressed, all

in such a state of excitement and expectation. As to the

acting, modesty forbids me to say more than that it has been

the town talk ever since. I have known nothing short of a

murder to make such a noise before. We are overwhelmed

with invitations, applications, petitions, and memorials,

for a repetition of the Performance; and on the night it

was as much as we could do with a strong body of Police to

keep the doors from being carried by force. It got into the

papers, notwithstanding all our precautions; and I sent you

a Times the other day with some account of the proceedings.

I hope it reached you safely.

We numbered every seat in the House; and assigned each

by lot. I am afraid Miss Holskamp (whose brother and

sister I invited also) had a bad place; for it was in the upper

boxes, and looked down, rather awkwardly, upon the

stage. I have not seen her since, but I hope she either has

given, or will give you, some account of the evening. The

Duke of Devonshire travelled a couple of hundred miles

in one direction to be present; and Alfred Tennyson (our

friend) travelled a couple of hundred miles in another. So

the attraction spread itself to all sorts and conditions of men.

We newly-painted all the scenery; newly-carpentered all the

machinery; had the dresses (they were bright colors you may
be sure to please my managerial eye) made expressly from old

pictures; and worked away at it, rehearsing and re-rehearsing,
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night after night, and day after day, as if it were the whole

business of our lives. But I have always had a misgiving,

in my inmost heart, that I was born to be the manager of a

Theatre, and now I am quite sure of it. I send you a bill,

as a little curiosity. There are whispers of gold snuff-boxes

for the indefatigable manager from the performers — Hem !

And Gabriel is going to be married at last ! ! ! I am glad of

it. Though I find that native obstinacy of yours in full

force on the subject, still ! I don't think he is exactly the

man to fall in love with — I agree with you there. But

there is a vulgar saying in England "Wot's the odds, so long

as you're happy!" And perhaps the Bride elect starts from

that point, and adopts that line of argument. When I think

of the possible consequences — of little gaspers like papa,

or apple-faced maniacs like grandpapa — a chill runs through

my blood. It is a dreadful thought.

Ridgway came in the other night (last Thursday) with

his hair still crisp with yolk of egg, and his tongue still

glib on the theme of certain counts and countesses who have

been visiting his cook — himself I should say — at the

Lake of Como. He dines here, next Wednesday; and con-

templates a three weeks' stay in London. I heard from

Walton the other day (do you remember an evening of intoxi-

cating and rapturous excitement we once passed at Caviara?)

who tells me he has been nearly married and "is not out of

danger yet." Una bellissima Signora, he adds — and under-

lines it a great many times.

If the champion has the benefit of my good wishes, you will

never get that box, for she will certainly go down in some

deep water. Confound her tardy, lagging, miserable pace

!

I never was so vexed as by the loss of that first steamer; for

your impatience to receive the box is nothing to that with

which I burn to know that you have got it. Tell De la Rue
that I will write to him immediately after the receipt of that
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mysterious package which I will open in this study of mine

with my own careful hands. You have made me desperately

anxious to know what on earth it can contain. Whatever it

be, as a remembrance from him, it will be very precious to me.

As to the Examiner, I have risen into the Seventh Heaven

of indignant wonder since I learnt from you that it has ever

miscarried. It has always been sent. Do not fail to let me
know if it should ever fail again. For in that case I will

bestow a little of my superfluous indignation on the General

Post-office. The Examiner reminds me of Forster, who is

quite well and played admirably the other night, though

he imitated Macready too much. I suspect Macready

thought so; and would have been better pleased if the re-

semblance had been less near. Talking of him, reminds me of

Maclise, who is exactly in his old state; from which he

has in nothing, made any departure, except in being so nerv-

ous when the overture to the comedy was playing, the other

night, that he turned a deadly white, and had nearly fainted

away. Georgy is very well, and takes long country walks

with me. She is quite happy, I think. And I have left

that matter where it was; trusting to its wearing itself out,

on her part, in due course.

The affair at Manchester is on the Twenty-Third of October.

I suppose there will be an audience of some Two Thousand

people. I will look into the local papers, and send you the

best report I see. I have been much solicited to go to Shef-

field at the same time, and to Birmingham; and have had

other public receptions tendered to me, both in the country

and in London. But I have declined them; firstly, because

I would rather be quiet; and secondly, because I am now
composing myself to write my little Christmas book. I shall

be actually at work upon it, I hope, when you receive this;

and for a month afterwards, most likely. Christmas turned,

you will see me in the bloom of Print again, pretty often.
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I have forgotten to say in its right place that I took the

glass you gave me to the Theatre, in my Portmanteau of

Costumes; and drank a bottle of old Sherry from it in my
dressing-room at divers fatiguing periods of the evening and

I drank to you in a great black wig, and with a peaked

beard and black moustache, all stuck on singly, by the indi-

vidual hair ! I had a dresser from one of the large Theatres

to do it; and I never was so much astonished in my life as

at the time it took. After I was beaten, I had all this taken

off (an idea of my own) and put on lank and straight — the

moustache, which had curled up towards the eyes, twined

drooping down — and every hair dishevelled. You never

saw such a Devil. But I wore real armour on my throat and

heart; and most enormous boots and spurs — and looked

like an old Spanish Portrait, I assure you. Maclise is going

to paint the figure as an ideal one; and I have sat to him
already in the Dress. I am constantly reverting to this

Play, I find; but only because I know you will like to hear

whatever I happen to remember about it. It is not unlikely

we may act again — some other play — at Christmas. Mr.

Lemon, the Editor of Punch, who played Brainworm in the

comedy, and acted with me in the Farce, is an excellent actor.

But everybody's understanding ofwhat he was about, and what
the author meant, was truly interesting in a very high degree.

Dear Madame De la Rue, I didn't wear the slippers ! I

couldn't find it in my heart to drag them through the dirt

and destruction of a Theatre. Here they are every morning

on the rug — giving me as great a start, sometimes, when
they catch my eye, as the footprint on the sand caused Robin-

son Crusoe — and carrying me back to Genoa at a greater

pace than ever seven-league boots went. I have a new picture

of the Peschiere, 1 painted by a friend of my brother's who

1 The largest palace in Genoa let on hire. Dickens lived in apartments there in

the winter of 1844, during which time he saw much of Mme. De la Rue.
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came to see us there; and very well done. It hangs upon the

staircase, just outside my bedroom door. The last thing at

night, and the first thing in the morning, I see the Peschiere—
and all day long, besides; for there is another in my room

here. What would I give to see you, too ! Well \ I carry

you about with me in the shape of a Purse; and though

that pocket is in a very tender place — breast pocket —
lefthand side — I carry you about in tenderer places still, in

your own image which will never fade or change to me, come

what may.
Ever Yours, afFecty C. D.

P.S. Children at home and thriving. All well. Kate

and Georgy send their loves. Both "going" to write.

However Forster may have failed in interpreting the

flesh-and-blood Dickens, no Dickens collector should

find Forster's "Life" dull. He (the collector) should

keep the biography on one of his Dickens shelves for

ready reference. John Eckel's bibliography should

stand beside the Forster; and I will also urge the

addition of Gilbert Chesterton's "Dickens", Hans
Christian Andersen's "A Visit to Charles Dickens",

and Bernard Shaw's introduction to "Hard Times" to

the little row. There are many other works on Dickens

that you might add later on, but it is never a good notion

to clutter up your shelves with too much of this ancillary

reading at the start.

Neither should one who commits himself to a one-

author plan of Dickens collecting concern himself, in

the beginning, with the first issues in the original parts

unless he happens to have a flair for bibliography.

There is no written word that will help you accurately

to establish all the points that all the Dickens firsts in
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original parts should possess. After half a century

of research there is still a wide difference of opinion

among various groups of Dickens collectors and Dickens

bibliographers as to the essential points of "Pickwick"
in parts. I have listened to some wranglings on this

subject that verged on violence between the con-

tenders.

There was one dispute in particular in which I was
involved. I had offered an extravagant amount for a

"perfect 'Pickwick' in parts." I was assured by the

man who brought it to America to sell that Part One,

rarest of all printed Dickens items, was the first issue

of Part One and was right in every last little particular.

The front cover was right and the back cover was right.

All the advertisements were right. And so on through

the list. The controversy I refer to took place between

the man I had selected as my umpire and the seller.

My umpire doubted this, disputed that; the would-be

seller defended and explained. I listened to the argu-

ment until it reached the shouting stage and then with-

drew. When the disputants had finally worn their

voices down to a throaty whisper, it was decided that

my umpire should take the copy home and examine it

at his leisure under a magnifying glass.

As a matter of five thousand pounds was involved,

it seemed urgent to take all these precautions. This is

what transpired : the front cover of Part One was right

and so was the back cover, but they were not all of one

piece. The front cover had been taken from one copy

and the back cover from another. The two had been

so skillfully welded over the spine of the pamphlet

that it was impossible for the naked eye to detect where
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they joined. And that is where the magnifying glass

came in

!

I did not part with the five thousand pounds, nor did

the would-be seller reply to my letter when I sent his

"perfect 'Pickwick* in parts" back to him. Later on

he sold it, for about half the amount he had tried to

extract from me, to a Philadelphia collector, who
hopes in the course of time to pick up a perfect Part One.

From Part Two on to Part Nineteen-Twenty it appeared

to be a choice lot of first issues, with every part in

superlatively good condition. 1

There is no record of how many copies of the first

issue of Part One of "Pickwick" were printed, nor was

any record kept of the number of later issues of Part

One the printers turned out to meet the mounting

demand. The first issue of Part Two was a much larger

edition than that of the first issue of Part One, and so

it kept on until the last part, the nineteenth (numbered

19-2.0). It would have been a boon to collectors had

the printers kept tally of the numbers printed of every

issue of every part of every Dickens book brought out

in weekly or monthly parts. Such was never the cus-

tom of printers and publishers; nor is it to-day, to any

great degree of accuracy. But as Eddie Newton says, all

this adds to the sporting risks of the game. So bear this

in mind. Bear in mind too— jot down in red ink on

the first page of your book-collecting journal, if you are

sufficiently industrious to keep one — that ancient rule

of the British common law, Caveat empor. The late

1 What the catalogue described as a perfect "Pickwick" in parts was sold at auction

in New York in January, 1931, for thirteen thousand dollars. If perfection obtained,

this decline in price was a sad blow to the 19x8 and 19x9 up-and-up optimists.
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P. T. Barnum's free rendering of Caveat emptor is, "Unto
the wide-awake merchant a sucker cometh every day."

Barnum was not an esthete and would probably have

failed miserably as a dealer in rare books. Still, his

catalogues, had he gone in for them, would have been

worth collecting. His description of a "Pickwick" in

parts would have run something like this:

SUPERB SUPER-PICKWICK IN PARTS

MOST STUPENDOUS OF DICKENSIANA IN

PERFECT STATE

RAREST TREASURE OF VICTORIAN ERA

DELIGHTED CROWNED HEADS OF

ALL EUROPE AND THE ASIAS

WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN EMERALDS

SOON WILL BE PRICELESS

BUY NOW AND REAP MAGNIFICENT REWARD
PRICE WILL BE DOUBLED DAY AFTER

TO-MORROW

The above would serve merely as the headline an-

nouncement. The descriptive matter would exhaust

all the adjectives in all the English dictionaries before

and since Sam Johnson's. Wary collectors would, of

course, be outraged and annoyed; conservative dealers,

horrified.

I am not sure, though, that the florid superlatives

would have been altogether unique. The catalogue of

the great Kern sale held at the Anderson Galleries in

New York in January, 192.9, had a few Barnumesque

touches, and almost every collector who has been in

the game for some years has heard dealers' selling talk

not altogether unworthy of the great P. T. B.
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Buck up your courage, nevertheless, and plod along

with your plan. You will soon learn to see through the

bunkum at almost first glance. I should probably

have advised you much earlier in this chapter not to

begin on Dickens or any other author unless you loved

his works, unless you were a bit idolatrous in your wor-

ship of him or her. Such is probably the ideal method

of collecting.

Yet it has its drawbacks. There is danger that your

enthusiasm for your author will affect your judgment

of values. You are more than likely to load up with a

mass of insignificant items, to go in for relics such as

collar buttons, ink wells, locks of hair, wisps of beard,

pens and penknives, even childhood mementoes —
tops, roller skates, jackstraws, and so on. There was
a case in California in which a facsimile of a fried egg

was treasured as a reminder of the past. I recall seeing

this fried egg; it was amazingly lifelike in appearance,

though done in some kind of porcelain. It repre-

sented the egg which was brought to the late lamented

on his last day. I could never learn whether or not he

ate the original.

Relics, however, are rarely offered in the trade to

collectors who are not marked as specially wild enthusi-

asts for a worshiped author or for one of the heroic

great, such as Napoleon, Cromwell, Washington, or

Lincoln, and I am glad to say that there are many wor-

shiping enthusiasts who could never be persuaded to

buy an item of this doubtful clutter. Probably I shall

be informed by many readers (I take it for granted that

there will be more than the few to whom I shall send

free copies) that there are many worth-while relics,
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relics which are documented and attested as positively

the real thing. I doubt, though, if I ever hear again

from the man in Paris who offered to sell me a fragment

of Napoleon's ear, or from the dealer in Madrid who
showed me two heels from a pair of Cervantes' boots.

To one and all I must reply out of the certainties of my
own beliefs that ninety-nine per cent, of all relics of

any alleged antiquity are fictitious — or should it be

factitious? — and that the authentic remainder might

just as well be fabrications.

I shall always pity the many victims who bought all

the pens with which Lincoln signed the Emancipation

Proclamation, that not inconsiderable multitude who
bought all the desks on which Robert Burns wrote

"Tarn o' Shanter", the numberless dear ladies who
bought locks of Lord Byron's hair, the hundreds of

patriotic adorers of George Washington who bought

a cord or so of his bootjacks. I shall pity them but

not condemn them. It is not likely that they will all

assemble at a general conclave for the purpose of com-

paring relics, and it is a blessed supposition that they

will continue to derive as much happiness from their

possessions as I derive from my Sheridan, Dickens,

Charles Lamb, and Conrad manuscripts.

Nevertheless, if you except portraits, sculptured

heads and busts, and a few family heirlooms and family

documents, there are no relics of any author that a col-

lector should consider as valuable adjuncts to his

collection; and of such exceptions there is so great a

scarcity as to make the prices practically prohibitive.

Believe it or not, I am still on the theme of collecting

by plan. My suggestions regarding Dickens are based
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on the theory that it is still possible, in the course of

ten years or so and by the expenditure of a comparatively

moderate sum each year, to get together a collection

of real merit.

Furthermore, Dickens is one of the extremely few

authors who stays put in his high place of popularity

among collectors. There have been no sudden booms
and swift collapses in the case of Dickens. For two
generations the prices for Dickens items have mounted
steadily and are still mounting. If you do not wish to

take my word for it, go to the public library in the

nearest big city and examine the prices brought at

auction sales for the past twenty years or so. You will

find them in American Book-Prices Current, published by
the R. R. Bowker Company. Probably your dealer

will have a set too, and also a complete file of Book-

Auction Records, published by Henry Stevens, Son and

Stiles, Number 39 Great Russell Street, London, W. C. I.
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You may wonder why I have not bracketed Thackeray

with Dickens as a one-author desirability. To be con-

sistent I should have done so, as I have collected both

with almost equal avidity. Indeed, in my younger

days I greatly preferred Thackeray to Dickens. But

he did not wear as Dickens has. The human warmth
was lacking at the second reading, the tricks of the

writer and obvious insincerities obtruded. Hence, I

grade him one down on Dickens.

If in your case you should grade him one up on the

author of "Oliver Twist", by all means choose him as

your man. But in doing so do not deceive yourself

that he will ever be other than second to Dickens in

general popularity among collectors. If you are fortu-

nate enough to find a "Vanity Fair" in parts, having all

the points, for less than one thousand pounds, by all

means buy it if you can afford it. It is one of the great

works in English literature to collect. The last one

I saw offered in a Quaritch catalogue was priced at one

thousand pounds, but the catalogue admitted that it

missed being a perfect "Vanity Fair" in parts by one

important point.

To me a perfect "Pickwick" in parts would be worth
from three to four times as much as a perfect "Vanity

Fair" in parts; yet it is doubtful if "Pickwick" is once
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again as scarce. No one thus far has had the patience

to make a census of prime sets of "Vanity Fair" in parts,

as John Eckel did in the case of "Pickwick."

The Kern "Vanity Fair" in parts was bid in for seven

thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars, which tickled

me somewhat as I heard it knocked down. Mine I

considered a much better lot, in view of the fact that

the back wrapper of the final part of the Kern set was
supplied, and some earlier owner had scribbled his name
on the covers. My "Vanity Fair", by way of com-

parison, is the freshest and cleanest I have seen and has

stood the test of a meticulous collation for points by

Mabel Zahn of Sessler's. I bought it from Quaritch

two years before the Kern sale for three thousand

two hundred and fifty dollars. Ascribe it to pride of

ownership, if you will, but I cannot refrain from saying

that my copy should be appraised as worth at least one

hundred per cent, more than the Kern copy.

A year or so before the Kern sale a "Pickwick" in

parts that many dealers urged me not to bid on was
sold at auction in New York for sixteen thousand

dollars. There seemed no doubt before the sale of the

doubtfulness of this "Pickwick." It was purchased

by a very new collector who has been sad about his

investment ever since.

"But," murmured the very wise ones, "if it had been

perfect, at least three collectors were prepared to pay

twenty-five thousand dollars for it." (A nine thou-

sand dollar "if" !)

Should it be a fact that the buyer of that sixteen

thousand dollar "Pickwick" was bamboozled into

buying it by misrepresentations in the catalogue, he
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would have every redress in law. If, on the other

hand, it can be shown that he was a victim of his own
overeagerness, there is little hope that the courts would
come to his rescue. He should certainly have examined

the "Pickwick" himself, armed with all the biblio-

graphical data he could rake up; better still, he should

have commissioned a reliable expert to examine it for

him.

However unfeelingly the law may deny redress to

victims of such transactions, the conviction grows upon
me that in fairness to all collectors who buy at auction,

the auction companies should be held to closer account

for the descriptions and assertions contained in their

sales catalogues. Auction managers may plead that

they cannot afford to make elaborate collations of such

involved and controversial items as a "Pickwick" in

parts, but even admitting the validity of this excuse,

there is a very positive obligation upon them not to

report superlative qualities unless they are prepared to

back up these superlatives. Deceptions of the sort are

extremely rare at Sotheby's in London, but they have

been far too common in America.

It may be said that if you place your bid through a

responsible dealer you automatically avoid all risk —
that he is obliged to earn his ten per cent, commission

by using all his expert knowledge in your behalf. Yet

if a lawsuit ensued, the dealer would find it not too

difficult to pass the buck; and if an intricate or a moot

bibliography were involved, loss of your action for

damages would be a ten to one certainty.

Moreover, the dealer has a protection even greater

than the law: the fact that bibliomaniac victims are
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most reluctant to bring suit and thereby reveal to the

world — and to their families — that their hobby had

led them into such a pitfall.

Forgive me for this rambling. I am still on the

theme of sticking to a plan. I switched from Dickens

to Thackeray for the sole purpose of making a compari-

son, not to discourage Thackeray collectors. Although

I happen to prefer Dickens, and notwithstanding his

unquestionably greater popularity among collectors, the

possibility of building up a noteworthy Thackeray

collection is fully as great as it is in the case of Dickens.

You can make no mistake with either; they were

the two preeminent Victorian novelists. As with

Dickens, there are many Thackeray desiderata which
have not been driven up to prohibitive prices. Should

you begin with the minor items, seek copies that are in

fine condition, inside and out. On my last visit to

London I bought a superb copy of "The Adventures of

Philip" for fifteen pounds; when I got home, I saw a

much inferior copy in a New York shop priced at two
hundred and fifty dollars.

Do not be too hopeful in your search for presentation

copies of Thackeray. He was a much more reluctant

giver than Dickens. In the course of a ten years' quest

I managed to purchase only three presentation copies

of Thackeray, but one is the copy of "Vanity Fair" he

gave to Charlotte Bronte. Gabriel Wells got me this

at the Kern sale at what I still consider a great bargain,

thirty-six hundred dollars. Contrast this price with ten

thousand two hundred and fifty dollars paid at the same

sale for a "Tale of Two Cities", given by Dickens to

his physician and friend, Doctor Elliotson, with the
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inscription, "Charles Dickens To John Elliotson with

affectionate regard. Fourth December, 1859." A later

inscription reads: "and from John Elliotson to his dear

Godson John Elliotson Symes December 30th, i86x."

There does not seem to be much sense in such disparity

of values. Nor is there. The fact that Thackeray's

name begins with T and Dickens' with D has more
than a little to do with establishing price levels at

important auctions. By the time the bidders come to

Thackeray the sale is in its last dragging stages. If

there has been heavy bidding, entailing large dealers'

commitments, both for themselves and for the customers

they represent, a marked let-down is apt to occur.

At all the sensationalized auctions you will hear a

deal of buzzing gossip to the effect that prices are run-

ning wild. The outsider's comment is that it is rank

insanity. And some of it is, no doubt — as later auc-

tions often prove; but a still later sale changes the

perspective once more by demonstrating that a mon-
strously high bid was absurdly low.

Nevertheless, examination of the records has con-

vinced me that Thackeray prices have been held down by
the letter T. I am also certain that if many Zola or

Zangwill items were put up at leading auctions either in

London or New York they could be had as bargains.

Please do not be misled by this bald assertion into

thinking that you will find good Thackeray items at

bargain prices in dealers' catalogues or on the shelves of

dealers who do not put out catalogues. What happens

at auctions has very little bearish effect upon dealers

with a keen sense of values. They mark up their prices

almost invariably after a sensational sale, but I have
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yet to find that after an auction slump they rush back to

their shops to slash prices.

The late George Barr McCutcheon, who gathered

together a splendid lot of Dickens and Thackeray, did

not live to be stunned by the prices at the Kern sale.

At the sale of his Dickens collection held before his

death he realized a handsome profit over what he had

paid for his books, but nothing like Kern prices ob-

tained. He, however, had not specialized in presenta-

tion copies and important bits of manuscript. Kern

was canny enough to do this while many Dickens

presentations were in the market for less than one

thousand dollars. McCutcheon could have bought

them by the dozen for a few hundred dollars each. Now
you will find one or two a year, at prices ranging from

twenty-five hundred to seventy-five hundred dollars,

according to the recipient's importance.

It is not essential to include presentation copies in a

definite-plan, one-author collection. The premium they

command represents a purely sentimental worth, plus

the fact of greater rarity. How much greater rarity is

sheer guesswork — guesswork of the wildest sort in

the case of a living author celebrated for his generosity.

If the beginning collector should feel that both Dickens

and Thackeray are out of his reach, there are many other

nineteenth-century novelists, particularly Victorians,

who are still within his means and gaining greater

favor day by day. Also there are at least a score of

American writers of the past century who are at last

coming into their own.

Among Britishers is Anthony Trollope, who wrote

himself into obscurity by means of his posthumous
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autobiography. He described himself as a hack and

the world took him at his word and forgot him. Count-

less readers on both sides of the Atlantic had become

familiar with his books, delighted in them, and praised

them extravagantly. The characters in most of his

novels were commonplace folks, but human— charm-

ing to associate with and follow through their trials

and tribulations, their loves and hates, their simple

domestic problems, their ordinary virtues, and their

rather pallid vices. But there were few murders and

very little adultery worth mentioning. Likewise a

woeful lack of style. Appeared Walter Pater and Henry

James, then George Meredith. Critics were in ecstasies

over the esthetically groomed and impressively involved

diction of the new school. Preciosity became the fad.

Followed Oscar Wilde and a succession of brilliant

decadents, then Stevenson and Kipling. Who dared

mention Trollope's name in the same breath with any

of these later-day Victorians? His Barchester people

may have seemed charming and real to the middle-

aged has-beens of the generation, but — horrors above

horrors !
— his sloppy style, his common everyday

dialogue ! Out with his uninvolved, crude English,

banish him to the servants' hall ! Alas ! Poor old Trol-

lope vanished overnight.

During my brief contact with the English courses at

Harvard in the middle '90's I never once heard mention

of Trollope's name. Not one of his books was in my
father's library. I was practically unconscious of his

existence until well along in the present century. It

was not so with Mrs. Gaskell or George Eliot, nor

with Bulwer-Lytton and Disraeli. Blackmore's
'

'Lorna
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Doone" remained a favorite, Dickens and Thackeray

still rode the waves. But Trollope was sunk without a

trace, both for the so-called intelligentsia and for the

slavishly imitative commonalty. Complete likewise

was his consignment to oblivion by collectors. Yards

and yards of his three-volume novels went begging in

all the English and American bookshops.

But such was not to continue. A Trollope rebound

came after the turn of the century. First one critic and

then another rediscovered him, apologizing, of course,

for his crudities of style, but proclaiming that with all

their faults his books had much that the works of many
of his contemporaries lacked — above all, human
warmth. There was something refreshing in his easy-

going, unforced story-telling. Though he had turned

out his voluminous product with machinelike regularity,

writing some of it on horseback, in railway trains,

occasionally in stagecoaches and on tossing Channel

steamers; though he had flung his manuscripts with

very few corrections to his publishers — whose proof-

rooms, despite the fame of the house, were deplorably

slipshod — there yet remained much that posterity

should cherish. There remained a story-teller that

deserved a permanent niche in the English-reading hall

of fame.

His most persistent champion was Michael Sadleir,

to whom all we unafraid Trollope admirers of the

present day owe a lasting debt of gratitude. Next
must we thank Hugh Walpole, then A. Edward Newton,
and numerous others. Trollope has come back for

both readers and collectors; and if there is any gift of

prophecy in me he will remain with us, and increase
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with us, both for the delight we may derive from read-

ing him and from the gains that should accrue from col-

lecting him.

Do I recommend him to beginning collectors who are

sold on the one-author plan? Yes, with the reservation

that you must first be able to experience genuine pleas-

ure while reading most of his novels, even some of the

worst. Which those are he tells you frankly in his

autobiography. By all means, read it too. No fiction

writer has ever been more candid, and to my mind it is

his masterpiece.

Should you elect Trollope as your man, by the way,

I warn you not to visit the home of Morris L. Parrish at

Pine Valley and ask to see his Trollope collection. Such

a visit would fill you with despair. For there you

may see the only first editions known to exist in the

original boards of Trollope's first two books, "The
Macdermots of Ballycloran" and "The Kellys and the

O'Kellys." At least that is the belief of Mr. Sadleir,

from whom Mr. Parrish obtained them by some subtle

means of hypnotic persuasion. You will find a complete

lot of Trollope in the Parrish collection, a great many
of the exemplars being in almost mint condition. You
will find them in parts and in pamphlets and in all the

known forms of original bindings.

If you, a zealous beginner, should take up with Trol-

lope, might you some day have as fine a lot as Parrish?

Possibly, if you devote yourself to that objective with

Parrish 's assiduity and for as many years — not less than

twenty. Then what about my statement concerning

the unobtainable Macdermots and O'Kellys? Just this

(and the answer deserves a separate paragraph)

:
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There is no such thing as an unobtainable first edition of

comparatively modern authors. There are great rarities

that may be honestly described as submerged; but have

patience — the elusive treasure almost invariably bobs up,

either in the possession of some conjuring dealer or in some

long-neglected attic or forgotten chest.

I write this out of my own experience, scant though

that may be in length of years, and not without some

of the alloy of bitterness. In nearly every case in which

I became possessed of an "unobtainable" first I had

hardly begun to crow about it when, Presto ! another

and not infrequently a better copy came to the surface.

There was always the consolation, however, that it

was never a cheaper copy. The important submerged

books never decline in price in the open market. They
can be had as bargains only when you stumble upon

them in some obscure bookshop whose proprietor either

is ignorant of its value or else has not kept up with the

sensational postwar advance in prices. Once in a blue

moon, if ever, will you happen into such a shop and

make such a find.

Gone are those golden days when the little bookstalls

along the Seine were piled with great rarities that went

begging for a few sous (if there ever were such days);

gone also is that romantic period when every second-

hand bookshop in London and along lower Fourth

Avenue in New York, Leary's in Philadelphia, Good-
speed's in Boston, and hundreds of others in our impor-

tant cities invited the collector to carry away seven-

teenth and eighteenth-century books almost for the

asking. Such books are now locked away in vaults by
all shrewd dealers. Your grandfather may tell you how
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a friend of his bought a superb first of "Tom Jones" for

ten shillings, and even so youthful a gentleman as

A. Edward Newton can show you a Johnson's "Dic-

tionary" — a presentation copy from the Doctor to

Mrs. Thrale— which he bought for a pound or less.

So it had been back through the centuries. A venerable

bookseller in Rome has just told me that his father

sold a first folio of Dante's "Divine Comedy" (the 1471

Numeister edizjone frincipe) for the equivalent of forty

dollars. There must have been some curious lapse in

values to account for such a sale, for I read in Dibdin's

"Bibliographical Decameron" that at the famous Count

MacCarthy sale in Paris, in 1817, the Rt. Hon. T. Gren-

ville purchased a Numeister "Comedia" for four hundred

French francs, the equivalent on the then basis of

exchange of about sixteen pounds. That would have

been almost eighty dollars in our money, representing a

purchasing power of at least two hundred and forty

modern dollars.

Moreover, Dibdin pitied Count MacCarthy, or who-
ever it was who ultimately got the proceeds, because of

the niggardly bidding at the sale. He recalled the fact

that a few years before the Duke of Devonshire had

offered MacCarthy twenty thousand pounds for his

magnificent vellum collection. Dibdin thought the

count an ass for turning down the offer, and later on he

crowed over his wise pronouncement in this fashion

:

The offer was declined. Rarely perhaps has a negative

produced severer contrition on the part of the proposed vend-

ors. . . . The Library produced [at the sale] four hundred

and four thousand francs — or not much more than sixteen

thousand pounds "of lawful money of Great Britain." . . .
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From this sixteen thousand pounds you must deduct the

expenses of the sale, including the government tax — which

amount to twenty pounds per cent, or two hundred pounds

upon every thousand pounds : thus making a total deduction

of thirty-two hundred pounds from the gross amount

!

Consequently "the worthy representatives of the gallant

Count MacCarthy will receive not quite twelve thousand

eight hundred pounds.

A much sadder comment might be made to-day that

there were at least a dozen items in the MacCarthy col-

lection that could be sold as separate entities for more
than twelve thousand eight hundred pounds in any

little auction orgy of the Kern kind.

I must add here, however, that the same venerable

bookseller in Rome who told me his father had sold a

perfect 1472. Dante folio for the equivalent of forty

dollars went on to say that he himself had bid six

hundred thousand lira for not so good a copy a few years

since at Milan — and had failed to get it. He thought

I might be safe in offering fifty thousand dollars for a

copy in 1930 and feel that I had from five to ten years

in which to save up the money before one appeared. I

compromised by paying twenty-five dollars for a 191

1

facsimile, one of two hundred copies made for the

Turin Exposition. The only Dantes I had at home
were a Longfellow translation of "The Divine Tragedy"

which he gave to James T. Fields and that very beauti-

ful 1918 Nonesuch edition in the passionate salmon-

pink vellum binding.

It is all too easy to acquire the Dante fever in Rome,
however, and on one of my regular visits to Olschki's

bookshop I was tempted with a 1481 Botticelli Dante.
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Here is one of the earliest and most important products

of the Florentine printers, the second book to be illus-

trated with copper engravings. The printer was Nic-

colo Tedesco, better known as Niccolo di Lorenzo

della Magna. His first, and the first, experiment with

copper illustrations was the "Monte Santo di Dio",

written by Antonio Bettini, bishop of Siena, and dated

September 10, 1477. The designs for the illustrations

were supplied by Baccio Baldini and were based, it is

believed, upon Botticelli. Niccolo made two full-page

and one half-page engravings for the "Monte Santo di

Dio", and the book was a great success. The success

went a trifle to Niccolo's head, and he planned a "Come-

dia di Dante" on an elaborate scale, calling upon Botti-

celli and Baldini to make illustrations for all thirty-three

cantos. Something went awry in the plans, for only

nineteen illustrations were made. The original Baldini

cartoons (after Botticelli — there is no record of what
happened to the Botticelli drawings, if he ever made
them) are still preserved in the Royal Library at Berlin.

The rough rag paper that Niccolo used would not

take the impressions of his copper plates, so the illus-

trations were printed separately on a thin smooth paper

and pasted in the spaces left in the text. The result was

an edition in which scarcely two copies are alike. The
one I saw in the Riccardi Library, in Florence, has

twenty-three illustrations, four of which are duplicates.

This Riccardi specimen has the greatest number of illus-

trations of any copy known. I looked at five copies in

the Bibliotheque Nationale: the best had the full

nineteen engravings and one duplicate, the poorest only

half of the first illustration. I saw five copies in the
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British Museum, among them one with the full nineteen

and a duplicate and one with eighteen and a duplicate.

The best copy had come from George Ill's library and

bore his royal stamp on the binding (no binding to

boast of at that). The two poorest copies in the British

Museum had no illustrations. The Lord Spencer copy

with the full nineteen plates is now in the great John

Rylands Library at Manchester. There is a copy with

twenty illustrations (one a duplicate) in the Staats-

bibliothek at Vienna, another with nineteen in the

public library at Siena, another in the Vatican Library,

another in the Pierpont Morgan Library, another in the

Huntington Library, another in the Nazionale Centrale

in Florence, another in the State Library in Munich;

still another, sold at Sotheby's for three thousand three

hundred pounds in 192.9, is now somewhere in the

U. S. A.

This, I think, is a complete check of all the perfect

or almost-perfect copies. Niccolo struggled along until

he printed about three hundred copies, getting poorer

and poorer results with his illustrations as he went

along. An exhaustive enumeration of all the variants

would likely fill a tome. The great majority of the

copies he printed had no more than three illustrations,

and the last run of thirty or forty copies is said to have

had none. Niccolo went back to woodcuts with his

second edition of "Monte Santo di Dio" and never

attempted a second Dante.

Despite all the little and big wars in Italy during the

centuries since 148 1, despite the sacking and burning,

the looting and dismantling of palaces, the destruction

and disintegration of churches and libraries, the Botti-
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celli Dante still exists in Italy in large numbers. And
to me it is one of the most interesting of Italian incunab-

ula, because it was the first ambitious effort at copper-

plate illustration. It would be a hopeless job to attempt

a definitive bibliography. Not even the Germans have

dipped very far into the problem. It is to be hoped that

they will never delve so deep in research work as to

explain away all the mysteries and uncertainties that

enshroud the cradle books of the fifteenth century.

Once incunables are known and catalogued with scien-

tific accuracy, and sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth,

and nineteenth-century books as well, will there be

little rapture left for the book collector; for any dub

mathematician with a bankroll could then prance into

the game and assemble a library as one would a hundred-

story skyscraper — work it all out with blueprints, give

a few orders, and sign a check.

Although there could be no simpler way to collect,

the joy would be over before it had begun. One book
at a time, or a very few at a time — there's the ideal

way! Bargain a bit, grouse a bit; go home and con-

sult the oracles of bibliography and the auction records;

then go back with the gleam of the hunter in your eye

and bring down your bird. There is no other method.

You must have the urge to rummage about. You must

learn to love the feel of old books; the smell of them
must be unto you a delicious aroma. But at first con-

fine your prowling — if you can — to times when your

pocketbook is lean. Your resistance is apt to be very

low when the exchequer overflows. You will find it

much easier to stick to a one-book or a one-author plan

if you buy only when you are comparatively hard up.
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As in all other endeavors in life, the most specific and

most definite plan you may adopt is practically certain

to bring you the greatest success. You cannot help

gaining some small fame as a this or that sort of col-

lector — an outstanding Isaak Walton man, a Fielding

man, a Dickens man, the owner of a notable Bronte

collection, a great Johnsonian or Boswellian. The

same is true if you confine yourself to Americana, to

Edgar Allan Poe, to Washington Irving, to Fenimore

Cooper, to Whittier, to Bryant, to Holmes, to Lowell,

to Whitman, to Hawthorne, or to Longfellow. Nor
need you except the moderns as possibilities, if you live

long enough and take the time to compile a worth-

while bibliography.

But take warning that you must be made of stern stuff

to stick to a one-book, a one-author, or even a one-

period plan — the same stern stuff that composes the

fiber of my friend Ellis Ames Ballard, of Philadelphia.

E. A. Ballard's Kiplings constitute probably the greatest

of all Kipling collections. He collects no one else and

nothing else. He can recite Kipling ballads by the

hour. He knows everything Kipling wrote, when, why,
and where; also the exact date it was first printed—
Indian, English, Australian, and American editions

included. He has them all, some in proofs, all there

are that came out in pamphlets, in brochures, in paper

covers, or in their final form in octavo or duodecimo.

He has mint-condition copies, copies that are not so

fine, presentation copies, and copies in which the author

has scribbled a verse or two for a friend.

Ballard has collected Kipling for thirty years, and

never has he deviated from his goal. Being every inch
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a gentleman, he will listen to your mania at length, but

you may be sure he is not really interested — unless

your mania happens to be Kipling too. You may ex-

pect this sort of thing only from a man of iron mold.

That he is a lawyer, and a most important and success-

ful one, gives him a signal advantage in developing

such rigidity of purpose. Your great lawyer is trained

through life to stick to his point, right or wrong, in

spite of all hell and all damnation.

Such Gibraltan steadfastness is all too rare. The
Spartans may have collected rolls of parchments in that

manner, likewise some of the Stoics. But in this dis-

tracting age such a book collector as E. A. Ballard

deserves unstinted admiration. Yet it does not seem to

me that he derives nearly as much fun from his strength

of purpose as the majority of us extract from our weak-

nesses. We are all in the same rudderless boat when it

comes to haphazard objectives, we are all fair prey

for the dealer who can interest us in almost anything,

from a codex Homer to a presentation copy of "Peck's

Bad Boy." However, Ballard has the right idea. In

the long run his is the greater success. He knows his

subject with a dreadful thoroughness. He is an expert

whereas we others are dilettanti.

In the same class with Ballard is a young friend of

mine who began collecting Longfellow while he was
in college and who stuck to him with unswerving tenac-

ity for eight years.

The professors in his English courses scoffed at his

choice, labored to convince him that the bard of Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was a third-class poet, a drivel-

ing sentimentalist, and more a disgrace than a credit to
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American letters. But my young friend liked Long-

fellow. His father had read "Evangeline" and "Hia-

watha" to him when he was a lad, at a time when he

and his father were great chums. He knew his father

was no dub — he had been a marked success at the bar,

and later on a still greater success in a huge manufactur-

ing enterprise. Who were these professors to tell him
that there was something infantile in his father's admira-

tion for Longfellow? The fact that the father had died

just as the son was entering the university made the boy

all the more pig-headed.

He now has a splendid collection of his father's

favorite American poet — a collection worth at least

five times what he paid for it, if that aspect of it is of

interest. In the brief time since he began collecting,

this young man has seen presentation copies of Long-

fellow run up from fifty to five hundred dollars. His

perfect first issues in paper covers of the first American

edition of "Outre-Mer" (two parts, 1833-1834), bought

for a few dollars in a tiny bookshop in Lynn, Massa-

chusetts, are among the submerged books that collectors

despair of obtaining.

The thought may occur to some readers that my
young Longfellow fanatic made a great mistake by not

collecting Edgar Allan Poe, the one securely great

American author, accepted by most modern critics, both

American and foreign. Think what his Poe collection

would have been worth to-day I

But this particular young man did not have the means

to begin collecting Poe with any hope of building up a

really important collection. Poe firsts, even then, had

been priced in the thousands for more than a decade.
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A "Tamerlane" first brought eighteen thousand dollars

a few years ago. A good first of "Al Aaraaf", offered

by a dealer in the summer of 192.9 at ten thousand dollars,

found a purchaser within twenty-four hours. A first

"Murders in the Rue Morgue" was sold almost in-

stanter for twenty thousand dollars after having been

raked out of a heap of twenty-five-cent books on a stall

in front of a New York bookshop.

No, it was not discovered by some strolling bibliophile

who pounced upon it and passed a quarter to the shop-

keeper with a trembling hand. The shopkeeper made
the discovery himself. His clerk had bought the book
the day before, together with an armful of others, from

a seedy-looking stranger. The cost of this copy of

"The Murders in the Rue Morgue" to the shopkeeper

was probably less than five cents.

The newspapers made much of the case, and all the

experts who were interviewed said that only five copies

of this rarest of Poes had escaped destruction. They
were wrong again — still another copy was unearthed

by a Western dealer less than six months later. This

copy came from some small Middle Western village

whither it had traveled, most likely in a covered wagon,

during one of the migrations from New England after

the War of the Rebellion. What the dealer paid for

it was not revealed, but it was doubtless a good bit less

than twenty thousand dollars.

So it goes with "unfindable" firsts. Years will elapse

before one comes to light and is widely advertised as

having fetched a whopping price; then out they come
from cobwebs and dust, and a titillating romance is

woven of how some impoverished family has been
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raised to affluence overnight. About one in a dozen

such stories is true — generally it is the dealer who is

raised to greater affluence.

That Poe was belittled or ignored by the New Eng-

land literary giants of his day had no little to do with

his popularity when he later came into his own . For the

generality of American collectors he was about the only

one of their countrymen whose works were eagerly

sought in their first state. Those of his contemporaries

who overshadowed him and who treated him almost

with contempt during the later years of his tragic life

were sadly neglected by both American and British col-

lectors until the past decade or so.

But now, it is good to relate, all the Americans are

booming. Irving, Cooper, Bryant, Hawthorne, Long-

fellow, Whittier, Emerson, Whitman, Lowell, Holmes,

Taylor, Aldrich, Clemens, Howells are no longer a drug

on the market, as they were when Stephen H. Wake-
man's comprehensive collection of the works of Ameri-

can writers of the nineteenth century was sold by the

American Art Association on April x8 and 19, 1914.

Think of it and be appalled ! Only six years ago

what was probably the first copy of ' The Scarlet Letter'

'

to come from the publisher — the one which Haw-
thorne gave his wife, with "Sophia A. Hawthorne" on
the flyleaf in the author's autograph — was sold to

Walter Hill of Chicago for four hundred dollars, and

from Hill passed into the library of my friend, William
T. H. Howe, of Cincinnati. Nowadays just ordinary

and somewhat shabby copies are being snapped up for

from five hundred to one thousand dollars. In the fall

of 1928 I picked up a very fine copy (but not a presenta-
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tion) of "The Scarlet Letter" in London for eighty-

pounds and thought I was getting an exceptional bar-

gain. A merely first issue was sold at the Wakeman
sale, also to Walter Hill, for fifty-five dollars.

The same foresighted dealer purchased at this sale

a "superb" copy — in original boards, cloth back,

paper label, uncut — of the greatest Hawthorne rarity,

"Fanshawe" (written by Hawthorne while a student

at Bowdoin College), for ten hundred and twenty-five

dollars. Chew the cud of anguish when you ponder

that price for a superb "Fanshawe." Five years later,

at the Kern sale, a far from superb copy brought forty-

seven hundred and fifty dollars, and I will hazard a

guess that when the Wakeman copy is sold again,

if it ever is, it will bring close to ten thousand

dollars.

Go through the list of Hawthorne items in the Wake-
man catalogue — and weep bitter tears at what you

missed ! In my superior way at that period I concen-

trated exclusively on the eighteenth-century novelists.

I made some happy purchases, but more than once I

was severely stung. At the Wakeman sale Mr. Howe
had Walter Hill buy in for him, for one thousand dollars,

the copy of the first edition of "Twice-Told Tales"

which was Hawthorne's betrothal gift to Miss Pea-

body. In Hawthorne's handwriting is the inscription,

"Miss Sophia A. Peabody, with the affectionate regards

of her friend, Nath. Hawthorne, 1838."

About three years later I paid seven hundred and

fifty dollars for a mere first edition (a very fine one, it

is true) of "Twice-Told Tales." An equally fine copy,

with an autograph letter inserted, was knocked down
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to Goodspeed of Boston at the Wakeman sale for forty-

five dollars.

Do you blame me for groaning as I go through these

records? But still and all, it is not yet too late to take

up the Americans. The great rarities may be beyond

your reach, but thousands of items remain whose prices

will go on advancing more or less indefinitely. And
right to-day many American authors are neglected who
will be much sought after a few years hence — but of

this much more in detail in a subsequent chapter.
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Probably the simplest plan — and the costliest —
that might be followed by the very busy business man
collector would be to fill a fine old Sheraton bookcase

with the one hundred books famous in English literature

selected by the Grolier Club of New York City, under

the supervision of George E. Woodberry. This list,

published by the Grolier Club in 1901 in a very beauti-

ful volume printed by the De Vinne Press, was entitled:

ONE HUNDRED BOOKS
FAMOUS IN

ENGLISH LITERATURE
WITH FACSIMILES OF
THE TITLE-PAGES

And an Introduction by

George E. Woodberry

The list made a deep impression upon collectors both

in America and in England. Dealers here and over-

seas are constantly referring to it, and it is frequently

mentioned in important sales catalogues. Woodberry's

introduction is a keen summing up of both literary

values and permanent worth from the bibliomaniac's

peculiar viewpoint. One of the many mistakes of my
early collecting days was that I did not possess myself

of this volume and also the Grolier Club companion
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volume, published one year later, in which Henry W.
Kent compiled bibliographic notes on the hundred selec-

tions. I will not go so far as to say that no one should

begin to collect English literature without the aid of

these two books, but I am emphatic in my belief that

they would have been of material assistance to me had
I had them to consult about ten years earlier in my
collecting career. By memorizing the list and its

bibliography I would have had a much better sense of

chronological order and relative importance.

Both books are at a considerable premium this winter

(1930-193 1), notwithstanding the general and devas-

tating price slump of everything else. Any collector

who obtains the pair for less than one hundred dollars

should consider himself fortunate.

With the consent of the Grolier Club (of which I am
a nonresident member), and for the benefit of those who
cannot afford to buy these books and who do not find

them in their public libraries, I here reprint the famous

list:

The Canterbury Tales (Chaucer), 1478

Confessio Amantis (Gower), 1483

Le Morte Darthur (Malory), 1485

The Booke of the Common Praier, 1549
The Vision of Pierce Plowman (Langland), 1550

Chronicles of England, Scotlande, and Irelande (Holinshed),

I 577
A Myrrour for Magistrates (Baldwin, Sackville, and

others), 1563

Songes and Sonettes (Howard), 1567

The Tragidie of Ferrex and Porrex (Norton and Sackville),

i57o(?)
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Euphues (Lyly), 1581

The Countesse of Pembroke's Arcadia (Sidney), 1590

The Faerie Queene (Spenser), 1590

Essaies (Bacon), 1598

The principal Navigations, Voiages, Trafnques, and Dis-

coueries of the English Nation (Hakluyt), 1598

The Whole Works of Homer (Chapman), i6o9(?)

The Holy Bible

The Workes (Jonson), 161

6

The Anatomy of Melancholy (Burton), 162.1

Comedies, Histories & Tragidies (Shakespeare), 1613

The Tragedy of the Dutchesse of Malfy (Webster), 162.3

A New Way to Pay Old Debts (Massinger), 1633

The Broken Heart (Ford), 1633

The Famous Tragedy of the Rich lew of Malta (Marlowe),

1633

The Temple (Herbert), 1633

Poems (Donne), 1633

Religio Medici (Browne), 1642.

The Workes (Waller), 1645

Comedies and Tragedies (Beaumont and Fletcher), 1647

Hesperides (Herrick), 1648

The Rule and Exercises of Holy Living (Taylor), 1650

The Compleat Angler (Walton), 1653

Hudibras (Butler), 1663

Paradise Lost (Milton), 1667

The Pilgrim's Progress (Bunyan), 1678

Absalom and Achitophel (Dryden), 1681

An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (Locke), 1690

The Way of the World (Congreve), 1700

The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England

(Clarendon), 1702.

The Tatler, 1710

The Spectator, 171

1
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* 1 The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson

Crusoe (Defoe), 1719
* Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World (Swift),

172.6

* An Essay on Man (Pope), 1733

The Analogy of Religion (Butler), 1736

Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (Percy), 1765

Odes (Collins), 1747
* Clarissa (Richardson), 1748
* The History of Tom Jones (Fielding), 1749

*An Elegy Wrote in a Country Church Yard (Gray),

1751
* A Dictionary of the English Language (Johnson), 1755

Poor Richard Improved (Franklin), 1758

Commentaries on the Laws of England (Blackstone), 1765
* The Vicar of Wakefield (Goldsmith), 1766
* A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy (Sterne),

1768

The Federalist, 1788

*The Expedition of Humphry Clinker (Smollett), 1771

An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations (Smith), 1776

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire

(Gibbon), 1776
*** The School for Scandal (Sheridan), Dublin, 1780

The Task (Cowper), 1785

Poems (Burns), 1786

The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne (White),

1789

Reflections on the Revolution in France (Burke), 1790
Rights of Man (Paine), 1791

*The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. (Boswell), 1791

Lyrical Ballads (Wordsworth and Coleridge), 1798

1 See page 117 for explanation of asterisk.
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A History of New York ... by Diedrich Knickerbocker

(Irving), 1809

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage (Byron), 1811
* Pride and Prejudice (Austen), 1813

Christabel, Kubla Khan, A Vision: The Pains of Sleep

(Coleridge), 1816

Ivanhoe (Scott), 182.0

Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of St. Agnes, and Other Poems
(Keats), 1810

Adonais (Shelley), 1811

*Elia (Lamb), 182.3

Memoirs (Pepys), 18x5

The Last of the Mohicans (Cooper), 182.6

Pericles and Aspasia (Landor), 1836

*The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club (Dickens),

1837

Sartor Resartus (Carlyle), 1834
* Nature (Emerson), 1836

History of the Conquest of Peru (Prescott), 1847

The Raven and Other Poems (Poe), 1845

*Jane Eyre (Bronte), 1847
* Evangeline (Longfellow), 1847
* Sonnets (Mrs. Browning), 1847
* Meliboeus-Hipponax : The Biglow Papers (Lowell), 1848

* Vanity Fair (Thackeray), 1848

The History of England (Macaulay), 1849

In Memoriam (Tennyson), 1850

*The Scarlet Letter (Hawthorne), 1850
* Uncle Tom's Cabin (Mrs. Stowe), 1852.

The Stones of Venice (Ruskin), 185 i

*Men and Women (Browning), 1855

The Rise of the Dutch Republic (Motley), 1856

Adam Bede (George Eliot), 1859
* On the Origin of Species (Darwin), 1859
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Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam (Fitzgerald), 1859
* Apologia Pro Vita Sua (Newman), 1864

Essays in Criticism (Arnold), 1865
* Snowbound (Whittier), 1866

Beginning collectors not in the multimillionaire class

can hardly aspire to first editions of all the books listed.

A bookcase containing them would be worth much
more than its weight in gold. Nor will I concede that

it is an altogether ideal list, considered as an exclusive

selection, even for the man to whom the cost is a matter

of minor importance. It is too rigidly literary, too

formal, too impeccable. The austerity of its respecta-

bility chills the enthusiasm of the normal, erratic book
hunter. While it has been wittily stated that biblio-

maniacs rarely read the books they collect — which, of

course, is true of those few who hire squads of Rosen-

bachs, Maggses, and Quaritches to comb the world for

them — there can be no lasting joy in fishing for books

unless there is a fair chance that you can read what you

collect, granted sufficient time and leisure.

The great mistake in collecting — assuming that you
collect for yourself, for a personal library that is to

house intimate companions — is to buy what you
could not, under any circumstances, bring yourself to

read. If your objective is to establish a foundation, to

collect anything and everything and toss it away into

warehouses, as was the method of the late Henry Folger,

you could make no better plunge than to begin with the

Grolier Club list. But such collecting is philanthro-

mania, not bibliomania.

The beginning philanthromaniac will find nothing

on the Grolier Club list that does not exist in some
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private collection at the present time. It isn't as if he

were stumped to find a Caxton's advertisement (1477),

the first advertisement printed in the English language,

when the only two surviving copies known are in the

Rylands Library at Manchester and the Bodleian

Library at Oxford. He will not be challenged to un-

earth manuscript codices — any manuscripts at all, in

fact. Yet will he find it tough sledding and be required

to write a check in at least six figures to obtain a good

copy of the 1478 "Canterbury Tales", printed by William

Caxton, folio, black letter. I say "good" copy advis-

edly, for the only perfect copy known is in the library

of St. John's College, Oxford. There are nine other

copies: two are in the British Museum, one is in the

Bodleian Library, one is in Merton College, Oxford, and

five are in private libraries. This was the tenth work
of England's first printer, and the fifth printed on

English soil. I have seen the two copies in the

British Museum and that in the Bodleian, and they are

precious treasures to pore over. I mentioned to the tall,

stolid gentleman who watched over me at the British

Museum as I leafed through the pages of the Caxton

"Canterbury Tales" that I could almost be persuaded

to trade my manuscript of Sheridan's "School for

Scandal" for this great folio. His hair stood a little

bit on end at the proposal, and he remarked solemnly

that he didn't think it possible unless by act of

Parliament.

"No use attempting that," I said. "And anyhow I

am fairly positive that I prefer my 'School for Scandal.'

There are ten copies of this Chaucer in existence, but

there is only one manuscript 'School for Scandal.'
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No fun being a collector unless you can have one or

two little things that are literally unique."

A first of Gower's "Confessio Amantis" (another

Caxton) should not be so difficult to acquire as the

"Canterbury Tales", for there are seventeen copies

known, eight in private libraries. But when we come

to Sir Thomas Malory's "Morte Darthur" (still an-

other Caxton), we find that there are only two complete

copies known, one in the John Rylands Library, Man-
chester, England, and one in the Pierpont Morgan
Library, New York City. The British Museum pos-

sesses only a fragment.

Your chances should be much better for procuring

"The Booke of the Common Praier", though I have not

heard of any good copies quoted recently at low figures.

Indeed, you will have to part with a large fortune for

any one of the first ten books in the Grolier Club list,

and even after you have come along into the seventeenth

century your heroic spending will not be at an end.

Croesus himself would have scant hope of purchasing

a perfect first edition of Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress"

(Part I, London, 1678), as only six such copies are

known, of which only one, the property of the Pier-

pont Morgan Library, is in the United States. This

Morgan copy is in the original binding, has the original

title-page, and is perfect in every way. The only other

first issue in America is the Lenox copy in the New York
Public Library, and this copy has the title-page and

the two following pages in facsimile. To date, only

eleven copies of the 1678 edition have been unearthed.

Two of these eleven, one perfect, are in the collection

of Sir Leicester Harmsworth, Bart., in London.
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But the New York Public Library, thanks to the zeal

of that greatest of American collectors, James Lenox,

possesses the most important of all Bunyan collections,

comprising more than five hundred editions, from the

first onward and in forty different languages, of the

famous classic.

Skipping more than a century from Bunyan to Words-

worth and Coleridge, the first issue of the first edition

of "Lyrical Ballads" with the Bristol (1798) title-page

and including Coleridge's poem Lewti is one of the most

elusive of all rarities. Thomas J. Wise states in the

catalogue of his great (Ashley) library that he is aware

of only five examples in addition to his own and three

of these are in public libraries. There are a baffling

number of variants of the first four editions of "Lyrical

Ballads" which should offer in themselves an alluring

quest for a collector who wishes to concentrate on a

sharply focused objective and has ample means and

time for heroic angling.

I count myself fortunate to have gathered to my
library twenty-seven out of the great Grolier hundred,

beginning, just above the midpoint of the list, with a

very beautiful first of "Robinson Crusoe" that I pried

away from Doctor Rosenbach toward the middle of the

so-called Coolidge bull market. If you glance back at

the list, you will find asterisks opposite certain titles;

these indicate my proud possessions to date. The
three asterisks before "The School for Scandal" pro-

claim that (at this writing — December, 1930) I still

own the complete manuscript of the famous Sheridan

comedy and also the first (pirated) Dublin edition

of 1780. How I acquired the manuscript and what
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happened subsequently are reserved for a separate

chapter.

I have a young friend who tells me that he has begun
collecting the Grolier list at the bottom, having in-

herited a fine copy of Whittier's "Snowbound." So

far he has progressed backward to Number Ninety-

eight, Newman's "Apologia Pro Vita Sua."

"But," he declares, "I am young and husky and

hopeful and have four spinster aunts who are very rich.

Who knows but that posterity may read on my tomb-

stone: 'He died at the ripe age of ninety-two, having

acquired all but eight first editions of the great Grolier

Club Hundred, or one for every year he lived'?"

Some pages back I set out to say that I didn't believe

in collecting slavishly by lists, or in buying any item

you had not already read and enjoyed, or at least felt

a strong urge to read. Let me add that there are books

in the Grolier Club list which I have never read and

never want to, some which I have had to read as a stu-

dent, groaning the while, and some which I have tried

to read and have abandoned with a savage headache.

I have only one acquaintance who boasts of having

read and enjoyed everything in the list. She is an

eminently respectable person, with a Phi Beta Kappa
key, a Ph.D., and four charming daughters. Her

father was a bishop, and she lived for many years on a

lonely ranch in the Great Plains country. The marvel

is that she has been able to preserve her sense of humor,

is outspokenly opposed to prohibition, and could

chuckle and chirp all the way through Anita Loos'

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." Could there be a more

perfect background than hers for bibliomania?
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With such levity permit me to dismiss the Grolier

Club list and take up A. Edward Newton's "One Hun-

dred Good Novels." You will find this list in the

last chapter of Newton's book, "This Book-Collecting

Game"; but I have persuaded the author to let me
reproduce it here:

i. Adam Bede Eliot
* x. Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, The . Doyle
*
3 . Alice in Wonderland Carroll

* 4. Babbitt Lewis
*
5 . Barchester Towers Trollope

*6. Ben-Hur Wallace

7. Caleb Williams Godwin
8. Captains Courageous Kipling
* 9. Cashel Byron's Profession .... Shaw
10. Casuals of the Sea McFee
1 1 . Children of the Mist Phillpotts
* 12.. Cloister and the Hearth, The . . . Reade

13 . Colonel Carter of Cartersville . . . Smith
* 14. Conqueror, The Atherton

15. Conrad in Quest of His Youth . . . Merrick
16. Cranford Gaskell
* 17. Crisis, The Churchill

*i8. Crock of Gold, A Stephens
* 19. Cruise of the "Cachalot", The . . Bullen
* 10. Damnation of Theron Ware, The . . Frederic
* 2.1 . David Copperfield Dickens

Democracy Adams
13. East Lynne Wood
*2.4- Emma Austen
* 2.5 . Esther Waters Moore
* 16. Ethan Frome Wharton

Evelina Burney
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18. Sir Richard Calmady Mallet
(Mary St. L. Harrison)

29. Frankenstein Shelley, Mrs.

**3o. Green Mansions Hudson
31. Handy Andy Lover
31. Heart of Midlothian, The .... Scott

33. Henrietta Temple Disraeli

34. History of Sandford and Merton, The . Day
*35. Honorable Peter Sterling, The . . Ford

36. Honour of the Clintons, The . . . Marshall

*37. Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain
*38. Humphry Clinker Smollett

*39. Jane Eyre Bronte (C.)

*4o. Joanna Godden Kaye-Smith

41. John Halifax, Gentleman .... Mulock
42.. Joseph Vance De Morgan
43. Lady Audley's Secret Braddon

44. Last Days of Pompeii, The .... Bulwer-Lytton

45. Last of the Mohicans, The .... Cooper

46. Lavengro Borrow
*47. Life and Adventures of Peter Wil-

kins, The Paltock
* 48. Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,

Gent, The Sterne

49. Little Minister, The Barrie

50. Little Women Alcott

51. Lorna Doone Blackmore

52.. Luck of Roaring Camp, The . . . Harte

53. Man of Property, The Galsworthy

*54. McTeague Norris
*

5 5 . Moby Dick Melville

*56. Monsieur Beaucaire Tarkington
*
57. Moonstone, The Collins
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58. Mr. Midshipman Easy Marryat
*59« Mr. Facey Romford's Hounds . . . Surtees

60. New Grub Street Gissing

61. Mr. Britling Sees It Through . . . Wells
* 61. Nigger of the Narcissus, The . . . Conrad

63 . Nightmare Abbey Peacock
* 64. Of Human Bondage Maugham
65. Old Wives' Tales The Bennett

66. Ordeal of Richard Feverel, The . . . Meredith

*67. Pamela Richardson

68. Parnassus on Wheels Morley
* 69. Peter Ibbetson Du Maurier

70. Picture of Dorian Gray, The . . . Wilde
*7i. Portrait of a Lady James

72.. Prisoner of Zenda, The Hawkins

73. Rasselas Johnson

74. Red Badge of Courage, The .... Crane
*75« Rise of Silas Lapham, The .... Howells

76. Robert Elsmere Ward
77. Robbery Under Arms Boldrewood
*78. Romantic Comedians, The .... Glasgow
* 79. Scarlet Letter, The Hawthorne
* 80. Story of a Bad Boy Aldrich

81. Story of Kennett, The Taylor
* 82.. Ten Thousand A-Year Warren
*83. Tess of the D'Urbervilles .... Hardy
84. Thaddeus of Warsaw Porter

*85« Three Black Pennys, The .... Hergesheimer

86. Tom Brown's School-Days .... Hughes

87. Tom Burke of Ours Lever
88. Tom Cringle's Log Scott

*89. Tom Jones Fielding

90. Treasure Island ........ Stevenson
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* 91 . Two Years before the Mast
* 91. Uncle Remus ....
*93. Uncle Tom's Cabin . .

*94. Vanity Fair

*95« Vicar of Wakefield, The .

*96. Virginian, The ....
*
97 .

Way of All Flesh, The .

98. Westward Ho ! ....
99. Wuthering Heights . . .

* 100. Zuleika Dobson . . .

Dana
Harris

Stowe
Thackeray

Goldsmith

Wister

Butler

KlNGSLEY

Bronte (E.)

Beerbohm

Newton's list is a lot better one than I could have

made up, but it gives me a little lift of pride to state

that before it was published I owned fifty-one of the

first editions named — some of them superb copies and

some of them unique association copies. I have starred

these fifty-one and I have double-starred one, Hudson's

"Green Mansions", which I have added since the pub-

lication of "This Book-Collecting Game." Having

read or reread the remaining forty-eight within the

past five years, I have concluded to pass them up, with

one possible exception. I did want a "Lorna Doone"
very badly— not that, in my maturity, I think much of

it as a lasting achievement in fiction, but because as

a boy it gave me sheer delight. I explain elsewhere

how I almost bought one in London in the spring

of 1930.

I should love to have a "Wuthering Heights." But

I have never noticed one for sale, and if one comes up

five thousand dollars or more will likely be asked for

it. T. J. Wise, of London, who has probably the

greatest private collection of eighteenth and nineteenth-

century English books in either England or the States,
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has a "Wuthering Heights" so superfinely good as to

seem unbelievable. Moreover, it is just one of a mag-

nificently complete collection of the works, letters, and

manuscripts of the Bronte sisters. In 192.9 Mr. Wise

printed, for private circulation only, a catalogue of his

Bronte Library, which every one who aspires to essay

this desperately difficult field should have.

I will not add that every aspiring collector in the

general field should obtain the ten fat volumes that

catalogue his Ashley Library. First, because the set

has become rare and costly, and second, because if you

once read it through you will probably succumb to

despair and decide that one lifetime is too brief a period

within which to attempt to compete with the old fel-

lows who got in on the ground floor. Your one consol-

ing thought would be that Dibdin made this same

observation after coming away from Lord Spencer's

library a hundred years ago. A visit to the John Ry-

lands Library in Manchester will convince you how
great a prince of collectors was the noble Lord Spencer

of Dibdin' s day.

To return to "Wuthering Heights", the Wise copy

(uncut in the original deep claret, cloth boards, deco-

rated with blind-stamped ornaments, and lettered in

gold across the back) is not the only extraordinarily fine

copy of this book I have seen. My friend Morris L.

Parrish has one practically as good in that impressive

collection of his at Pine Valley. He bought it by
cable, together with good first editions in the original

bindings of "Jane Eyre", "Agnes Grey", and "The
Professor", from a Maggs Brothers catalogue in 1917;

and he paid — for the lot, mind you I — one hundred
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pounds sterling. "Jane Eyre" alone has been priced up

by dealers to ten times what Parrish gave for his four

lovely Brontes, though "Jane Eyre" is not a rare book,

strictly speaking. It is one of those greatly wanted
items that keep soaring in price as more and more eager

and opulent Americans come into the game. I paid

three hundred pounds for my copy eight years after

Parrish had made his lovely purchase from the Maggs
catalogue. Happily for him, Bronte collecting was at

a low ebb during the strenuous war days of 1917. Fur-

thermore, Parrish was one of the handful of collectors

(nor were the dealers any more alert) who realized that

"Wuthering Heights", in the original boards, was
among the few "unfindable" three-volume Victorian

novels.

After absorbing this tale, no one should blame me
for crossing off "Wuthering Heights" as virtually hope-

less. There remains just one book on the Newton list

which I crave, Johnson's "Rasselas." But it must be

a tall copy in boards uncut.

Not that I greatly admire this far from romantic

romance of the great lexicographer and immortal

grouch; indeed, I dislike it immensely. I want it to

complete my collection of Boswell and Johnson in

boards uncut. I have all the rest, with a few unim-

portant exceptions. (Here, I admit, I betray another

little neuroticism of the book-collecting mania. Don't

yourself give way to similar ridiculous inconsistencies.

Summon all your fortitude to resist. Stick to your

plan. Buy only what you can be passionately fond of

as something to read.)

I have now covered fifty-four of Newton's list of
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one hundred; and there I stop dead and erect an unyield-

ing bumper. The remaining forty-six are not for me.

Even the fifty-four I have named are too many for a

beginning collector to consider, particularly when the

booksellers, relying on Newton's huge popularity to

do their selling for them, have overpriced most of the

lot. For two years, commencing immediately after the

publication of "This Book-Collecting Game" in 1918,

both in England and all over America, dealers extolled

the Newton list to me and to thousands of other col-

lectors. It was a great boon to the trade, for their

stocks of Dickens, Thackeray, and the eighteenth-

century novelists were sadly depleted and they hadn't

the nerve to muster replacements at the greatly advanced

prices.

Having groused sufficiently about the Grolier Club

list and the Newton list, it is time to confess that I

could not resist the urge to take a headlong dive myself

into the bewildering sea of books. I have risen gently

to the surface with a little list of my own that I shall

label "Currie's Quadrant."

Not one of my twenty-five selections, nor the authors

who fathered and mothered them, will be found in the

Grolier Club list, nor yet in Newton's. William Lyon
Phelps, guide and mentor of a very considerable and

important reading public, who published a list of the

"One Hundred Best Novels" (in Scribners Magazine for

October, 1930),
1 has likewise failed to name a solitary

title that is included in my quadrant. It must be said,

1 Note: In publishing his list of the hundred best novels of all time, Professor

Phelps wrote: " Some years ago I printed a list of the best fifteen novels. In response

to repeated requests I now expand this to one hundred. I have chosen these novels

because I like them. I mean that if I had to select one hundred novels and could have
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in fairness to Phelps, that he had no thought of col-

lectors when he made his selection, which includes

only sixty-six English and American books.

Before I begin to preen myself on the score of my
originality, however, I must frankly admit that I had

no others, I would take these." The list, arranged in roughly chronological order,

is as follows:
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Goldsmith : The Vicar of Wakefield

Smollett . Humnhrv dlinker
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Austen : Pride and Prejudice

Emma
Persuasion

Scott: The Bride of Lammermoor
X V ALiliUC

Quentin Durward
Cooper : The Pilot

The Last of the Mohicans

Hugo •
Wnfrp Damp

Dumas: The Three Musketeers

Monte Cristo

Twenty Years After

The Vicomte de Bragelonne

Balzac: Eugenie Grandet

Pere Goriot

Gogol: Taras Bulba

Diekens : Pickwick Papers

The Old Curiosity Shop
David Copperfield

Great Expectations

Our Mutual Friend

Emily Bronte: Wuthering Heights

Thackeray : Vanity Fair

Henry Esmond
Hawthorne: The Scarlet Letter

The House of Seven Gables

Melvillb: Moby Dick
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all three of the above-mentioned lists before me when I

took my plunge in search of an additional twenty-five

which should appeal strongly to both readers and col-

lectors. I purposely avoided all the authors chosen by

the Grolier Club, Newton, and Phelps; moreover, I

Stowe: Uncle Tom's Cabin

Flaubert: Madame Bovary

Bjornson : Synnove Solbakken

In vjod s Way
Eliot: Adam Bede

The Mill on the Floss

Turgenbv: ATT C 1 C 11A House or Gentlefolk

Fathers and Children

On the Eve
Smoke

Reade: The Cloister and the Hearth

Dostoievsky : Memoirs of the House of the Dead
Crime and Punishment

The Brothers Karamazov
The Idiot

Tolstoi : War and Peace

Anna Karenina

The Death of Ivan Ilyitcn

Resurrection

Trollops : Barchester Towers
Meredith : The Ordeal of Richard Feverel

Carroll: Alice in Wonderland
Collins: The Moonstone
Blackmorb: Lorna Doone
Heysb : The Children of the World
Twain: Tom Sawyer

Huckleberry Finn

Jambs: The American

The Portrait of a Lady
Hardy : The Return pf the Native

The Woodlanders

Tess of the D'Urbervilles

France: The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard
Howblls: A Modern Instance

Stevenson: Treasure Island

Kidnapped

Weir of Hermiston

Shaw: Cashel Byron's Profession

Maupassant: A Life

Sudermann: Dame Care

Zola: The Downfall
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confined myself to books published within the past fifty

years. A few of my quadrant are quite fresh from the

press. Not many of them are discussed too seriously

in the English departments of Yale and Harvard, Ox-

ford and Cambridge, though I shall make bold to say

that more of them should be.

For the tyro at book collecting my list of twenty-five

should offer positive attractions. In the Grolier Club,

Newton, and Phelps lists there are many items, any

one of which would cost more than you should have to

pay for my entire quadrant. That is, if you work fast.

I am not suggesting that you rush out at once and place

an order with your dealer for the lot; there could be

no surer way of jamming up the price. Fish for them
stealthily, one at a time. Spread the effort over a year

or two and get as many superfine copies as you may

Within a decade some of these books will command
find.

Moore :

Crane:
Barrie:

Conrad

Esther Waters

The Red Badge of Courage

Sentimental Tommy
The Nigger of the Narcissus

Typhoon
Bob, Son of Battle

Kim
The Way of All Flesh

The Call of the Wild

Green Mansions

Joseph Vance

Jean-Christophe

Pan Michael

The Old Wives' Tale

Tono-Bungay
Growth of the Soil

The Age of Innocence

The Forsyte Saga

The Bridge of San Luis Rey
Dodsworth

Ollivant:

Kipling:

Butler:

London:
Hudson:
Morgan:
Rolland:
Sienkiewicz :

Bennett:

Wells:

Hamsun:
Wharton:
Galsworthy:
Wilder:
Lewis:
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high prices. A few of them have already become

extraordinarily difficult to locate — notably "The Story

of a Country Town", "The Lady, or the Tiger?" "The
Boss of Little Arcady", "The Wooings of Jezebel

Pettyfer", "Wolfville", and "Cap'n Eri."

There are sixteen American and nine English books in

my quadrant. The young English collector may scoff a

bit at my giving so great a preference to my compatriots.

If he will have the patience to read them all first, he

may moderate his criticism (not that I expect him to do

either). There is not one of them that is not good
reading, not one that is not an important contemporary

record. Several have sold into the millions of copies

and have been translated into many languages (which

does not necessarily taint them for the collector).

There is scarcely a civilized country where you cannot

find translations of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" and "The
Letters from a Self-Made Merchant to His Son

.

" '
' Gen-

tlemen Prefer Blondes" was as popular in the British

Isles as it was in the forty-eight states and the Canadian

provinces. "Mr. Dooley" is an American classic.

"Soldiers of Fortune" is an imperishable milestone as

marking the period in American romance when a well-

dressed and well-educated American could serve as a

pattern for youth instead of the tobacco-chewing, hard-

drinking, and slangily profane frontiersman.

I shall not attempt even a brief review of all the books

on my list. To the American collector the American

selections should speak for themselves; the nine British

selections may not be quite so familiar. E. V. Lucas'

"Over Bemerton's" is a charming story that should

most particularly recommend itself to book collectors
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as such. "The Wooings of Jezebel Pettyfer" and "Old
Calabria" are singularly rich in humor. As the latter

book is a travel story, it may not belong; but I couldn't

prevent it from crowding in. It is the only modern
travel book I know that I can read again and again.

Here, then, is the Carrie Quadrant:

"The Story of a Country Town", by E. W. Howe
(Atchison, Kansas: E. W. Howe, 1881).

"The Lady, or the Tiger?" by Frank R. Stockton (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1884).

"Little Lord Fauntleroy", by Frances Hodgson Burnett

(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1886).

Some copies have the De Vinne printers' imprint

and some the imprint of J. J. Little. Priority, if

any, undetermined.

"Wolfville", by Alfred Henry Lewis (New York: Fred-

erick A. Stokes Co., 1897).

"Soldiers of Fortune", by Richard Harding Davis (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1897). Merle

Johnson, in his "American First Editions", notes

that the American News Company issue of the

same year was not a first.

"David Harum", by Edward Noyes Westcott (New
York: D. Appleton & Co., 1898).

"Mr. Dooley in Peace and in War" (Anonymous)

(Boston: Small, Maynard & Co., 1898). Finley

Peter Dunne's dialect classic.

"The Wooings of Jezebel Pettyfer", by Haldane Mac-

fall (London: Grant Richards, 1898).

"The Forest Lovers", by Maurice Hewlett (Lon-

don: Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1898).
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"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch", by Alice Hegan

Rice (New York: The Century Co., 1901).

"Letters from a Self-Made Merchant to His Son", by

George Horace Lorimer (Boston: Small, May-
nard & Co., 1902.). Should have "Published

October, 1902." on verso of title-page.

"Cap'n Eri", by Joseph C. Lincoln (New York: A. S.

Barnes & Co., 1904). Should have "February"

under copyright notice on verso of title-page.

"The Four Feathers", by A. E. W. Mason (London:

Smith, Elder & Co., 1904).

"The Boss of Little Arcady", by Harry Leon Wilson

(Boston: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., 1905).

"Over Bemerton's", by E. V. Lucas (London: Methuen

& Co., 1908).

"The Iron Woman", by Margaret Deland (New York:

Harper & Brothers, 191 1).

"Old Calabria", by Norman Douglas (London: Martin

Seeker, 191 5). First printing, 1,000 copies.

Should have 16-page publisher's list of books at

end of volume. Bibliographer McDonald says

first issue should also have blank inside covers,

but author is quoted as saying it can have in-

side covers with the pale green map of Calabria

which appears in second edition. My preference

would be for the blank inside covers.

"The Rivet in Grandfather's Neck", by James Branch

Cabell (New York: Robert M. McBride & Co.,

1915). Should have "Published October, 1915"

on verso of title-page.
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' 'A Lost Lady'
'

, by Willa Cather (New York : Alfred A.

Knopf, 192.3). 2.2.0 large-paper copies (2.0 lettered

A-T, 2.00 numbered), and 2.0,000 in the regular

trade format.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", by Anita Loos (New York:

Boni & Liveright, 192.5).

"Tents of Israel", by G. B. Stern (London: Chapman &
Hall, 192.4). Published in New York in 192.5

by Knopf under the title of "The Matriarch."

"Rough Justice", by C. E. Montague (London: Chatto

& Windus, 1916). First trade edition preceded

by a special signed edition of no copies.

"A Farewell to Arms", by Ernest Hemingway (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 192.9). Limited

edition, signed, of 510 copies (500 for sale).

Vrest Orton, in the Publishers' Weekly for February

15, 1930, states that the first printing of the

trade edition, published September 2.7, lacks the

note on the verso of the dedication page that

appears in the second and third printings and

was then dropped out. It can be distinguished

from later printings because, beginning with the

third, they were so marked.

"The Water Gipsies", by A. P. Herbert (London:

Methuen & Co., 1930).

"Angel Pavement", by J. B. Priestley (London: William

Heinemann, Ltd., 1930). In cloth binding and

in leather. Also an edition of 1,02.5 numbered

and signed copies bound in buckram, for sale in

Great Britain and Ireland. 1

1 Would never have picked this after Priestley's 1931 visit to United States.

But bad manners and abuse of ourselves are what we gladly pay the charges on.

Genius in person is more often detestable than not. Anyhow the Priestley scurrility

bears me out in my comments in another chapter, and " Angel Pavement " was a delight.
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Do not deceive yourself that you are likely to have an

altogether easy time picking up first editions of what

may strike you as the easily gettable books on this

little list. I hunted for seven months before I found a

prime first, in dust wrappers, of "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes/' The edition I had bought to read was the

eighteenth printing, and very likely there have been

some forty or more printings altogether. My "first"

of Lorimer's "Self-Made Merchant" was until a few

months ago one of the fifteenth thousand. Mabel
Zahn at Sessler's had been promising to get me a sure-

enough first, in prime condition, for three years, but

failed to produce until October, 1930. As for "The
Four Feathers", give heed to what E. V. Lucas wrote

on the subject in the London Sunday Times in the late

fall of 192.9:

Mr. A. E. W. Mason's recent appeal, through a gossip-

writer, to be helped in his search for a first edition copy of

his own novel, "The Four Feathers", recalled one of the

mysteries of life; and that is, What becomes of books?

There are four ways by which books can be removed from

their owners: by selling them, by giying them, by lending

them, and by having them stolen. (Perhaps I might have

said three ways?) The books, however, thus dealt with

still remain in existence. To destroy a book altogether, the

usual way is to burn it, which to Sir Chartres Biron may be

an easy operation, but with a private individual is a very

stubborn one. An ordinary fire behaves in the presence of

literature with exemplary respect, the flames striving "offi-

ciously to keep alive."

So few books being burnt, and most books merely changing

hands, we are confronted by the question: Why is it so hard

to get hold of a copy after a few years? Mr. Mason being a
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popular novelist, it is probable that many thousands of the

first edition of "The Four Feathers" were published. Where
are they? I, too, a little while ago was in a similar difficulty

with regard to the works of another popular writer, the late

Barry Pain. I wanted copies— any copies, not first editions—
of his four or five "Eliza" books, but, after weeks of en-

deavor and advertisement, could collect only three, and then

abandoned the search.

Do not allow Lucas to discourage you, as he is not a

qualified fisher of books. He does not care for first

editions, nor yet believe in them. There are occasions

when authors suddenly wake up to the fact that they

have no first editions of their own books, particularly

the early ones; whereupon, when they go seeking them,

they are outraged to discover that collectors have

scooped them all up and will not let them go except at

a handsome profit.

I had very little difficulty in unearthing a fine first

of "The Four Feathers" in London for one pound six

a few months after Lucas' comment appeared. Two
months later I was offered another good first in Phila-

delphia for thirty-five dollars — a little lift of more

than five hundred per cent. And a few weeks after

that Arthur Swann found me a fine copy for five dollars

and fifty cents.

As I turn the manuscript of this book over to the

publisher, I possess fifteen of the books I have listed.

I am searching quietly for the remaining ten, but I

promise my readers that the dealers will have no word
of my list from me before this book is out and that I

will not stock up in hopes of forcing a little corner.

(Forgive my presumption that "Currie's Quadrant for
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Cute Collectors" is likely to appeal to such a multitude

of collectors as might make it profitable for me to at-

tempt a corner !)

Now that I have gone to considerable pains to put

these lists before you as intriguing and suggestive data,

I shall caution you to avoid following any one of them

as a collecting plan. The taint of a formula in book

collecting is poisonous. Have a plan, yes — but make

it your own. Resolve to follow it and keep your resolu-

tion.

If in any slight degree I have influenced your judgment

on what to collect or on what to read, you will instantly

erase the impression from your mind, go your own way
with utterly independent abandon, and make as many
mistakes and extravagant errors as is your inalienable

right. I have added this paragraph after dipping again

into "The Book Hunter" by John Hill Burton, D.C.L.,

LL.D. (Edinburgh and London: W. Blackwood &
Sons, a new edition with portrait, 1889). Therein I

read this stalwart sentence, which I shall ask the

printer to italicize:

As to the other class of bibliographers who profess to act the

guide, philosopher and friend to the collector and reader, I cannot

imagine anything more offensively audacious than the function they

assume. It is an attempt of the pedagogue to assert a jurisdiction

over grown intellects, and hence such books naturally develop in

flagrant exaggeration the pragmatical priggism which is the peda-

gogue s characteristic defect.

I wish to absolve myself with everlasting thorough-

ness of any suspicion of intending in even the merest

particular anything analogous to "the pragmatical
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priggism of the pedagogue." Having borrowed that

vigorous shaft of Doctor Burton's for the sake of its

ringing emphasis, I will go on stealing from my betters

and add the following from Charles Lamb's "Detached

Thoughts on Books and Reading" ("The Last Essays

of Elia"):

In this catalogue of books which are no books — biblia a-biblia

— I reckon Court Calendars, Directories, Pocket Books,

Draught Boards bound and lettered at the back, Scientific

Treatises, Almanacks, Statutes at Large; the works of Hume,
Gibbon, Robertson, Beattie, Soame Jenyns, and, generally,

all those volumes which "no gentleman's library should be

without": the Histories of Flavius Josephus (that learned

Jew), and Paley's Moral Philosophy. With these exceptions,

I can read almost anything. I bless my stars for a taste so

catholic, so unexcluding.

I confess that it moves my spleen to see these things in

books' clothing perched upon shelves, like false saints, usurpers

of true shrines, intruders into the sanctuary, thrusting out

the legitimate occupants. To reach down a well-bound

semblance of a volume, and hope t is some kind-hearted

play-book, then, opening what "seem its leaves", to come
bolt upon a withering Population Essay. To expect a Steele

or a Farquhar, and find — Adam Smith. To view a well-

arranged assortment of blockheaded Encyclopaedias (Angli-

canas or Metropolitanas) set out in an array of Russia, or

Morocco, when a tithe of that good leather would comfort-

ably re-clothe my shivering folios; would renovate Paracelsus

himself, and enable old Raymund Lully to look like himself

again in the world. I never see these imposters but I long

to strip them, to warm my ragged veterans in their spoils.
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Happily no two strong-minded, hard-riding hobbyists

can likely be found anywhere who would agree on any

list or on any standardized guide to collecting. Were
it not for this fact, book collecting would be a dull,

matter-of-fact affair; worse than that, we'd all be

scrambling over one another's shoulders in quest of the

same book. Some one would corner the market, and

there would be nobody left in the game save the most

recent crop of plutocrats, with an international syndi-

cate — Rosenbach, Wells, Maggs, Quaritch, Francois,

Baer, Olschki and Company — to supply them.

Diversity of tastes is the greatest of all boons to col-

lecting. Hence, when you get down to the task of

choosing for yourself the ten, the hundred, the five

hundred, or the ten thousand books you desire to collect,

you are bound to derive vastly more satisfaction than

if you were to be guided by the recommendations of

some individual whose judgment is sound, but whose
taste may be at complete variance with your own.

Just after propounding the above bit of wisdom I

wandered again into the fascinating bookshop of Leo
Olschki on the Via del Babuino, Rome, and in the

course of a delightfully brief two hours obtained an-

other vivid flash of understanding on the subject of

diversity of tastes in old books and manuscripts.

Into the Olschki shop, while I was there, came a
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Japanese gentleman, Mr. J. Oga, of Osaka, who was
collecting Dante and who had come to Rome to super-

vise the printing of a catalogue of his collection in the

Italian language. He was followed by the head of a

New York City engineering firm, in quest of old Italian

and Latin works on engineering. Next I was intro-

duced to a New England banker, buying ancient account

books and ledgers. In these huge parchment volumes

the bookkeepers before and during the Renaissance had

recorded divers international business transactions that

involved the currency and rates of exchange of a score of

nations, kingdoms, principalities, dukedoms, free cities,

and trading corporations that employed currencies of

their own.
Here was a specialized field that I had hitherto been

unaware of, yet I was informed that there were col-

lectors the world over who paid extraordinarily high

prices for medieval account books, and that some of

their collections included specimens of ancient Chinese

and Egyptian bookkeeping.

While the New England banker was bargaining for a

huge leather-bound ledger that carried the accounts of

a Florentine merchant from 1503 to 1505, and which had

remained in the possession of the descendants of that

merchant until a few days before, there entered the shop

an elderly lady, from New York, whose special mania

was collecting fifteenth and sixteenth-century books on

lace-making. She was just in time to find a little book
illustrated with woodcuts that had been made in Venice

in 152.3.

Soon after she had departed there arrived a fussy little

bald-headed man from Chicago who said he represented
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a woman collector who was interested only in illus-

trated books on fans. There was nothing in his line at

Olschki's, so he went on his way, after having obtained

a list of Neapolitan bookshops. Next my attention was
directed to two bearded Germans who collected as a

team. Their specialty was old maps, and they brought

with them their own bibliographies. They were still

mapping, as my wife calls it, when we left the shop.

But these were not all: among other visitants in that

one day were Italian collectors who went in for Tasso

and Petrarch; a tall, lean, impressive-looking Jewish

gentleman from Cairo who was said to have one of the

most important collections of Hebrew manuscripts in

the world; and a youngish-looking French savant who
sought only early Italian disquisitions on philology.

And so you will find it in every important rare-book

shop throughout civilization. We who follow the

poets and novelists and great essayists are dumfounded

to come upon collectors who manifest a zeal equal to

our own in searching out old works on the early navi-

gators of the Mediterranean, others who confine them-

selves to the early Norse seamen, still others who seek

exclusively rare documents about the first Eastern voy-

agers. In the same broad category we find those who
gather geographies and maps, beginning with Anaxi-

mander's first map of the world (about 560 b.c.) and

following down to the present.

This last is a costly hobby, if you remove the brakes,

as I discovered in glancing through the catalogue of

Francis Edwards, of 83 High Street, Marylebone,

London, entitled "Old Maps of the World: New Series,

Number Three." Thirteen hundred pounds for "The
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Atlantic Neptune", published for the use of the Royal

Navy of Great Britain by Joseph F. W. Des Barres, Esq.,

under the directions of the Rt. Hon. the Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty. True, it contains one

hundred and forty large-scale sheets of charts of the

Nova Scotian and New England coast, made before our

rebellion against the bad manners and stupidity of

George III and his ministers. It is described as "a

magnificent copy in the original state, two volumes,

imperial folio, 1780-8 1
.

" But thirteen hundred pounds,

and this only a minor item if you are filling up a general

library with that sort of thing !

In the same catalogue I noticed a Christopher Saxton

atlas of English and Welsh county maps (1 574-1 579)
for three hundred pounds; a tenth edition of Mercator's

atlas of the world, printed by Henry Hondius at Amster-

dam in 1633, for two hundred pounds; and a 1649 Joan

Blaeu atlas of Holland for six hundred pounds. And so

it goes, eating up thousands of pounds before you have

made more than a beginning with any of the major

rarities.

Among collectors of rare and precious bindings —
another distinct class — you will find the princely sort

who go in only for jeweled and carved-ivory bindings

of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries; others who
narrow down their choice to Grolier and Maioli bind-

ings, a few who want only mosaic bindings, and an

occasional one or two who must have early Gothic

bindings in carved woods. Then there are collectors

of armorial bindings, who might be particularized as

the family-history crowd. They trace their lineage

back to early kings and emperors and collect exclusively
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along these blood lines. There are many such on the

Continent, and they want no binding, book, or manu-

script that fails to articulate somehow with their glori-

ous ancestry. These might be called the most individu-

alistic of all specialists and the most trifling, though

it does happen that their libraries sometimes contain

great treasures — an heirloom first edition of Boccaccio

(Venice, 1471), for instance.

Occasionally you meet collectors who will have

nothing in their libraries save the products of the Aldine

Press. They would turn up their noses at the exquisite

publications of Jensen or the best of the cradle books of

the earliest Florentine printers, though you will find

Jensen fanatics with equally closed minds. For genera-

tions England had its Caxton followers — men who
scorned Wynkyn de Worde and Pynson, just as to-day

one finds worshipers of Bruce Rogers who have a low
regard for the output of the Shakespeare Head and the

Nonesuch Press.

To proceed with our subdivisions, there are garnerers

of fifteenth and sixteenth-century woodcuts and the

few remaining collectors of microscopic books, who
begin with John Taylor's Thumb Bible and fill whole
cabinets with Lilliputian examples of stunt printing

which to the general run of bibliophiles represent the

last word of futility. Collectors of illustrated books

are as greatly diversified in their preferences as are any

of the other groups — some specializing in the earliest

old vellum books which were illuminated in the monas-

teries, some confining their selections to the supreme

examples of twentieth-century illustration, the rest

running the gamut of fields in between.
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Nor may we leave out the collectors of sporting

books and the collectors of sporting prints, the collectors

of playbills and the collectors of clippings that record

the dramatic criticism of several centuries. We have

also specialists in bibliographical books, in books of

heraldry, in theological works — a field by itself, with
infinite ramifications. Then come to mind the collectors

of autographs and the collectors of ancient manuscripts,

beginning with the Egyptologists, continuing through

with the specialists in Hebrew, Coptic, Sanskrit, Chal-

dean, Chinese, Persian, and later manuscripts, and con-

cluding at long last with the collectors of the holograph

documents of Ramsay MacDonald and Herbert Hoover.

It is rather generally known that there are specialists

in Frankliniana, Washingtoniana, Jeffersoniana, Jack-

soniana, Lincolniana, Rooseveltiana, and Wilsoniana.

The assembling of Americana is becoming one of the

most attractive of all specialties and is offering to

dealers everywhere a golden opportunity. If you could

happen upon a complete file of first issues of Ben Frank-

lin's Poor Richard's Almanack such as the Curtis Publish-

ing Company presented to the University of Pennsyl-

vania twenty years ago, you would have a treasure as

valuable as the finest first folio of Shakespeare extant.

For sundry collectors' specialties not already told off,

read down the columns that append

:

Religion Peace

The Law Sociology

Medicine Philosophy

Veterinary Surgery Ethics

Dental Surgery Esthetics

War Radiography
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Phonography

Photography

Pornography

Radiophotography

Television

Politics (world and countless

localized divisions)

Government (national and an

infinity of minor divisions)

Political Economy
Eclectics

Art
Architecture

Archeology

Painting

Sculpture

Interior Decoration

Mural Decoration

Printing

Etching and Engraving

Lithography

Music

The Drama
Motion Pictures

Astrology

Fashions

Manners (including Behavior)

Psychology

Psychiatry

Steam

Electricity

Aviation

Merchant Marine
Navies

Armies

Militia

Police

Crime and Criminology

Capital Punishment

Surgery (the higher surgery)

Shilling Shockers and Dime

Novels

Food
Clothing

Building (without the aid of

architects)

Spinning

Weaving
Cotton Ginning
Tobacco

Opium and Opiates

Wine (from grape growing

through to dipsomania)

Prohibition

Exploration

International Trade
Gold
Silver

Money and Exchange
Finance

Banking

Securities and Stock Exchanges

Investments

Real Estate

Taxation

History (world and innumer-

able localized phases down
to township and borough

records)

Physics

Metaphysics

Astronomy
Magic and Demonology
Biology
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Paleontology

Geology
Natural History

Ethnology

Ornithology

Physiology

Physical Training

Athletics

Dancing
Hunting
Piscicapture (Angling)

Pisciculture

Snakes and Saurians

Descent of Man and Origin

of Species

Fundamentalism

Botany

Bacteriology

Embryology
Horology
Insectology

Miteology
Meteorology
nothingology
COMMONSENSEOLOGY (I find both

this ology and Nothingology

named in the Oxford Diction-

ary but no suggestion as to

how to go about collecting

on the subjects)

These columns have stretched out about far enough.

To include all the ologies of science and pseudo-science,

all the 'graphs and all the 'cultures in the arts and the

humanities, would give the appearance of a gross exag-

geration of the possibilities of specialized bibliomania,

though it would nevertheless be capable of proof. For

some inexplicable reason I left out of the list altogether

Mathematics and Literature, Reading and Writing,

Journalism and Publishing, Plumbing and Carpentry,

Cabinet Making and Steam Fitting. By why go on?

A definitive enumeration would crowd all the other text

out of my book. 1
I shall ask each reader to round out

the list to his or her — by the way, I failed to include

either Feminism or Universal Suffrage — satisfaction.

Do not overlook the fact that many subjects unthought-

of to-day will be added as the years go on, wherefore no

1 If you must have further amplifications of the possibilities, by all means buy

" The Anatomy of Bibliomania", by Holbrook Jackson (London: The Soncino Press,

Vol. I, 1930, Vol. II, 1931).
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thinkable sort of faddist need be excluded from the wide-

open preserves that invite all manners and sorts of fishers

of books, be they exclusivists or generalists, philanderers

or phrenetics.

The specialists sometimes delude themselves with the

idea that they are in the majority, but I say unto them

that for each and every specialist there are at least ten

bibliomaniacs just as reckless and raging who collect

more or less on the hit-or-miss plan, who merely scout

and rummage for rare books and manuscripts of what-

ever sort the passion of the moment inclines them to-

ward. They may have begun as specialists, but they

were not made of that sterner stuff that enables one to

adhere to a single objective. Or it may have been that

the hobby which enticed them into the game ramified

into other zones of interest and led them off into unfore-

seen and divergent byways.

As one of my fellow collectors shrewdly observes, it

is difficult to hold a good maniac down to a solitary

author or a single subject once his biblio-madness is in

full ramp. He may begin as the worker bee in the hive

and go through all the motions of mechanical patience

and industry; but as the obsession grows he will one

day, with alarming suddenness, become a bumblebee

collector, wander all over the map, and gather his honey

indiscriminately.

No one will ever disabuse me of the conviction that

bumblebee collectors are the happiest of all. For I am
one of them. Limited though my experience may be,

it is sufficient to persuade me that I could never have

reached my present high state of exaltation by follow-

ing my original plan of confining myself to Dickens.
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The greatest of English story-tellers had been my favor-

ite during my maturer reading years; there had been a

time when I could recite whole pages from "Pickwick";

there were entire chapters of "Martin Chuzzlewit" that

I knew almost by heart; there was no scintilla of doubt

in my mind that I loved Dickens and could always go

back to him with keen enjoyment. So it was I sized

up my reading affections when I first yielded to the con-

suming frenzy of bibliomania: Dickens first, then Con-

rad. I had become a Conrad addict with the first

appearance of "Almayer's Folly", purchasing altogether

by accident a first American edition of his first work.

During my expensive novitiate as a collector, how-
ever, it never occurred to me to mix Conrad with

Dickens. Conrad was still alive, and at least one new
novel of his was appearing every year. In those primi-

tive days I had the absurd notion that only the works

of the dead were worth a real collector's regard. The
moderns were for those who merely dabbled at collect-

ing and who feared to risk more than a pittance on what
they were not sure of, even as a pastime. The inevitable

obsession of the novice is that he alone has seen the

divine light and launched upon a noble hobby in a

noble way.

Then the great author of "Lord Jim" passed on, and

Rosenbach tempted me with the manuscript of "Ty-

phoon." Only a short time before he had sold to me
the copy of "Pickwick" that Dickens had presented to

Hans Christian Andersen, and on that occasion I had

boasted to him that I was one of the few collectors who
collected on a plan. I was a Dickens man and would

stick to Dickens. Rosenbach admitted that such was
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the ideal way, but added that the plan had certain

drawbacks. You would never have a generally inter-

esting library as a result. What you had to show would
interest Dickens collectors only. Still, he agreed,

Dickens would always be sought and the prices of rare

Dickens items would continue to mount, month after

month and year after year — a statement emphatically

borne out some years later, when a presentation copy of
' 4A Tale of Two Cities' ' brought more than ten thousand

dollars at the Kern sale, or five times what I paid for

Hans Christian Andersen's copy of "Pickwick."

But about the manuscript of Conrad's "Typhoon."
As I have said, I was zealously committed to Dickens;

knew what I was doing and knew I was right. Yet

"Typhoon" was an example of Conrad's genius I de-

lighted in. I had been somewhat of a sailor early in

life and loved the sea. I considered "Typhoon" a

great bit of writing. As an editor of magazines with

vast circulations I was interested in manuscripts, type-

scripts, proof sheets, everything that had to do with

printer's ink. It gave me a positive thrill to turn over

the pages that Conrad had written in that big sprawling

hand of his. Yes, I bought the "Typhoon" script —
and that was the end of my great resolve to stick to a

one-author plan. I not only bought "Typhoon" but

later on added the manuscripts of "Victory", "Falk",

and half a dozen short stories. I managed to find and

buy the typescript of "Typhoon"; I acquired a com-

plete lot of Conrad first editions including a presenta-

tion copy of the rare 1913 "Chance."

And having once broken away from my Dickens

moorings, I was soon swept out into the cross-currents
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of happy-go-lucky collecting. I kept on buying Dick-

ens and will never lose my interest in him, but I will

never be known as an authority on Dickens or as a great

Dickens collector.

Having gone forward to Conrad it occurred to me one

day that I might as well go back to the genesis of novel

writing and buy Richardson. So I began with a very

fine copy of
4

4

Pamela
. '

' And having acquired
4

'Pamela

I sought all the other Richardsons and have them. I

then branched out to Fielding and acquired a most

worthy first of "Tom Jones" in the original calf, then

all the rest of Fielding's novels and some of his plays.

I plunged on a first "Robinson Crusoe" and on a first

English "Don Quixote." I followed on up into the

nineteenth century and got together a commendable lot

of Jane Austens, a few Brontes, several presentation

Brownings, a few fine Shelleys, a dozen rare Cruik-

shanks, and a fairly representative shelf of Lewis Carroll.

But enough ! I have provided sufficient evidence

against myself to demonstrate that I was capable of

following no consistent plan, that I gave my hobby the

bit and allowed it to lure me into all manner of odd

bypaths. Can I do better than offer myself as a horrible

example of haphazard book collecting — and then

attempt to point up my objective? If I can induce you

to follow an opposite course I may succeed in accom-

plishing some good for the cause of bibliomania. That,

I feel, is a worthy aim, and my heart is in it. Having
slipped and stumbled so many times, I have bruises to

show and scars to point to. You are likely to have more
faith in a confessing sinner than in a saint who lays an

impressive finger on his breastbone and then announces
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in a deep solemn bass, "I am the faultless one; I

stumble not, neither do I swerve. Follow my knowing
heels and you will become wise in the eyes of all men."

I have never far to go to find a better-planned collec-

tion than mine. The supposed worth of a collection in

dollars and cents matters little as against the personal

satisfaction you get out of it; and the longer the period

of your devotion the greater the satisfaction derived.

In the spring of 192.7 I went out to Cleveland, Ohio,

to see Mr. Paul Lemperly's collection. I had often

heard about his books from others, and I had talked to

him about them at one of A. Edward Newton's delight-

ful Sunday afternoon teas. Mr. Lemperly is one of

those collectors who has unfalteringly confined himself

to the collection of moderns. He bought first editions

fresh from the press over a period of fifty years — chiefly

the works of novelists. And with what uncanny fore-

sight he picked his men !

He has a complete lot of Thomas Hardy that is as

fresh and new as when it came from the binders. The
pristine condition of his "Desperate Remedies" and the

virginity of his "Pair of Blue Eyes" should make any

Hardy collector squirm with envy. But it is not only

the condition of his books that is so hard to bear. He
sent to the publisher for them as they were coming out

and paid the publication price plus a pittance of duty.

And on top of that he read each of them, wrapped it up

in cotton, and sent it back to England to the author,

with the request that he write a few words on the fly-

leaf. Of course, he mentioned how greatly he admired

all Hardy's works, and how he had enjoyed that par-

ticular book.
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Few writers can resist this sort of spontaneous en-

thusiasm, and Hardy and many others Mr. Lemperly

wrote to were not of them. They replied charmingly —
and added one thousand per cent, or so to the value

of those first editions. So it was in the case of Steven-

son, Meredith, Barrie, Kipling, George Moore, and

certain others. It is a signal achievement to pick a

great author at the very beginning of his career and to

collect him, item by item, as everything from his pen

appears in print. To do this on a wholesale scale, as

Mr. Lemperly has done, is more than an achievement,

it is magic.

After spending almost an entire day in his library I

could discover no instance where, from the collector's

viewpoint, his judgment had gone astray — save only

(my very personal views) in the case of Conrad. With
Conrad he did not seem to have followed through with

sufficient zeal. But he picked H. M. Tomlinson even

before the critics had recognized him and obtained for

ten shillings or thereabouts a superfine first of "The
Sea and the Jungle" a few weeks after it appeared.

After reading the book he sent it back to the author

with one of his enchanting letters and thereby won an

inscription that is uniquely rare and valuable to any

lover of Tomlinson.

I recall crowing, before my visit to Mr. Lemperly,

over my "as new" copy of
4 'The Sea and the Jungle"

with dust wrappers, which I had found for fifty dollars.

Lemperly's copy is worth three of mine and cost him
approximately five dollars. There were literally hun-

dreds of beautiful and very valuable books in his library

which he bought at publishers' prices. Less than half
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of his entire collection had been purchased from dealers;

and one hundred and fifty dollars, he told me, was the

most he had ever spent on any book, letter, or bit of

manuscript. Before I left he graciously gave me a little

pamphlet, one of an edition of twenty-seven, privately

printed for him, in which he published for the first time

a letter Thomas Hardy had written to Jeannette Gilder

defending "Jude the Obscure." I could have sold that

pamphlet the day after to a Chicago dealer for fifty

dollars.

Paul Lemperly's most extraordinary adventure in

collecting was probably his purchase from an outdoor

bookstall of three paper-covered first editions of Stephen

Crane's "Maggie" for seventy-five cents. He gave

away two of these copies and has refused a thousand

dollars for the one still in his possession.

I feel wholly justified in indicating Mr. Paul Lemperly

of Cleveland, Ohio, as a golden example for the book
collector to follow. Here was a man only moderately

well off, who was neither a scholar nor a critic, who had

no contacts with the world of literature or with the

world of publishing, and whose reading was almost

exclusively for the purpose of recreation. Nine out of

ten books that he read were novels, and he paid scant

reference to current book criticisms. Indeed, at the

beginning he relied more on publishers' announcements

than on anything he read in the book reviews. But

once having picked his man and having found satis-

faction in the first book purchased, he followed that

author year after year, as he might a friend to whom
he was greatly devoted.

Surely this is an ideal method of collecting; likewise
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the most economical way of all . Pick only the great and

pick them while they are vivid beings in the flesh, to

whom you may write and from whom you may expect

a gracious response. All you should require to succeed

is a little special witchcraft and a vast amount of pa-

tience. Yes, and one thing more, a gift for writing

letters that charm and hypnotize authors.

Without this peculiar gift for correspondence you will

not succeed with many modern authors. Certainly not

with Bernard Shaw nor with several others of the famous

who have expressed their annoyance and amazement at

the prices being paid in New York and London for their

letters. I write this with a bit of a twinge, as I tried

Shaw myself not long ago and met with a frigid response.

I had bought a letter of his, written early in his career,

which mentioned by name a publisher I was unfamiliar

with. I wrote to ask for a word of enlightenment —
and made the fatal mistake of mentioning that I had

a collection of his (Shaw's) first editions, many of his

letters, and some of his manuscripts. The crafty play-

wright saw through my guile at first wink.

"Another of those American imbeciles," he probably

said to his secretary, "trying to fish for a letter and then

sell it to Gabriel Wells or Rosenbach. Look up what
he wants to know, type the reply, and sign your own
name."

Whether or not these were Shaw's exact instructions,

his lady secretary did just that, conveying the desired

information to me in two cold formal lines. I was so

disgusted that I tore the letter up and cast it into the

scrapbasket.

On another occasion, however, when I concealed my
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identity as a book collector, I did fish forth a Shaw
letter at the cost of a three-ha'penny stamp. I was
playing the role of editor of World's Work at the time

and persuaded E. V. Lucas to write Shaw a letter stating

*-j.4-u.^VA*i5"; U>«J^.«*» «<r* TtT:

^ k {oacr u ii*. J* Wri^lw .

I

A THOUSAND-DOLLAR SHAW INSCRIPTION FOR
ONE DOLLAR

that I would appreciate a chance to talk to him about

writing for that magazine. I failed to obtain the inter-

view but hooked this letter, which should have a cur-

rent market value of about fifty dollars

:
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6th December, igz8.

4, Whitehall Court, London, S. W. I.

Dear Sir,

Not even to oblige Lucas can I waste your time pretending

that there is the smallest chance of my undertaking any

journalistic work, or any extra literary work of any kind,

just now.

You all forget how old I am. I should have been glad of

the job 50 years ago.

Faithfully,

G. Bernard Shaw.

Barton Currie, Esq.,

Savoy Hotel,

Strand, W. C. z.

Although Shaw is probably the most prolific letter-

writer of his generation, no one should reproach him
for dodging correspondence, particularly when he sus-

pects a collector's wiles. I know how authors and

prize fighters and cinema idols are badgered for auto-

graphs and letters; and as a collector I am all for men
of genius who write the fewest possible number of

letters — if I happen to possess any of their correspond-

ence, at least.
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To the beginning collector a dealer's bald assertion,

"A first edition !" is the essence of simplicity and con-

clusiveness. If a leading dealer says so, that must be

the end of it, for he could not be so highly regarded

were his word not as good as his bond. So you buy,

let us say, a first edition of Sterne's "Sentimental Jour-

ney", bound in contemporary calf. It is a great bar-

gain, you are informed, at one thousand dollars. You
check up in some handy bibliography or a volume of

Book-Prices Current and find that the date is correct and

the title-page all it should be, and you are content.

No mention is made of the fact that it is a small-

paper copy; indeed, you have never heard of the large-

paper edition. The dealer has likewise neglected to

speak of certain other variations, deeming it enough for

you to know that the copy bought is a genuine first.

Then, soon after you have paid for your purchase and

begun to feel exceedingly complacent, you are invited

by a friend to see his collection of Sterne, and there for

the very first time you are shown a large-paper "Senti-

mental Journey" almost twice the size of yours.

"This large-paper copy," advises your friend, taking

you down gently but firmly, "is, of course, much rarer

than the small. You will notice after the title-page a

list of subscribers, friends, and patrons of Sterne's who
were persuaded to purchase the work from the printer
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even before the manuscript was delivered. There were

two hundred and eighty-one subscribers in all, but

only one hundred and four of them — identified by an

asterisk before their names — promised to buy the large-

paper 'Imperial Edition' in two volumes at two guineas

a set. The remaining subscribers were to pay only one

guinea each for their small-paper copies.

"Furthermore, there was pasted in all the original

large-paper copies this advertisement slip:

ADVERTISEMENT
The author begs leave to acknowledge to his sub-

scribers that they have a further claim upon him
for two volumes more than these delivered to them

now, and which nothing but ill health could have

prevented him from having ready along with these.

The work will be completed and delivered to

the subscribers early next winter.

"Of course this advertisement was torn out of some

copies, wherefore there are probably not more than fifty

left. But it is likely that some fake slips were made,

and so well made that it is almost hopeless to detect

them.

"Now this large-paper copy of mine," pursues our

discouraging friend, "is not the largest such copy you

are likely to see. I saw one in London one quarter of

an inch taller and one eighth of an inch wider. More-

over, I have heard of a large-paper copy bound in boards,

though I have never seen one, and one might even turn

up that Sterne had given away, perhaps to some one in

his family."

"A presentation copy to his wife or daughter, then,"
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you sigh, sick with disillusionment, "would be the

ultima thule of 'Sentimental Journey' firsts."

"Not necessarily. There might be a copy in which

Sterne had made marginal notes and corrections. That

would be unique and almost priceless.

"In 192.5, by the way, the Yale University Press put

out a two-volume 'Life and Times of Laurence Sterne',

by Wilbur L. Cross. If you haven't read it, stop buying

any more Sterne until you have. It not only is a charm-

ing and authoritative biography but an exhaustive

bibliography as well. If some one would only do the

same thing for all the eighteenth-century novelists it

would add infinitely to the satisfaction of collecting."

I have used the "Sentimental Journey" as an intro-

ductory example because it is one of the simplest of all

firsts — no really intricate bibliography is involved —
and also because it is one of the few books of its period

concerning which there is definite knowledge as to how
many copies of the first edition were printed. There

may or may not have been additional subscribers whose

names were not printed in the list, which is found in

both the small-paper and large-paper issues, but if so

it is not likely that many of them subscribed to the

Imperial Edition.

When you go back to a book such as "Gulliver's

Travels" you have no such record to go by, but you do

have the large-paper and the small-paper sizes to baffle

you. In addition you have a second edition which is

far too frequently sold as a first and afterward passed

off, somewhat lamely, as a second issue of the first

edition. As a large-paper "Gulliver" brought seven-

teen thousand dollars at the Kern sale and the truly
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first issue in the small-paper is practically unobtainable

under five thousand dollars, the beginning collector

should heed that timely slogan, "Before you invest,

investigate!" You will find a reproduction of the

frontispiece illustration which marks a genuine first

"Gulliver" facing page 160; in the second the name
"Captain Gulliver" is printed in the ribbon around the

cut and not underneath, as here. The large-paper edi-

tion measures 9% by 5% inches, whereas the small-

paper size measures 7% by 4^ inches. (I cannot refrain

from adding that my very lovely small-paper "Gulliver"

is by 4*3/16 inches.)

In addition there are the following important points

to check: the word "Subsidies" (not "Subsidues") on

line 5, page 35, of Part I; and page 74 of Part III, which
is misprinted "44." For further exploring for points

you should consult Lucius L. Hubbard's bibliography,

modestly entitled "Contributions Towards a Bibliog-

raphy of Gulliver's Travels" (Chicago: Walter M.
Hill, 1911).

To find a presentation large-paper "Gulliver" would
be to discover an extraordinary treasure, overshadowed

only by that unique Forster copy which is locked away
forever in the South Kensington museum.

Very often you will discover as great a disparity in

size between cut and uncut copies of first editions as

between large-paper and small-paper copies. The nine-

volume first edition of "Tristram Shandy" is a notable

example. There exists a first edition in boards uncut

which is practically twice the size of first editions in

uniform modern calf bindings. It is the first two vol-

umes of the nine which those who seek to make up an
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uncut set in boards (all firsts) are fairly certain to find a

hopeless quest. Only two hundred copies of these first

two volumes, dated 1760, were printed — presumably

at York — and shipped out in unbound sheets by the

printer to various booksellers in London. It is a safe

assumption that more than ninety per cent, of these

sheets were cut by divers binders and bound up in calf,

as was the prevailing custom of the time. There was
something freakish and accidental about those few

copies that remained uncut and were incased in boards;

hence their great scarcity. You will find an elaborate

account of the writing and publications of Volumes I

and II in "The Life and Times of Sterne'' by Wilbur L.

Cross (now governor of Connecticut). You should

absorb every word of this before you buy a purported

first edition of "Tristram Shandy."

Volumes I and II bear no printer's imprint and are

accepted as having been privately printed in York.

Volumes III and IV were printed in January, 1761, in

London, for R. and J. Dodsley. In April, 1760, the

Dodsleys brought out a second edition, labeled as such,

of the first two volumes. Before the end of the year

they reprinted this second edition twice — which makes

four editions of Volumes I and II dated 1760. Volumes

V and VI of "Tristram Shandy" were printed by T.

Becket and P. A. Dehondt and bear the date 1761. Four

thousand copies were made of the first issue of Volumes

V and VI. Volumes VII and VIII were likewise issued

by Becket's press and bear the date 1765. And at last,

in 1767, the same press put out the ninth and last volume,

which bears the date of that year.

Sterne wrote his name over the first chapter in many
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of the last seven volumes. This was to distinguish

them from the pirated editions with which booksellers

were flooded after the work had shown itself to be

extraordinarily popular. How many copies he signed

in this way is not known, but the number may have run

into the hundreds or thousands, and the stiff premium

some dealers have exacted is wholly unjustified. That

is, unless you should find an uncut nine, all firsts, and

all signed. Then you would be fairly safe in plunging

to the extent of from two to three thousand pounds.

Five thousand pounds would not be an unlikely bidding

price at auction in flush times.

Jerome Kern's uncut "Tristram Shandy" brought

twelve thousand five hundred dollars, but there was not

a volume of it in full boards. Here is the Anderson

Galleries' catalogue description of it:

First Edition of all the volumes in their original

uncut state. The leaves measure approximately 6 SA by 4^
inches. With the half-titles in Vols. IV, V, VI, and IX, as

issued. Vol. Ill contains the frontispiece by Ravanet after

Hogarth, and the marbled leaf. Vols. V, VII, and IX have

Sterne's signature on the first page of text, as usual. The
first two volumes of this remarkable set belonged originally

to Horace Walpole, having formed part of a library which

was inherited through the Hon. Mrs. Darner from the great

statesman. [Possibly the cataloguer was thinking of

Horace's father. Great letter writer and superb snob he was,

likewise a patron of literature of sorts, something of a private

printer, and a bibliomaniac of the cautious and reserved

caliber; but on the score of statesmanship a hollow dud.]

These two volumes [I and II], by far the rarest of the nine,

are in fine condition, in half calf, uncut, considerably worn,

some hinges weak. The remaining volumes, except three,
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from which it has been removed, or partially removed,

contain the Edward Vanbrugh armorial bookplate. [Queer

syntax, this last sentence.] A finer copy should not be desired.

[I wonder why not, if one could find one?]

First issues of first editions are not invariably deter-

mined by publication dates. The earliest printed books

had no dates, no colophons, no printers' imprints.

There are many undated second, third, and fourth

editions. Frequently you must rely on variations in

the text, in the type font, in the texture of the paper,

in the wording and design of title-pages, in the location

of the printer's imprint, in the numbering and lettering

of signatures. The presence or absence of half titles

will occasionally determine precedence of issue or edi-

tion; and most baffling of all are the variant advertise-

ments with which publishers began to clutter up their

books in the second quarter of the nineteenth century.

The presence or the lack of advertisements, how they

were dated (often the month is given, as well as the year)

if dated, whether they were inserted before the begin-

ning of the text or after the conclusion— these sometimes

determine the order of issues. There are cases, also,

when you must rely upon the history and documentation

of the book itself to establish its rightful place in the

sequence of printings. The earlier the book, naturally,

the greater the likelihood of uncertainties and contro-

versial bibliography.

As publishing became more of a settled business

enterprise there were fewer textual variants but, by way
of unholy compensation, far more quirks in the matter

of binding. The color and kind of binding began to

count, likewise the blocking and printing and stamping
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on the cover and spine, and the kind and condition of

labels (when there were labels). The character and kind

of illustrations (when there were illustrations) came to

figure in the question too.

These new difficulties began to confront the collector

in the last three decades of the eighteenth century.

Books were turned out by printers with rough paper

wrappers in the mid-eighteenth century, but the survival

of these wrappers was so infrequent as to be practically

unknown. By the 1780's there came the tailored but

unlettered wrappers or boards. A decade later laconi-

cally labeled boards — just the title of the book and

the number of the volume being printed on the spine —
became the style and continued through the 1810's.

The second decade of the nineteenth century brought

more informative labels and more carefully constructed

boards, with perhaps spines of a different color or,

fortified by simple tapes and backing, with all-over

coverings of mottled or marbled paper.

Then came the evolution to cloth in the 1830*8, which
has continued down to the present day, save for the gap

that occurred during the Crimean War and our Civil

War, when publishers went back to boards and labels

for the sake of economy.

If you wish to fortify yourself with all the particulars

of these binding changes, you should have a new little

book by Michael Sadleir entitled "The Evolution of

Publishers' Binding Styles 1770-1900' ' (Constable and

Company, Ltd., London, and Richard R. Smith, Inc.,

New York, 1930).

Sadleir remarks in this book that about the earliest

example of original boards he could find was Gold-
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smith's "Experimental Philosophy" — two volumes,

bound in half-green vellum and stout dark green paper

boards, with printed labels — dating back to 1776. He
makes no mention of the uncut "Tom Jones" (1749)

sold at the Kern sale for twenty-nine thousand dollars.

This "Tom Jones" was in original boards (no labels)

with calf backs (size 7^ by 4% inches). My copy, an

exceptionally fine one bound in contemporary calf, with
"Tom Jones" and the numbers of the volumes blocked

in gold on the spine, measures 6^6 by y>A. I bought
it in 192.6 for one sixtieth of the price that figured in

the Kern sale.

The auction catalogue said of the Kern "Tom Jones",

"Such another copy cannot exist" — an unpardonable

overstatement. Such another copy can exist. A vastly

better copy can exist, very likely does exist, though

unheard of at the present time. One may turn up next

week, next year, ten years hence, fifty years hence.

Fielding's own uncut copy with marginal corrections

in his own handwriting could exist somewhere in a

state of extraordinary preservation.

The uncut "Evelina" (1778) in boards which Rosen-

bach bought at Sotheby's in April, 1930, for four thou-

sand pounds, did not exist in the consciousness of any

dealer or auction-room expert until it suddenly bobbed

up. "Cannot exist" is a phrase that does not belong in

any book catalogue, and no collector should ever heed

it or employ it.

But to return to binding vexations that plague the

collector. I had hardly possessed myself of a new,

unopened, three-volume copy of Hardy's "Wood-
landers", bound in rough-grained green cloth, when I
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was informed by Carroll Wilson of New York, who is a

meticulous bibliographer, that it should have been

bound in smooth-grained green cloth to be a first of

firsts. Of the three colored cloths in which "A Pair of

Blue Eyes" was bound he favored the green as a first *

issue. He commented also on the baffling points that

puzzle seekers of first issues of "Tess of the D'Urber-

villes." Here is Mr. Wilson's letter to me on the

subject:

My dear Currie :
—

Your letter of November ist, which has just emerged from

the enormous pile which aggregated during my trip abroad,

is the sort of short letter which takes almost a chapter to

answer. I think with your consent I will not give you the

whole story, first, because the whole story is too long for

your purposes, second, because all the bibliographical details

are not yet finally checked up, and third, because a member
of the Yale faculty who put on the Hardy Exhibition has

just completed arrangements 7with the literary executors

under which he has agreed to undertake the definitive bibli-

ography. I do feel free, however, to let you make such use

as you wish of the information which follows in this letter.

As to "The Woodlanders": The libraries may not get the

absolutely first copies of an author's books, but they certainly

receive copies very nearly as early as any one else. Many
ex-library smooth copies of

4The Woodlanders" exist and

I have yet to see an ex-library copy of those bound in rough

cloth. All known contemporary presentation copies of

"The Woodlanders" are in the smooth cloth; while earlier

copies (earlier than the "epidemic" next referred to) do

exist in the rough cloth binding, nevertheless a majority of

them, including the many which come unopened, can be

traced to a general epidemic of rough-cloth "Woodlanders"
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which burst on London about ten years ago. (Mr. Howard
Bliss has the actual date, but I forget it.) The rough-cloth

copies always lack the leaf of advertisement; and this leaf

refers to a letter of December 4, 1886, the book having been

published March 15, 1887. In addition, there are certain

reasons arising from the state of the type which to me are

finally convincing.

In "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" also, I have reached a final

conclusion. Recollect that the three-volume novel appears

both with the date of 1891 and 1892. on the reverse of the

title, and that the first one-volume edition, also published in

1891, is entitled the 5th edition. There, therefore, were four

three-volume editions; I think I have the four untangled

but this is one of the points on which much more checking

must be done, since this book, differing from "The Wood-
landers", is quite extensively "made up" by putting together

parts of sets which were different originally.

Now then, Mr. Parrish has a copy in a binding which is

unique. It differs not only from all correct 1891 copies but

also from all incorrect 1891 copies, and from all 1891 copies.

Ergo, it is not a binding of a later edition, as Mr. Newton
suggests (indeed its title-page is dated 1891), but must be

one of two things: either a trial binding or a forgery. No
amateur can speak with authority on the question of what is

or is not forged, — but the general appearance of these three

volumes, particularly the end papers, seems to preclude the

idea of forgery; in addition, we know that it came from the

shelves of Miss Osgood, the sister of J. R. Osgood of Osgood,

Macllvaine & Co., who published the book. And hence it

seems to me the circumstantial evidence for a trial binding is

made out.

On "A Pair of Blue Eyes" it is not possible to speak with

finality. The book appears bound in green, red, and blue

cloth, with bindings all alike with or without inserted
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catalogue, and also appears in a remainder binding of blue

with Chapman & Hall's advertising end papers, with no

imprint on the base of the spine. This last binding can, of

course, be instantly dismissed. As to the other three, I

believe that the green binding is the first. The pieces of

evidence are the following: first, a letter by Mr. Hardy writ-

ten more than thirty years later (during which he says he

has not seen a copy of the first edition) in which he states

that he believes the green binding is the first although he is

assured that it ought to be blue; second, a quotation by Mr.

Spencer from an alleged letter of Tinsley purported to claim

that the red binding was first. It is apparent on examining

this letter that it has been misquoted and that in truth it

supports the green binding but the argument is too long to

set forth here. Third, the known existence of a contem-

porary presentation copy from Hardy to Clodd in green cloth,

which book has, unfortunately, since disappeared; fourth,

the existence of a review copy in green cloth, which copy

the reviewer sent to Hardy on receiving Hardy's appreciation

of his review, and which thereupon became adorned with a

Hardy presentation inscription; fifth, the nonexistence, so

far as I know, of any contemporary presentation or review

copies in either red or blue cloth; sixth, certain minor typo-

graphical points which are inconclusive.

Now, just to emphasize to you the inconclusiveness

of many things bibliographical, less than a week after

I had received the above letter, Mr. Wilson sent me the

following short note:

Dear Mr. Currie: —
To complete the record I transcribe below copy of a note

which I have received from Mr. Parrish which shows that I

partially mis-described his blue copy of "A Pair of Blue

Eyes":
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"Worthington of Elkin Mathews has been down
here. He rather likes my blue copy of 'Pair of Blue

Eyes.' He says Tinsley Bros, were bankrupt and

gladly sold to Chapman & Hall the advertising

space of the end papers and inside covers. You are

wrong when you say 'with no imprint on the

spine.' My copy has Tinsley Bros.' just as the

red copy and the blue."

Very sincerely yours,

Carroll A. Wilson

The phrase "contemporary binding" is used alto-

gether too loosely by many dealers. In such books as

the first Floriot translation of Montaigne's Essays

(1603), or the first edition in English of the two volumes

of "Don Quixote" (Part I, 1611; Part II, 1615) an

alleged contemporary calf binding might be the third or

fourth binding within a century and a half. It is diffi-

cult to find two experts on binding who will agree

within a decade or even a quarter of a century as to the

age of a given seventeenth-century binding. If you ever

get out to Cambridge, England, and can jimmy your

way into the Bibliotheca Pepysiana at Magdalene Col-

lege it should be very helpful in giving you an idea of

the bindings that the immortal Samuel had his books

incased in from about 1660 until 1700. There is prob-

ably no other collection of books in the world that has

remained so nearly in the condition in which it was

left by the original owner.

In the gift of his magnificent collection to Cambridge

University, Pepys imposed man quaint restrictions.

He first willed the library to a nephew for life. He im-

posed upon the nephew the task of finishing his meticu-
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lous indexing and cataloguing. Pepys had restricted

his library to exactly three thousand volumes; and in

his will he perpetuated this restriction, to apply both

to the nephew and to Magdalene College. He had

provided presses and cases for all his books and manu-

scripts; these Magdalene College was to take over,

arranging the books in them precisely as Pepys had

arranged them. Not a single item was ever to be added

to the collection, nor yet was any single item ever to be

subtracted. Only the Master of the College could

remove any Pepysian treasures from the chamber in

which they were deposited; he could take out no more
than ten at that, and those ten only to his Lodge in the

College. Nor did the cautious Samuel trust entirely to

the Master and Fellows of Magdalene, though he pre-

ferred that Magdalene should get his collection. If

Magdalene failed in any least little particular to live up
to these restrictions, the library was to be transferred

to Trinity College forthwith. With this contingency

in mind, he ordered in his will that the Master and Fel-

lows of Trinity College make an annual visitation to

the Bibliotheca Pepysiana to see if any dirty work was
going on.

So far there doesn't seem to have been any dirty work,

for Magdalene still has the collection. No visitors are

admitted unless the librarian is on the job to trail them
from press to press, and from case to case. There are

nine priceless Caxtons, many Wynkyn de Wordes and

Pynson books in the Pepys collection, among the Cax-

tons being the only copy known of the 1489 "Reynard

the Fox." Caxton's translation of Ovid's Metamor-

phoses in Caxton's own handwriting and Sir Francis
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Drake's own nautical almanac, signed "F. Drake" on the

front leaf, are other gems. Then there are the only copies

in existence of Henry VIII 's love letters to Anne Boleyn.

Pepys sent a commission to the Vatican, where the

original letters are, to have them copied. That he suc-

ceeded is only one of innumerable proofs of how great

and ingenious a collector he was, considering his rela-

tively limited means. His hundred and fourteen vol-

umes of sea manuscripts are among the great historical

treasures of England, and his hundred and fifteen medi-

eval manuscripts are a magnificent lot, though there is

not a Latin Bible, a psalter, a missal, or a breviary among
them, and but one Book of Hours. But there are won-
derful Chaucerian manuscripts and a scrapbook contain-

ing specimens of early writing from the eighth century

onward that are worth a dozen or so kings' ransoms.

And then, on top of all, there is the manuscript of his

imperishable diary.

There have been rumors that some of Pepys' greatest

treasures were borrowed from careless and forgetful

royal princes, dukes, earls, and marquises and never

returned. It is also charged on somewhat better au-

thority than rumor that the Sir Francis Drake's nautical

pocketbook was borrowed from Pepys' friend and rival

diarist, Evelyn, and never returned. But who will con-

demn these little slips now that his superb achievement

as a collector is safely and likely forever the property of

Magdalene College and therefore, by implication, of the

British Empire?

No true bibliomaniac who has the opportunity to

visit Cambridge, England, should fail to set aside at

least a day for the Bibliotheca Pepysiana. Prevail upon
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the Prime Minister or the director of the British Museum
to intercede for you with the Master of Magdalene.

Arrange your visit days, if not weeks, in advance and

be prepared with a schedule of just what you want to

see. You will find a catalogue of the library in the

British Museum. It was my sad lot to fail to get a

peep at the manuscript of the diary; the librarian had

an early engagement for tea.

To return to the subject, When is a first edition not a

first edition? It is my humble judgment that binding

variations, where the differences are infinitesimal,

should be utterly disregarded as determining factors in

bibliography. Certain bindings, of course, can be

established without peradventure of doubt as original.

First bindings in boards with the original labels intact

and with the signatures unopened are really lovely firsts

to handle, as there can never be the slightest question

of their integrity. Sometimes you may even find folded

and stitched signatures that never reached the binders,

with all the pages unopened. I have a Richardson's

"Clarissa" in this state and love to crow over it, though

it may be my lot to hear from Rosenbach that he has

found another of the same which Richardson presented

to Doctor Johnson or to David Garrick.

Of course, when the elaborate bindings of great crafts-

men such as Grolier and Maioli are involved, there is

no difficulty in establishing the period of the binding

within a decade or two. It is the common sort of

binding, whether calf or vellum, that may be annoyingly

baffling, as it is so comparatively simple to imitate

and to antique. You may see a great many modern
vellum bindings of incunabula on the Continent that
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have been made to resemble very closely the common
vellum bindings of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Hence, alleged contemporary binding should not be

allowed to count in adding an excessive premium to the

price of first editions. Unless there is a reliable prov-

enance or some sort of documentation to establish a

given binding as original, it should have the barest sort

of significance. The shrewd collector should size up the

contemporary-binding allegation as just another forced

selling point that the dealer is seeking to capitalize.

This applies equally to all the chatter about infinitesi-

mal variations in cloth bindings.

About the middle of the past century American pub-

lishers bound up books in a great variety of colors.

There must have been a fad at that time to buy books to

fit in with some sort of color scheme. I have first edi-

tions of Longfellow's
4

'Miriam" bound in seven differ-

ent colors, but all identical as to text. I have Long-

fellow's "Kavanagh" bound in four different colors, but

with bibliographical variations that indicate they are

different issues of the first edition. No two of the Long-

fellow bibliographies I have consulted agree on the

significance of these changes in the text, so I shall have

to keep on buying variants until I have worked out a

scheme of my own for classifying the several issues.

"Kavanagh" firsts are still cheap enough to make this

possible, but such may not continue for more than a few

years. I'd hate to have to commit myself to the same

sort of buying plan in the case of Hawthorne's "Twice-

Told Tales", yet I am confident that there are at least

five variations in the first edition of this rare book.

There are at least three variations in size which were
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not due to the binding up of large-paper and small-

paper issues. My deduction is that the publisher gave

out the sheets to several different binders without

stipulating any specific size or color of binding, and

some binders were more generous than others in the

matter of size. This might also account for the three

variations in the cloth used to bind with. The printed

text has undergone no change, wherefore it would be

impossible to establish any order of issue. A larger

size, however, will always bring a slight premium,

whether justified or not. The idea of bigness has its

infallible appeal to a considerable group of book col-

lectors, for an uncut copy must be nearer the original

state of the first printed signatures than a copy that has

been pared down by even so little as a sixteenth of an

inch.

Variation in the color of end papers is another point

made much of in establishing the firstness of issues.

Your first edition of "Moby Dick", you are told, must

have end papers of a certain dark orange color, 1 though

the bindings may vary through blue, red, black, and

gray-green, all of them now faded to dirty and dingy

hues. To my mind it is just as reasonable to suppose

that a binder could run out of a certain color of end paper

in binding up a first edition as that he could run out of a

certain color of cloth for his cover. But the sticklers

for the integrity of end papers dominate the situation,

and they are an impossibly stubborn lot to argue with.

They know what they want, they will accept no sub-

stitutes, and they pay the bills. Hence, watch out for

1 Richard Curie says in his recent book, "Collecting American First Editions",

that there are perfectly good first issues of "Moby Dick" with plain end papers.
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end papers with a wary eye and accept only those of the

color and texture that the sticklers agree on. I know
of one case where a very fine copy of "Moby Dick"
would have brought the dealer two thousand dollars

(this was in 192.9) had the end papers been of the accept-

able shade of brown. The stickler to whom it was
offered turned it down, and it was sold a few weeks

later for one thousand dollars. A ridiculous difference

on the face of it, for you can never be sure that end

papers have not been faked, or duplicated at some early

time, unless the author has inscribed them for presenta-

tion purposes. By what strange method of reasoning

could any one reach the conclusion that the right end

papers make up half of the value of a rare and much
sought-after book?

Thus have I argued with myself many times and oft,

after having had a long bout with the sticklers. With
what result? Just this — the next time I was offered

a book I hungered to possess and after close examination

of the end papers felt a definite doubt as to their integ-

rity, I did not buy. When we ride hobbies we ride hob-

bies, and our hobbyhorses may not be swerved from

their headlong course by all the mathematicians and

logicians of this or any other generation. We have

learned what we have learned in the most expensive

school in the world, and once we have the formula we
abide by it with a fanaticism compared with which the

faith of the worshipers of Mohammed is a feeble exhi-

bition.

Probably I should change that "once we have the

formula" to "once we think we have the formula." No
collector can possibly ever get it absopositively in one
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lifetime — not the infallible formula for picking firsts

of everlasting priority. Even with modern first editions

there is only one process of ineffable certainty for getting

possession of an unchallengeable first. To wit: Ar-

range with the publisher to be present in the pressroom

when the first run is made of all the signatures of the

first edition. Get the numbers of all the signatures, get

the numbers of all the presses, gather up the signatures

yourself, as they are run off, and take them personally

to the binder, hand them to him, point one of those

Edgar Wallace automatics at his head, and say that you

will stand by while he stitches the signatures together

and pastes on the cover. When the job is done don't

wait for the glue to dry, don't trust it for a second to

a finisher or wrapper; just grab it in its pristine fresh-

ness from the binder and make off with it. You have

then a first of firsts that you can swear to — probably the

only one you will ever possess.

Some fellow may bob up the next day with a set of

bound-up proof sheets that were corrected and indorsed

by the author, but what he has isn't a book; certainly

it is not a positive first issue of the first edition, garnered

at the indisputable source of premier fabrication. There

are likely as not two other sets of corrected galley

proofs and several sets of corrected book-page proofs,

and ahead of them there is at least one typescript of the

book and ahead of that the original manuscript.

Of course, says the layman, the original manuscript

must be the first of firsts. Alas, No ! There is a first

rough draft of outline brevity that preceded the original

manuscript, and ahead of that first rough draft is a

notebook in which was originated the plan that was
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worked out in the first rough draft. That notebook is

the very first of very firsts in the germination of the

masterpiece in question.

The collector who followed through, step by step, as

I have described in reverse, would need seek no farther

in this direction unless he happened to be swept onward

by a frenzy of passion and cut off the head of the author

with the idea of having the brain preserved in alcohol.

Not such a bad idea, altogether, in the case of many
modern authors. It would serve to simplify the one-

man plan of collecting, and it would undoubtedly con-

tribute much to the benefit of contemporary literature. 1

During the 192.9 boom in Bernard Shaw, which was
rudely interrupted by a subsequent world-wide slump,

fine copies of what was sold as a first edition of the
'

'Unsocial Socialist" ran up above one thousand dollars.

On the title-page of this first, under the author's name,

was a line in small type reading "Author of 'Cashel

Byron's Profession', etc. etc." The date on the title-

page was 1887. After the dealers in London and New
York had apparently exhausted all the available supply

of 1887 "Unsocial Socialists" there suddenly appeared

in the market a small number of copies of the same book
with this variation under the author's by-line: "Author

1 From New York Times Book Review, Nov. 30, 1930 :

4

'President Hoover now has what

is probably the most fully authenticated first edition ever issued. Mark Sullivan has

presented him with the very first copy of 'Pre-War America', published by Charles

Scribner's Sons. In order to make sure that it would be a real first, the publishers, at

Mr. Sullivan's request, took great care to secure the first impression of each signature

(in this case a group of thirty-two pages printed at the same time). These were gathered

together and in front of the title-page an extra page was slipped. Only one such

page was printed. It bore the legend: 'This is the first copy from the press, Oct. 10,

1930, presented to Herbert Hoover by the author.' Mr. Sullivan signed this page.

The book was then bound, the first copy of 'Pre-War America' to be bound. The

first jacket to be printed was put on the book, which was the first copy to have a

jacket. If any one knows of a firster first than that, we would like to hear about it."
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of 'Cahel Byron's Profession', etc., etc." It was logi-

cally stated by dealers who offered this new "Unsocial

Socialist" that it was the premier issue and that all the

copies that had previously been selling as such were

seconds. And the price asked was raised to two thou-

sand dollars.

Now why was it that this new premier first had never

before made its appearance? How came it to escape

notice by all Shaw collectors and bibliographers until

the very top of the boom? No explanations offered.

It was just one of those happenings that add to the

uncertainties and risks and suspicions of collecting.

Possibly I might not write this had I paid two thousand

dollars for one of the freak copies? I say to myself that

I would, but human nature being what it is, I must

reserve the doubt. I do possess one of the now dubious

firsts, for I did not attempt to get my money back from

the dealer who sold it to me. I did think of taking it

back to him, but for a moment only. I could picture

his rather grim smile and knew just what he would say:

A first edition is a first edition, no matter how many
variants turn up. "First issue of the first edition" is

something else again, a phrase that may perhaps admit

of argument. No dealer, no collector ever lived, who
could be omniscient. Could I prove that he had not

acted in good faith when he sold me my first "Unsocial

Socialist"? Of course I could not. So — when is a

first not a first?

Take the case of Charles Reade's "The Cloister and
the Hearth." This four-volume novel, one of the rare

Victorians, is becoming scarcer all the time. I bought
one which, I was informed, met every bibliographical
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requirement. But in September, 192.9, there appeared in

the New York Times Sunday book supplement a descrip-

tion of a copy sold some weeks before in London that

raised a new point.

This new point referred to a clause on page 371 of

Volume II of the first issue, which read, "Catherine

threw her face over her apron." The sentence was cor-

rected to "Catherine threw her apron over her face" in

the second edition, but there were also many other

changes in the second edition, as the text of Volume II

was shortened from three hundred and eighty-four to

three hundred and seventy-two pages. It is said that

there is a second issue of the first edition, with the full

text, in which the mistake has been corrected. I have

been unable, however, to locate such a copy.

The "apron" slip was a brand-new point that Michael

Sadleir had not noted in his "Excursions in Victorian

Bibliography", on which I had relied. But he had

stated that the text of Volume II ran to three hundred

and eighty-four pages. Until I began hunting for the

sentence error, I had carelessly overlooked the fact that

Volume II of my copy of "The Cloister and the Hearth"

ended at page three hundred and seventy-two. My
Volumes I, III, and IV were meticulously firsts, but as

Volume II was unmistakably a second, my copy was a

mess. Luckily for me, I had bought it from Gabriel

Wells, who instantly offered to take it back and find for

me an unassailable first of firsts, which he did.

It is very difficult now to purchase even a fairly good

first "The Cloister and the Hearth" for less than one

thousand dollars. What most dealers would call a fine

copy would look smudged and shabby alongside the
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copy in the library of my friend Howe, of Cincinnati.

Undoubtedly many of them would label it extra super-

fine and ask at least three thousand dollars for it.

Howe bought it twelve years ago for one hundred and

fifty dollars. Reason Number 641 why book collectors

continue in their madness.

Once again: When is a first edition not a first

edition?

There are the 1865 "Alice in Wonderland" and the

1866 "Alice." Both have been called firsts, and the

only difference between the two is one numeral letter.

When I bought my 1866 "Alice", at the very beginnings

of my career as a collector, I had never heard of the 1865

copy. The dealer did not mention its existence to me.

Certainly he did not refer to the '66 copy as a second

edition, which it undoubtedly was and is. Possibly he

took it for granted that I knew all about it; possibly

not. If he did, I think he was justified, inasmuch as I

pretended to know a great deal more about rare books

than I did know. A common way with beginners who
ride hobbies; after a decade or so you are content to

look dumb and hedge on every other statement you
make in the presence of a dealer.

Not that I have any complaint to make about my 1866

"Alice." I paid about one fifth the price that has been

paid since, or about one one hundred and sixtieth the

price that has been paid at auction for a presentation '65

"Alice."

The explanation of the difference in dates is this:

The publishers began printing the first edition in the

last week of December, 1865. After printing about

fifty copies, of which there is a record in the Macmillan
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firm's books, it suddenly occurred to the printer to

change the date to 1866, as the new year was immedi-

ately at hand. There is no exact record of how many
copies were printed of the 1866 "first", but most likely

the run was not more than fifteen hundred.

Practically the same pre-dating occurred with the

first volume of Hardy's "The Dynasts", which was put

on the press during the last few days of 1893, though in

this case there is no publisher's record of how many
'93 copies were printed before the date was changed to

'94. 1 Then we have Conrad's 1913 "Chance" (very

rare) followed by the printing with the 1914 date line

(not at all rare). Yet collectors will pay a small for-

tune as a premium for the infinitesimal difference that

establishes what might amount to only a few hours'

priority in manufacture. No wonder the hard-headed

noncollectors can think only of softening of the brain

when we try to explain to them these trifling but

frightfully expensive subtleties

!

No matter how we may squirm at their deductions

we must acknowledge that they can make out a vastly

better case in the affirmative than we can in the negative.

We should go further than that and tack on our own
personal stricture that however good their case tech-

nically, the flyspeck school of bibliographers, by its

overemphasis of trivialities, is doing more harm than

good to the general cause of book collecting. Involved

"explanations" of binding variations that do not ex-

plain and constitute nothing more than a vague hypothe-

1 What appears to be a hitherto unknown first edition of one of Thomas Hardy's

books has been found in the library of Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, New Hamp-
shire. This is a copy of Part II of "The Dynasts", bearing the date of 1905, on an

uncanceled title-page, a year earlier than the regular first edition of 1906.
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sis should be wholly disregarded by all commonsense

collectors — if you grant that there are any such.

The dealers, naturally, love these vagaries and con-

stantly capitalize them as selling points. They awe the

new collector with them, thrilling him with the idea

that he is being let into some profound secrets that will

give him a great advantage over other collectors. Mr.

Novice, then, having bought a copy of Longfellow's

"Tales of a Wayside Inn" with three flyspecks instead

of two on the upper left-hand corner of page 69, goes

home with the conviction that he has secured the pre-

positive premier of premiers of a supremely important

book. Should he take a few hours to reason it out, he

would surely conclude that the book itself is not even

of secondary importance and that a two hundred per

cent, premium for an extra flyspeck was little short of

highway robbery.

My advice to all beginning collectors is to wait two
years at least before making up their minds to buy any

book about which there are new bibliographical dis-

coveries that have to do with intricate binding varia-

tions, hitherto unrecorded title-page eccentricities, only

copies known with an undotted i on page 73, and star-

tlingly new first issues explained by their authors —
whose ignorance of printing, binding, and every other

phase of book fabrication is apt to be abysmally pro-

found.
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Most that has been written in recent years on the

subject of book collecting has been highly colored with

optimism. Optimism for both the collector and the

dealer. With a few notable exceptions, the writers

who shoveled out this optimism, with a lavishness

worthy of Wall Street tipsters, have been dealers. A
few have been big dealers, operating on a great scale,

men whose nod would be good at any time for a fifty

thousand dollar bid at Sotheby's or at the Anderson

Galleries; some have been what are known to collectors

who know their way about as "gentlemen dealer-

collectors." These latter do not keep shop, but they

are frequently to be found in the shops of their pet deal-

ers. They know books and they know values, and now
and then you will find one with a rare gift for bibliog-

raphy. Most of them really love rare books, but their

acquisitive instinct does not amount to an obsession.

They will hold on up to a certain price and then let go.

They will occasionally bring a good customer to their

pet dealer and collect a handsome commission. They
can render valuable service in cataloguing libraries and

once in a great while they will turn their hand to the

always costly and infrequently remunerative task of

writing a bibliography.

For the prices of rare books to go up and up and up is

just as important in a practical way to the gentleman
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dealer-collector as to the dealer himself, though of

course it is the dealer who has the vastly greater stake

in the game.

It would be ridiculous to say that only a slim minority

of book collectors are influenced in their collecting by
the thought of shrewd investment. A sufficiently pro-

longed acquaintance with collectors brings home to

you more and more that this idea of shrewd investment

is the common delusion of collectors — a delusion

that would be swiftly shattered were any considerable

number of them forced to sell out in a hurry and at the

same time.

Happily for the book-collecting game a bear raid on

the book market is an impossibility. There is no mar-

keting machinery with which to conduct such a raid

were it possible to organize one. Any collector who,
should any such occasion develop, was forced to sell

out within twenty-four hours, would be entirely at

the mercy of a few dealers with large credit resources.

To sell a large and valuable collection at auction re-

quires — or rather should require — months of prepara-

tion. There have been many hurried auctions at which
prices were so badly slaughtered that the returns from

the sale were shamefully microscopic. Sellers at such

auctions have seen their books offered by dealers a few

months later at advances of more than one thousand

per cent.

The epochal Kern sale, which took place at the height

of the lately lamented optimistic hysteria in Wall Street,

was in preparation for at least six months. There was
ample time to prepare a good selling catalogue; there

were adequate advance notices in the New York and
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the London press. Dealers all over the world were

told of the sale and in turn notified their customers of

the great rarities that could be bought for them. There

is nothing a dealer likes better than to put through a

sizable bid for a good cash customer at a premier book
auction. He earns a ten per cent, commission by a nod

of the head or the flutter of his catalogue, and he is

advertised all over the world as the purchaser.

It is a perilous mistake for collectors who have any

interest in the bidding to attend high-pressure, puffed

and boomed auctions of the Kern variety. By this I

mean collectors who have given bids to dealers or who
have made it known that they are at all anxious to buy
anything that will be offered at the sale. If they do

attend, they must be willing to pay through the nose

for the experience. There is a finesse about getting

results at a book auction that is scarcely ever gained in

a lifetime of book collecting. Dealers, as well, seldom

develop the technique to a fine art, and those who do

put through much of the bidding for other dealers.

There are wheels within wheels and deals within deals

at every great book auction, and of these only a few

great masters of the game are aware. The lone-wolf

amateur collector who would hunt bargains at such

an occasion should possess an incredible amount of

egotism.

Let us imagine the case of Phineas Phinn, a lone-wolf

amateur who is collecting Jane Austen. He is keen to

obtain a good copy of "Sense and Sensibility" in the

original boards, with the original paper labels intact

and with the half titles exactly what and where they

should be. Phineas Phinn has obtained a catalogue of
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the sale and has absorbed the minute and authoritative

description of a perfect first "Sense and Sensibility" in

Geoffrey Keynes' Jane Austen bibliography. The cata-

logue description agrees exactly with what he seeks. -

He has ferreted for this book for months or possibly for

years, but no dealer that he has visited possessed one

or would commit himself to find one. Phineas Phinn

believes that he has gone about this hunting unob-

trusively, but in reality his desires in the matter are

widely known among dealers. If he goes into that

auction four or five of them will know what he has

come for and, once he begins bidding, will bid him out

of his chair. Never suspecting that the mounting prices

offered are occasioned by his presence, he concludes that

the sole reason for the competition is the great rarity

and great worth of the book. In due course he is

forced to drop out and almost at the next bid the lot

is knocked down to Dealer Quirk.

Phineas Phinn is sorely disgruntled, but he still

wants the book. He steps over to the dealer and asks

him if he will turn the book over to him at the usual

ten per cent, advance.

"Sorry," replies Mr. Quirk, "but I bought it for the

Button Bookshop."

Phinn proceeds to the Button Bookshop and there

learns that it was bought for a customer who had been

long in search of it and who had left a standing order.

There is a possibility, though, that this customer might

be hard up at the moment and might accept a slight

advance over the auction price plus the fortunate

bidder's ten per cent, and plus again the Button Book-

shop's further commission of ten per cent. In the
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end Phineas Phinn gets the book at an advance of thirty

per cent, above the auction price or, say, approximately

six thousand dollars.

Had Phinn a few days before the auction gone to the

dealer to whom the book was knocked down and asked

him to get the book for him at a price under four thou-

sand dollars he would probably have obtained it for

some thirty-seven hundred dollars. Probably, because

within a fortnight after the auction, a friend of his

bought a better copy of "Sense and Sensibility" for

thirty-five hundred dollars from a dealer whom Phinn

had overlooked.

Now, where did this long-sought-for Austen item

come from? Was it in hiding in the dealer's shop dur-

ing the sale? Very likely, if he had any inkling that

something spectacular would happen in the way of a

price boost. Just before a widely advertised auction is

held, make the rounds of the dealers who carry the

largest stocks — and try to find books that duplicate

the headliners in the catalogue ! They are not to be

seen; they have a way of going into hiding until after

the sale. Likewise, it will frequently happen that the

dealer who has the most important line of duplicates

will be the most active bidder in the sale. It has not

been unknown at Sotheby's in London for a dealer who
had as many as ten copies of a first edition of a popular

modern author to bid in an eleventh copy for his stock at

an advance of several hundred per cent, over the price

brought at any previous auction. Nor is it altogether

uncommon for a certain great American dealer to pay,

for what is a great rarity only outside of his own stock,

a stunningly high price — three or four thousand
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dollars for a book that when added to his lot will make
an even dozen on his shelves.

It requires a great deal of capital to effect anything

like a corner in rare books, and there is always the off

chance that from three to a dozen "unobtainable"

rarities will suddenly hit the market, smoked out of

hiding by an unexpected boom in prices. Nevertheless,

it has been demonstrated again and again that if a dealer

can afford to wait for sales at record prices of certain

great books he has great faith in, he can also afford to

bid in another copy at auction at a sensational price and

then mark up the prices of all his duplicates accordingly.

Let no collector deceive himself that this sort of reck-

lessness is gone into blindly. Scores of dealers in rare

books put out catalogues several times a year and thereby

expose some of their stock. The dealer doing a big

business in a big way has his clerks make careful check

of all obtainable catalogues. In addition, he employs

scouts to go about and beat up other rarities which the

catalogues fail to reveal.

Take heed also that three of the most important

sources of rare books for the English-speaking world do

not make it a practice to put out a catalogue, namely,

A. S. W. Rosenbach, Gabriel Wells, and Walter Spencer

of New Oxford Street, London. Were these three mag-
nates of the trade to issue catalogues that enumerated

all the treasures in their vaults and on their shelves, and

were their catalogues to state the asking price for

each item, the total would run well beyond the cost of

a battleship or a sizable squadron of little cruisers.

The very life of the rare-book trade depends upon

optimistic propaganda. The slogan, "The high prices
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asked to-day will seem like gifts ten years from now",
has been dinned into the ears of collectors from time

immemorial. There has been almost a singsong monot-

ony about it in recent years. You were offered records

to prove it in the case of scores of the most sought-after

rare books.

You heard most about first-folio Shakespeares and

Gutenberg Bibles, fifteenth and sixteenth-century Amer-
icana, presentation copies of Dickens, certain of the

eighteenth-century novels, everything of Goldsmith's,

of Doctor Johnson's, and of Boswell's. Then came
Charles Lamb, Keats, Shelley, and Poe. Shelley's

"Queen Mab" was driven up to sixty-eight thousand

dollars at the Kern sale, a manuscript of Lamb's brought

forty-eight thousand dollars — sudden jumps of one

thousand per cent. What was happening in Wall Street

at the same time was comparatively tame, but there

was an almost identical hysteria behind both bull up-

swings.

There was, however, this vast difference between

what went on at the New York Stock Exchange and

what happened at the Anderson Galleries. The sky-

rocket items of the Kern sale were not offered in the

market again on the following day, nor yet during the

following year. As likely as not they may never be

offered at auction again, and there will be no way of

checking whether or not the prices paid were insanely

out of proportion to values. Too, there were items

that cannot be duplicated; and it is difficult to impos-

sible to make value comparisons in such cases.

It was recently stated before a committee in the

United States Senate which was investigating the con-
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templated purchase of the Vollbehr library of incunabula

for one million, five hundred thousand dollars that just

one item in this collection, the vellum Gutenberg Bible,

would almost undoubtedly, during a golden period of

optimism, bring one million dollars at auction. It had

been purchased by Doctor Otto H. F. Vollbehr from the

Monastery of St. Paul in Corinthia for three hundred

and five thousand dollars in 1916. If it did fetch a

million dollars, I fear me that there would be a tidy

little procession of Gutenberg Bibles coming out of

private libraries immediately afterward, with no more

million-dollar bids to greet them.

If you refer back to the Grolier Club list of one hun-

dred great English books, you may let your price opti-

mism run away with you, if you will, in the case of all

the "unfindables" — up to a certain price, dependent

upon the boom status of the period. But how many
collectors aspire to own any or all of these items? What
of the tens of thousands of desirable books that are not

included? Are prices always mounting for the miscel-

laneous odds and ends that are not so rare, not so great,

not in any sense unique? They are not. In fact, in

many cases they are going down. The demand for

incunabula is not nearly so great as it was ten years ago,

when the late Henry E. Huntington was spending mil-

lions in this field. I am speaking of the generality of

incunabula, not the hundred or so world-renowned

features of supreme importance or rarity — not the

finest of the Aldines and Jensens, the "unobtainable"

Caxtons and Wynkyn de Wordes.

In the United States there are probably fifty book col-

lectors to-day where there was one before the War, and
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only a wee minority of these new collectors could be

interested in incunabula. Few of them did and few of

them do possess the background of scholarship or knowl-

edge that would make it possible for them to take more
than a casual interest in fifteenth-century literature.

Among them are few Huntingtons and Morgans and

Folgers — men of comparatively inexhaustible wealth

who know that it is impossible to build up a monu-
mental library without the inclusion of incunables.

Only a handful of the new collectors have both the means

and the urge to select even some one phase of incunabula,

such as works on theology, philosophy, medicine,

science (political or physical), the drama, art, history,

sociology, biology, geology, or what not.

Of course, college libraries go on buying in these

special fields, but with their comparatively limited

appropriations the competition is not great, nor is it at

all the same sort of competitive buying that occurs be-

tween individual collectors. When an item of great

rarity and great value is sought by an institution, it is

usual to raise a special fund by public subscription or

through an appeal to some philanthropic individual.

The results are most satisfactory when this can be done

secretly; for once public attention is drawn to such an

undertaking, the value of the object, whether it be of

great antiquity or almost of to-day, is woefully exag-

gerated.

Take, for instance, the rather recent case of the Lewis

Carroll manuscript of "Alice's Adventures under

Ground" — the story which, in expanded form, became

the "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" we know
to-day. A fund of twelve thousand pounds was reported
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to have been provided by private and public subscrip-

tion to purchase the manuscript for the British Museum.
It was sold at auction to Rosenbach for fifteen thou-

sand four hundred pounds. It is doubtful if the seller

received more than the twelve thousand pounds said to

have been offered by the British public, for we must

deduct the usual twenty per cent, costs of selling at

public auction. As the seller (Mrs. Alice Pleasance

Hargreaves) was the original Alice for whom Lewis

Carroll wrote the story and to whom he gave the

illustrated script, there was much wonder at the time

that she would not have desired it to become one of

her nation's treasures. Very likely she did, but before

any secret negotiations could get under way she had

committed herself to sell her manuscript, together with

presentation copies of the book and several Carroll

letters, through the agency of Sotheby's. It is also

likely that some publicity may have been necessary to

raise the twelve-thousand-pound fund for the British

Museum.
Even had the fund been twenty thousand instead of

twelve thousand pounds it is doubtful if Rosenbach

would have been headed off. He is the one great dealer

who knows the art of advertising almost as keenly as

he knows the art of buying and selling books.

It was a simple matter to stir up a controversy in

London over the value of the "Alice" manuscript, to

set thousands of tongues wagging on that always

titillating subject of selling the treasures of the British

Empire to rapacious American millionaires. In past

centuries it has never disturbed the British mind to

contemplate purchasing the treasures of poorer lands,
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nor does it really disturb the philosophically minded

Britisher of to-day to watch shiploads of British antiq-

uities depart for the United States of America in ex-

change for American gold. John Bull knows how vast

are the stores of treasures still remaining on his tight

little isle that will never find their way overseas. Now
and then, however, it is good for his soul and the state

of his liver to explode on the subject of Yankee voracity

and upstart Yankee wealth. He can always get a hear-

ing on this topic in any sort of company, and the more

extravagant his animadversions, the greater applause he

is likely to provoke. The editorial writers for the en-

tire British press have rung all the changes on the subject

for generations and know its popular worth. It is a

perennially good line and will probably continue to be

for an eon or so.

No one was more keenly aware of this fact than the

aforementioned A. S. W. Rosenbach. Once the issue

was raised over the "Alice" manuscript, he lost no time

in touching off the little bombshells that the London
newspapers and reviews were only too glad to provide

for him.

So it came about that on April 3, 19x8, the great

Carroll item came up for sale and was knocked down
to him at an epoch-making price (£15,400). Then, to

rub it in on the twittering British public, he turned

around and offered to sell it to the British Museum for

what he had paid for it — for twenty-five thousand

dollars less, in fact, than he obtained for it a year later,

when he sold it to Mr. Eldridge Johnson, the man who
was responsible for giving the world "His Master's

Voice."
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But British patriotism, so far as "Alice" was con-

cerned, had made its twelve-thousand-pound gesture,

and that was the end of it. Not a shilling more would
the Alice in Wonderland Fund Committee offer, so

A. S. W. R. sailed home with his loot, permitting him-

self to be interviewed in extenso here and there en route

and after arrival at home. All of which, some cynics

calculated, was worth a hundred thousand dollars to

him in subtle advertising values. He followed through,

while the news was still hot, by exhibiting his purchases

in the New York and the Philadelphia public libraries,

where great numbers went to see and gape and exclaim.

Then, after the incident was practically forgotten on

both sides of the Atlantic, the "Alice" manuscript,

letters, and presentation copies were purchased by Mr.

Johnson for considerably more than one hundred thou-

sand dollars; and that undoubtedly will be the end of

the talk, so far as sale prices and problematical worth are

concerned. To a man of Mr. Johnson's very great for-

tune the purchase made scarcely a nibble at his income,

and he sent it off to be exhibited in all the important

public libraries throughout the United States.

It is possible that he may slip over to London some

day and hand it with his compliments to the director

of the British Museum. He would not be the first

American collector to perform such a gracious act,

though I doubt if he would receive much in return in

the way of hearty thanks. The editorial writers who
suffer acutely from Yankeephobia would charge him
with ulterior motives, would comment on the spec-

tacular antics of American millionaires, would accuse

him of using the publicity he obtained to sell more
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gramophones (notwithstanding that he had sold out his

interest in the company years before), and would wholly

misconstrue his simple act of genuine philanthropy.

At least, that is my hard-boiled forecast.

I have been asked by many noncollectors if in my
judgment the manuscript of "Alice" could be worth one

hundred thousand dollars. I cautiously replied that to

me it could not be worth one hundred thousand thou-

sand dollars, no matter how great my wealth. "Alice"

has been accepted during the sixty-five years since its

first appearance as one of the world's classic stories for

children. But sixty-five years is but a tick of the clock

compared with the elapsed time since the pagan,

Christian, and Moslem demolitions of the marvelous

Alexandrian libraries. Thousands of treasures were

committed to the flames in these holocausts, any one

of which should be worth to the collectors of the rare,

the curious, and the very old one hundred times more

than a modern story of whimsy and fancy written for

the amusement of a child friend. And there are still

remaining thousands of treasures in the great national

and private libraries of the world that should be worth,

on intrinsic merits, vastly more than the holograph

script of "Alice's Adventures."

Yet and notwithstanding, as the first specimen of

homo sapiens who ever bartered an artifact probably

philosophized, his bit of flint, fashioned crudely for the

purpose of severing the jugular vein of a saber-tooth

tiger, was worth every seed of millet or maize he could

get for it, no more and no less. And as Rosenbach got

one hundred thousand dollars and more for "Alice", it

was worth it.
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